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Abstract
The dissertation contains essays concerning the linkages between macroeconomy and -
nancial market or the conduct of monetary policy via DSGE modelling. The dissertation
contributes to the questions of tting macroeconomic models to the data, and so con-
tributes to our understanding of the driving forces of uctuations in macroeconomic and
nancial variables.
Chapter one offers an introduction to my thesis and outlines in detail the main results
and methodologies.
In Chapter two I introduce a statistical measure for model evaluation and selection
based on the full information of sample second moments in data. Amodel is said to outper-
form its counterpart if it produces closer similarity in simulated data variance-covariance
matrix when compared with the actual data. The "distance method" is generally feasi-
ble and simple to conduct. A exible price two-sector open economy model is studied to
match the observed puzzles of international nance data. The statistical distance approach
favours a model with dominant role played by the expectational errors in foreign exchange
market which breaks the international interest rate parity.
Chapter three applies the distance approach to a New Keynesian model augmented
with habit formation and backward-looking component of pricing behaviour. A macro-
nance model of yield curve is developed to showcase the dynamics of implied forward
yields. This exercise, with the distance approach, reiterate the inability of macro model
in explaining yield curve dynamics. The method also reveals remarkable interconnection
between real quantity and bond yield slope.
In Chapter four I study a general equilibrium business cycle model with sticky prices
and labour market rigidities. With costly matching on labour market, output responds in
a hump-shaped and persistent manner to monetary shocks and the resulting Phillips curve
seems to radically change the scope for monetary policy because (i) there are speed limit
effects for policy and (ii) there is a cost channel for monetary policy. Labour reforms such
as in mid-1980s UK can trigger more effective monetary policy. Research on monetary
policy shall pay greater attention to output when labour market adjustments are persistent.
Chapter ve analyzes the link between money and nancial spread, which is oft missed
in specication of monetary policy making analysis. When liquidity provision by banks
dominates the demand for money from the real economy, money may contain information
of future output and ination due to its impact on nancial spreads. I use a sign-restriction
Bayesian VAR estimation to separate the liquidity provision impact from money market
equilibrium. The decomposition exercise shows supply shocks dominate the money-price
nexus in the short to medium term. It also uncovers distinctive policy stance of two central
banks.
Finally Chapter six concludes, providing a brief summary of the research work as well
as a discussion of potential limitations and possible directions for future research.
JEL Classications: C10; E24; E44; E52; F41.
Keywords: Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium; Model Evaluation; Simulation;
Macroeconomic Financial Linkage; New Keynesian Phillips Curve; Shock Identication;
Labour Market; Search; Monetary Policy Rules; Persistence; Bayesian VAR Identica-
tion; Sign Restriction.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Dynamic macroeconomics has developed at vast speed in recent years. The last two
decades, accompanied by theoretical developments and computing power, have witnessed
a remarkable development of work in dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models
(DSGE) for macroeconomic research. The basic building blocks of these models are well
specied decision rules for all agents on the basis of microeconomic foundations.1 More
than just being used for theoretical explorations, as in its earlier stages,2 DSGE modelling
has become very popular as an empirical technique in recent years as well, for instance for
short- to medium-term forecasting for central banks (Del Negro and Schorfheide, 2006).
In this thesis, I study several aspects of modern business cycles, especially on theoreti-
cal and empirical linkages between macroeconomic and nancial variables, with DSGE
modelling techniques.
The introductory chapter presents a brief discussion of these important but intercon-
nected issues, among which I highlight the main themes of my doctoral research: (1) the
evaluation of the empirical t of DSGE models; (2) the role of exogenous shocks, or forc-
ing processes, and (3) the relative role of nominal versus real rigidities and (4) the role
of policy decision rules in changing the dynamics of macro-nancial linkages. From the
point of view of an empirical macroeconomist, I rstly dene the scope and methodology
1 See the Nobel prize lectures by Robert Lucas (1996) and by Finn Kydland and Ed Prescott (2004).
2 See Altug, Chadha and Nolan (2003) for a summary of the early stages of DSGE modelling.
2of DSGE framework by summarizing its advancements up to date. Section 1.1 contains a
short literature review and motivates the introduction of a new method to evaluate DSGE
model and conduct model selection for Chapter two. In the subsequent section I discuss
the theoretical components of the dissertation, namely, the role of internal propagation and
external shocks in development of dynamic models. Finally in section 1.3, the structure
of the dissertation is introduced.
1.1Dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model with calibration
The rst version of modern DSGE analysis is the Real Business Cycle (RBC) originated
by Kydland and Prescott (1982) who proposed that dynamic general equilibrium models
should be used to evaluate the structure of the macroeconomy. In this case the repre-
sentative household solves the dynamic programming problem of balancing consumption,
savings, work and leisure over time and results in decision rules for each that approxi-
mately mimic consumption, investment, work hours and real wages at the business cycle
frequency.
Over time macroeconomists began to consider other uncertainties beyond technology
disturbances and dynamic models were augmented with other types of exogenous distur-
bances, such as preference (demand) shocks, monetary policy shocks, mark-up shocks and
scal shocks, etc. More recently, DSGE modelling become almost a new orthodoxy for
an important subset of macroeconomists, monetary policy makers, after several key con-
tribution in this area, including Rotemberg and Woodford's (1997) introduction of New-
3Keynesian DSGE models by adding staggered prices, Smets and Wouters's (2003) inu-
ential work of DSGE evaluation on Euro Area economy, and Del Negro and Schorfheide's
(2006), among others', incorporation of VAR analysis and Bayesian approach to estimat-
ing "deep parameters" within the context of DSGE modeling.
The upshot of this work is that modern dynamic macroeconomics has now added
DSGE techniques to its toolkit and constructs and analyzes these larger, computationally-
demanding models with multiple disturbances as standard (Karagedikli et al, 2009).
There are many critiques of DSGE modeling, see for example, the criticisms of Mar-
cus Miller, Paul De Grauwe and Charles Goodhart, which essentially boil down to either
a criticism of the use of the representative agent or the lack of nancial frictions. Ad-
dressing the fundamental concerns lies beyond the scope of the dissertation, and the focus
remains on model evaluation and the taking of the calibrated model to the data.
As suggested by Canova and Ortega (2000), model evaluation and selection themselves
can be seen as integrated parts of calibration process. Conventionally a dynamic stochas-
tic model can be solved analytically given an initial calibration of parameter value and
exogenous shocks. The paths of endogenous variables can thus be depicted in simulation.
The t of the model is evaluated by `selecting a metric and comparing the outcomes of the
model relative to a set of stylized facts', including `sample statistics of the actual data
such as means, variances, correlations' and also impulse response functions of the VAR
structure.
4Ortega (1996) argued that this approach is in nature ad-hoc and lacks rigorous sta-
tistical foundation. As opposed to this Informal Approach, a series of formal statis-
tically grounded procedures have been initiated. Canova and Ortega (2000) provided a
comprehensive survey of this pioneering work. Some of these procedures focus on the
frequency domain of models and data (Watson, 1993, Diebold, Ohanian and Berkowitz,
1995). Although most of the literature relies on econometric estimation instead of cali-
bration (Christiano and Eichenbaum, 1992, Ireland, 2004). Is there a method in between
the two so that computational burden is minimized while distributional information can
be largely utilized? An attempt has been made by Canova and Sala (2009) and others by
matching impulse responses. In this monograph we refer to Bhattacharjee and Thoenis-
sen (2007) for a model selection procedure in spirit of Ortega's (1996) informal approach.
By simply accounting for unconditional second moments contained in variance covari-
ance matrix (VCM) of endogenous variables, we apply some metrics to calculate distance
measures used for model evaluation and selection practice.
The method is further applied to two DSGE models, namely, one with New Keynesian
Phillips Curve (NKPC) model and the other with open economy macroeconomic model.
In the fairly simple and stylized NKPC model, I use inference on the VCM approach to
help calibrate the exogenous shocks. For the open economy model, the newly introduced
distance measures indicate the best choice of exogenous shocks and deep parameters in a
complicated model setup. The method may well be a highly efcient method for empirical
5analysis of dynamic economy.
1.2 Theoretical issues in a dynamic world
Turning to the theoretical part of the dissertation, several questions stand out as a research
agenda for my research. On the linkage of macroeconomic and nancial variables, I am
particularly interested in following questions: (1) Do DSGE models explain the nexus
of macro and nancial indicators in business cycles? And to what extent has it evolved
over time and across different cycles? (2) How do nominal and real rigidities improve our
understanding of these stylized facts? (3) How can we obtain meaningful conclusion on
the importance of exogenous shocks and structural parameters in matching facts in actual
data? (4) How has monetary policy making interacted with the macro-nancial intercon-
nection? What do we learn from the data towards a more efcient monetary policy rule?
I try to help formulate an answer one or more of these questions in each of subsequent
chapters, by not restricted to these open discussion.
For the theoretical building blocks, I follow the micro-founded approach to develop-
ing aggregate behavioural equations but do not conne myself to New Keynesian or real
(ex-price) models, much depends on the requirements of specic economic issue. De-
nitionally, the DSGE modeling framework attributes uctuations to multiple disturbances
that lead to changes in relative prices and quantities, or what are termed state variables.
The state variable can be forward-looking or pre-determined. So the thesis also focuses
on the specication of exogenous shocks, although the identication procedure of shocks
6is far from being established as a scientic tool for DSGE macroeconomist.
Calvo (1983) and Yun (1996) built the foundation of New Keynesian macroeconomics
by formulating staggered price and wages in an economy with monopolistically competi-
tive rms. Nominal rigidities like these have been seen a textbook answer for the question
why money is not neutral in short to medium-term, although the new generation of NK
school, the New Neoclassical Synthesis does admit the neutrality of money in long-run
(Dixon, 2007).
On top of nominal rigidities, I investigate two types of real rigidities, namely, habit for-
mation in consumption preference (Fuhrer, 2000) and a labour market search and match
mechanism (Mortensen and Pissarides, 1994 andWalsh, 2003). These features are appeal-
ing as theory and also proved to be relevant in our understanding of UK business cycles.
While most DSGE models have been criticized for their complete market settings, I also
incorporate incomplete nancial market as part of my research agenda. Without digging
into more theoretical solution to these questions, I instead focus my efforts on the explain-
ing power of various shocks due to the limitation of empirical tools. Indeed, there are so
many of macroeconomic puzzles, much more than what we have learned, that we cannot
resolve in a few stylized models. Due to the complexity of interaction among individual
agents and the ongoing problems of aggregation across many agents, DSGE models can
only serve as a stepping stone for the better understanding of certain aspects of the macro-
economy. This is the case especially when monetary policy plays important role in the
7nexus between macro and nance linkages.
Based on the analysis of impulse responses of exogenous shocks, there are several con-
tribution made in the dissertation. The most important one is the observed missing role of
money in monetary policy analysis and its consequences for policy making, as in chap-
ter ve. The chapter shows, with US and UK data, that increase in broad money can be
due to both demand and supply factors. But the money supply channel via liquidity pro-
vision is absent in a typical NKPC model therefore the consequences for monetary policy
may be misleading. Other contributions on the theoretical wing include: (1) Expectational
errors in foreign exchange markets are of great signicance in understanding puzzles on
international risk sharing; (2) A macro-nance yield curve model can explain both macro
data and yield curve slope, but not yield curve curvature or level and (3) A labour search
and match mechanism make monetary policy making radically different from that of pure
ination-propagation one, and the model implies a bias to unemployment due to greater
welfare losses caused by the period of labour market search in a recession. These theoret-
ical ndings are suggested by numerical simulation and are also supported by empirical
evidence.
Finally, the nal stage of my PhD research coincided with the nancial turmoil orig-
inating in the subprime debt crisis and subsequent credit crunch, which motivated the
research work in chapter ve. The crisis and recession, although destructive to aggregate
nancial wealth, by injecting considerable variance into the economy has added to econo-
8mists' understanding of the macro-nancial linkages amid a changing world. In this case,
I highlight the role of liquidity shocks in the money market for the supply of loans and its
likely impact on asset prices. This is a vivid example why a sensible way of macroeco-
nomic research is to eye the development of exogenous shocks and structure jointly, the
main building block of DSGE analysis.
1.3Outline of the dissertation
The main body of my dissertation is structured as follows. Each of chapter two to chapter
ve of the dissertation is an independent essay, which tries to answer one or more ques-
tions I have raised in this introduction. They each examine issues concerned with the
linkages between macroeconomy and nancial market or the conduct of monetary policy
from both theoretical and empirical angles. Three of the four papers (Chapter two, Chapter
three and Chapter four) use dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models and
two of the papers (Chapter two and Chapter ve) develop testing methodologies for the
empirical t of these models. The dissertation contributes to the questions of tting macro-
economic models to the data, using a weak interface with the data rather than full-scale
estimation, and so contributes to our understanding of the driving forces of uctuations in
macroeconomic and nancial variables.
In Chapter two a new statistical measure by Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen (2007) is ap-
plied for model evaluation and selection based on the full information of sample second
moments in data. A model is said to outperform its counterpart if it produces closer simi-
9larity between the simulated data variance-covariance matrix (VCM) when compared with
the actual data VCM. I adopt a number of metrics to infer on the statistical divergences in
VCMs under the assumption of normally distributed innovations.
The method by Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen (2007) is designed to enhance under-
standing of rather complicated sophisticated DSGE models which might be intractable
in estimation-based measurement. I use a exible price two-sector open economy model
to match the widely-observed puzzles of a poor degree of international risk sharing and
exchange rate disconnect. The model identies a solution to the puzzle by allowing a
concurrence of shocks in productivity, preference and interest rate parity condition in two
open economies featuring traded and non-traded sectors and an incomplete cross border
nancial market. Among a group of candidate calibration for the UK-US open economy
business cycle data, the statistical distance approach favours a model with a dominant
role played by the expectational errors in foreign exchange market which breaks the in-
ternational interest rate parity condition and hence allows relative consumption to diverge
widely from the real exchange rate, which is pinned down by the interest rate parity con-
dition.
Chapter three applies the distance approach to a New Keynesian model augmented with
habit formation and backward-looking component of pricing behaviour. A macro-nance
model of yield curve is developed to showcase the dynamics of implied forward yields, un-
der pure expectation hypothesis. This exercise, with the distance approach, echoes some
10
well-established empirical ndings of NK Phillips curve (see Chadha and Holly, 2006),
namely, inability of macro model in explaining yield curve dynamics without careful spec-
ication of nancial factors. I assess the role played by exogenous shocks, including their
changing magnitude through decades. In particular I nd the method implies remarkable
interconnection between output and the bond yield slope, which may serve as the reason
why it can be used to predict business cycle turning point.
In Chapter four I study the implications, for monetary policy and output dynamics, of a
general equilibrium business cycle model with sticky prices and labour market rigidities.
With costly matching from vacancies to employment, output responds in a hump-shaped
and persistent manner to monetary shocks and the resulting Phillips curve seems to change
the scope for monetary policy. There are important consequences of output deviations as
compared with a model admitting ination effects alone. This is because (i) there are
speed limit effects for policy and (ii) there is a cost channel for monetary policy. Based
on simulations I nd that labour reforms, like in the UK in the mid-1980s, trigger more
effective monetary policy but still cannot explain the very slow response of unemployment
to monetary shocks. This work motivates the need for monetary policy to pay greater
attention to output when labour market adjustments are persistent, than in the case when
ination alone is thought to be important.
Chapter ve explores the missing role of money in monetary policy-making by con-
sidering the link between money and the it's cost, the nancial spread. When liquidity
11
provision by banks dominates the demand for money from the real economy, money is
likely to contain information about future output and ination because of its impact on
nancial spreads. I illustrate such linkage graphically and in a small DSGE model but
use a sign-restriction Bayesian VAR estimation to unwind the liquidity provision impact
from money market equilibrium. The decomposition analysis shows supply shocks domi-
nate the money-price nexus in UK, US and Euro area in the short to medium term. It also
provides clues about the distinctive policy stance of three central banks. I conclude that
nancial spread may be an important policy criterion when the role of liquidity provision
dominates as a supply shock to broad money.
Finally Chapter six concludes, providing a brief summary of the research work con-
tained in the thesis as well as a discussion of potential limitations and possible directions
for future research.
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Chapter 2
Productivity, Preferences and UIP deviations
in an Open Economy Business Cycle Model
2.1 Introduction
3It is well documented that international risk sharing and the real exchange rate seem to
divert far from the levels that would be associated with their complete market allocations.
Many authors, originating with Backus and Smith (1993) and Backus, Kehoe and Kyd-
land (1995),4 have pointed to a lack of aggregate risk sharing across open economies and
as an analogue many have also commented on the disconnect between the relative price of
goods and their relative consumption, see, for example, Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) for a
summary. We concentrate on a exible price solution to the problem in the vein on Baxter
and Crucini (1995) and Stockman and Tesar (1995) but also allow for nancial market im-
perfections, following Devereux and Engel (2002). We nd, within the context of a new
methodology for model evaluation of calibrated models, that a two-sector open economy
replete with nancial market imperfections and driven by productivity, preference and ex-
change rates that are allowed to deviate stochastically from UIP may provide a reasonably
satisfactory contribution to the solution of these puzzles.
3 A paper co-authored with Jagjit S. Chadha and Arnab Bhattacharjee based on this chapter has been accepted by Open Economies Review for
publication in 2010.
4 Simply put the Backus-Kehoe-Kydland puzzle is that it is income rather than consumption that is more closely correlated across open economies,
which suggests that payoffs from idiosyncratic foreign (domestic) income shocks are not being used to smooth domestic (foreign) consumption. The
Backus-Smith puzzle is the analogous puzzle that relative consumption across open economies does not arbitrage relative price (real exchange rate)
differences.
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To understand the puzzles, a few benchmark models have been established. Chari, Ke-
hoe and McGrattan (2002) use price stickiness to achieve volatile and persistent real ex-
change rate, but fails in resolving Backus-Kehoe-Kydland puzzle. Benigno and Thoenis-
sen (2008) and Stockman and Tesar (1995) both incorporate a non-traded sector and nd
productivity shocks alone could explain some of irregularities in the data. The later paper
even tried a preference shock and justied its role in explaining relative price and relative
consumption puzzle.
Motivated by above-mentioned projects, we use a two-sector version of Chari et al
(2002), developed by Benigno and Thoenissen (2008), in which there are innitely-lived
representative optimizing households, a two-sector production sector for traded and non-
traded goods, where the law of one price holds but where there are also incomplete -
nancial markets. As is well known, under a complete markets environment, cross-country
holdings of assets should be sufcient to ensure that consumption rather than income is
highly correlated in open economies and that relative consumption responds to changes
in relative prices.5 Because considerable evidence has suggested that international port-
folios are home-biased (Tesar and Werner, 1995) and imply that an important channel for
risk sharing may be impeded, to some extent, a popular treatment is to introduce incom-
plete markets by assuming that portfolio diversication relies only on non-state contingent
bonds, as in Kehoe and Perri (2002), and accordingly we adopt this feature.6
5 Baxter and Jermann (1997) conclude, under a wealth holding model with a production sector, that domestic individuals should hold only foreign
shares against loss caused for labour income by a domestic negative shock.
6 Recently authors such as Sorensen et al. (2007) have documented a reduction in home bias but continue to draw a clear link between home bias and
14
Full price exibility is maintained in the model but real rigidities are present in the
form of a home bias in both consumption and the use of both traded and non-traded goods
in output. The model we adopt also allows for costly capital accumulation, an interest
rate spread and the possibility of a country being a net creditor (or debtor).7 The model
is driven by three types of shocks: to both traded and non-traded sector productivity;
to preferences in the allocation of time between work and leisure of the representative
household, and by deviations of the exchange rate from the path expected by relative
interest rates (see, Frankel, 1996, and Sarno and Taylor, 2002).
A further contribution of this chapter is the implementation of summary statistics on
the distance of each model simulation to the data in the sense of Geweke's (1999) `weak'
interface with the data, provided by Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen (2007). We dene
a model as a structural set of equations, which are parameterised, and simulated with
forcing variables dened over a given variance-covariance matrix (VCM) of shocks. The
model then produces an articial economy which can be thought of as lying some distance
from our systematic observations on real-world economies (Watson, 1993). In this sense,
the open-economy puzzles drive a large wedge between theory and observation and so
we construct a number of empirical measures of this wedge across models and choice of
forcing variables to understand which models provide a more satisfactory resolution of the
puzzles.
risk sharing. Our set-up is sufciently exible to allow us to alter the cost of borrowing from abroad.
7 The importance of these creditor or debtor positions have been explored comprehensively by Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2002).
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Our results suggest that some form of nancial market incompleteness will probably be
required to solve the open-economy puzzles (as suggested by Engel, 2000). A key result is
that price stickiness may not necessarily be required to resolve the puzzles. It turns out that
reasonable answers can be found with reference to traded and non-traded forcing processes
and by allowing the exchange rate to deviate from the UIP condition. In the former case,
with a dominant role for traded over non-traded productivity shocks, in an incomplete
nancial market, domestic households raise consumption for traded and non-traded goods
compared to overseas but the real exchange rate depreciates if the terms of trade effect
outweighs the Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson effect (Corsetti et al., 2004). In the case of
preference (for work over leisure) shocks, the labor supply curve shifts out and hence
demand for goods increases (Hall, 1997) but with an elastic investment supply schedule,
and hence output, there is little response in the real exchange rate. And deviations from
the uncovered interest rate parity equation for the exchange rate can operate to drive the
exchange rate to appreciate even if domestic interest rates fall. Consumption increases in
response to the fall in real rates and investment also increases, with wage growth attenuated
by the exchange rate appreciation and this results in a reduction in net foreign assets (a
current account decit). Finally, it can also be shown that a combination of these shocks
seems to explain the puzzles best.
2.1.1 Some simple observations
We examine open economy data from 24 OECD and emerging country economies. Figure
16
2.1 gives the descriptive statistics of HP ltered cyclical data and illustrates some clues that
the behavior of the current account over the cycle is likely to help explain the puzzles. We
note that (i) the real exchange rate is considerably more volatile than relative consumption;
(ii) that relative output still seems more correlated than relative consumption; (iii) that
current and trade account dynamics follow each other closely and (iv) that the current
account is (mostly) countercyclical.
Figure 2.1 is set over four panels. The top left hand panel of Figure 2.1 shows the
extent to which the real exchange rate seems noisy and signicantly more volatile than its
fundamentals would imply. The range for observed volatility of the real exchange rate is
between 1-9, with an average, over this dataset of nearly 4. Researchers have explained
this high volatility from many dimensions in the literature.8 And certainly, we nd that
compared to relative consumption, which ranges from 0.5 to just under 3, the real exchange
rate does look `disconnected'. The top right hand side panel of Figure 2.1 scatters the
correlation of national consumption of the economies with US consumption against the
correlation of output with US output and suggests in general that output is more closely
related across countries than consumption, which implies somewhat less than perfect risk
sharing.
8 These explanations include price stickiness and the famous case of exchange rate overshooting (Dornbusch, 1976).
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Figure 2.1 - International Economy Stylised Facts
Note: Quarterly data from 1980 to 1998 for 24 OECD and emerging market economies is obtained from the IMF
IFS database. s.d. denotes standard deviation of HP-ltered series of the variables. corr denotes the correlation
coefcient between two HP-ltered series. RER denotes bilateral real exchange rate. C, C*, Y, Y* are household
consumption and real GDP of small open economy and US respectively. CC* is the relative consumption to US.
TB/Y is the ratio of trade balance to output and CA/Y the ratio of current account to output.
The left hand lower panel of Figure 2.1 shows the close correspondence between the
business cycle dynamics of the current account and the trade balance over the business
cycle across these economies - suggesting a strong role for intertemporal trade over the
business cycle with some deviation from complete markets as the balance on the trade
account is not offset by returns from assets held overseas.9
9 The nding that the current account is likely to play an important role in the resolution of puzzles has two implications for our work, we will want to
adopt a model where current account dynamics play an important role and assess the t of any models we develop with, inter alia, their match to current
account data.
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Finally, the lower right hand side panel of Figure 2.1 suggests that the current account
tends to be countercyclical (with a decit under an economic expansion). But that the real
exchange rate looks as likely to appreciate or depreciate over the same economic cycle. Put
alternatively, there is a higher demand for foreign assets during an expansion (with current
account output correlations negative) but that the real exchange rate plays a limited role in
choking off that higher demand.
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Note: Forecast error correlation calculated with Den Haan (1996) code. Solid lines denote correlations
         and the dotted lines represent a 90% conf idence interv al of  point estimate.
Figure 2.2 - Price Stickiness
A second modelling question concerns whether price stickiness is required for the res-
olution of the puzzles. Figure 2.2 shows the forecast error correlation of up to 25 quarters
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of US and UK current account and real exchange rate and relative consumption and the
real exchange rate (den Haan, 2000). The panels show that over the long run, these quan-
tities are countercyclical but over the short term, all three measures somewhat less so. As
price stickiness can be expected to play a less important role in long run dynamics, than
in short run, there is some initial motivation for excluding this feature from our model.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the model, sec-
tion 2.3 outlines the solution technique and model calibration, section 2.4 offers the model
results, section 2.5 compares the model to the data VCM and section 2.6 concludes. Ap-
pendices A and B offer more detail on model, shock selection and the evaluation method-
ology.
2.2 The Model
This section describes the baseline model. Essentially, we take the exible price two-
country, two sector model derived by Benigno and Thoenissen (2008) and emphasize the
specication of driving forces as in Chadha, Janssen and Nolan (2001). The model is
driven variously by forcing variables in domestic and overseas traded and non-traded pro-
ductivity shocks, domestic and overseas preference shocks and by deviations from the UIP
condition for the exchange rate.
2.2.1 Consumer behavior
We adopt a two-country model. Consumers are innitely lived. The world economy is
populated by a continuum of agents on the interval [0; 1], with the segment [0; n) belonging
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to the countryH (Home) and the population on segment [n; 1] belonging to the F (Foreign)
country. Preferences for the Home consumer (with an identical set-up for the foreign
consumer) are described by the utility function:
Ut = Et
1X
s=t
s t

U(Cjs ; C;s)V (l
j
s)

; (2.1)
where Et denotes the expectation conditional on the information set at date t, and  is
the intertemporal discount factor, with 0 <  < 1. The Home consumer obtains utility
from consumption, Cj; and receives disutility from supplying labor, lj . C;s is a stochastic
disturbance affecting the utility the agent receives from a unit of consumption.
The asset market structure in the model is standard and is described in detail in Be-
nigno (2001) and Benigno and Thoenissen (2008). Home individuals are able to trade two
nominal bonds denominated in the domestic and foreign currency. The bonds are issued
by residents in both countries in order to nance their consumption expenditure. Foreign
residents, on the other hand, can allocate their wealth only in bonds denominated in the
foreign currency. Home households face a cost when they take a position in the foreign
bond market. As in Benigno (2001), this transaction cost depends on the net foreign asset
position of the home economy.10
The Home consumer maximizes utility subject to the following budget constraint:
PtC
j
t +
BjH;t
(1 + it)
+
StB
j
F;t
(1 + it )

StBF;t
Pt
 = BjH;t 1 + StBjF;t 1 + Ptwtljt +jt (2.2)
where Pt is the price index corresponding to the basket of nal goods C, w is the real
10 Alternative ways of closing open economy models are discussed in Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2003).
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wage earned by agent in return for supplying labor and  are dividends received by the
agent from holding an equal share of the economy's intermediate goods producing rms.
Home agents can hold two types of nominal, non-state contingent bonds. BjH denotes
agent j's holdings of Home-currency denominated bonds. The one-period return from
these bonds is denoted by (1 + it) : S denotes the nominal exchange rate, dened as Home
currency price of a unit of foreign currency. BjF denotes agent j's holdings of Foreign-
currency denominated bonds. The one-period return from foreign-currency denominated
bonds is (1 + it )

StBF;t
Pt

, where (1 + it ) is the gross rate of return and 

StBF;t
Pt

is a proportional cost associated with foreign currency-denominated bond holding that
depends on the economy-wide holdings of foreign-currency denominated bonds.11
The rst order condition of the representative consumer can be summarized as fol-
lows:
Uc;t = (1 + it)Et

Uc;t+1
Pt
Pt+1

(2.3)
Uc;t+1 = (1 + i

t )

StBF;t
Pt

Et

Uc;t+1
St+1Pt
StPt+1

: (2.4)
Uc;swt = Vl(ls) (2.5)
where Uc;t  Uc(Ct; C;t; 1  lt) and where there is an analogous intertemporal condition
to (2.3) for the Foreign consumer. As in Benigno (2001), we assume that all individuals
11 The factor of proportionality

StBF;t
Pt

is equal to unity only when economy-wide bond holdings are at their initial steady state level, thus
ensuring that in the long-run the economy returns to its initial steady state level of bond holdings.
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belonging to the same country have the same level of initial wealth. This assumption,
along with the fact that all individuals face the same labor demand and own an equal share
of all rms, implies that within the same country all individuals face the same budget
constraint and so they will choose identical paths for consumption. As a result, we are
able to drop the j superscript and focus on a representative individual for each country.
2.2.2 The supply side
There are three layers of production in this economy. Final goods are produced by a
competitive nal goods producing sector using Home traded and non-traded intermediate
goods as well as foreign-produced traded intermediate-goods. Final goods are non-traded
and are either consumed or used as investment goods to augment the domestic capital
stock. Intermediate goods producers combine labor and capital according to a constant
returns to scale production technology. Each country produces two types of intermediate
goods, a differentiated traded good and a non-traded good.
2.2.2.1 Final good producers Let Y be the output of nal goods produced in the
home country. Final goods producers combine domestic and foreign-produced intermedi-
ate goods to produce Y in a two-step process. The nal good Y is made up of traded, yT ;
and non-traded inputs, yNT ; combined in the following manner:
Y =
h
!
1
y
 1

T + (1  !)
1
y
 1

N
i 
 1
; (2.6)
where ! is the share of traded goods in the nal good, and  is the intratemporal elasticity
of substitution between traded and non-traded intermediate goods. The traded compo-
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nent, yT , is, in turn, produced using home and foreign-produced traded goods (yH and yF
respectively) in the following manner:
yT =
h
v
1
 y
 1

H + (1  v)
1
 y
 1

F
i 
 1
; (2.7)
where v is the domestic share of home produced traded intermediate goods in total traded
intermediate goods and  is the elasticity of substitution between home and foreign-
produced traded goods. Final goods producers are competitive and maximize prots,
where P is the aggregate or sectoral price index and Y the aggregate output; therefore,
they maximise the prots
max
yN;yH;yF
PY   PTyT   PNyN ; (2.8)
subject to (2.7), where traded goods' output is maximized subject to the value of home
and foreign traded goods.
This maximization yields the following input demand functions for the home and for-
eign (not shown but identical) rm:
yN = (1  !)

PN
P
 
Y (2.9)
yH = !v

PH
PT
  
PT
P
 
Y
yF = !(1  v)

PF
PT
  
PT
P
 
Y:
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The price index that corresponds to the above maximization problem is:
P 1 T = [vP
1 
H + (1  v)P 1 F ] (2.10)
P 1  = [!P 1 T + (1  !)P 1 N ];
And the goods produced in the nal goods sector are only used domestically, either for
consumption or investment, xt; for home and overseas:
Yt = Ct + xt: (2.11)
2.2.2.2 Traded-intermediate goods sector Firms in the traded intermediate goods
sector produce goods using capital and labor services. The typical rm maximizes the
following prot function:
maxPHtyHt + StP

Hty

H   PtwtlH;t   PtxH;t; (2.12)
or because the law of one price holds at the wholesale level,
max
Ht
PHt (yHt + y

H)  PtwtlH;t   PtxH;t:
This maximization is subject to:
yHt + y

Ht = F (kH;t 1; lH;t) = (AtlH;t)
 k1 H;t 1 (2.13)
kH;t = (1  )kH;t 1 + xH;t   

xHt
kHt 1

kHt 1;
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where (:) denotes the cost for installing investment goods.12
Then, the stochastic maximization problem of the domestic intermediate goods rm is
given by:
L = Et
1X
t=0
t
Uc;t
Pt
8><>:

PH;t (Atlt)
(kH;t 1)
1    PtwtlH;t   PtxH;t

+t
"
(1  )kH;t 1 + xH;t
 

xH;t
kHt 1

kH;t 1   kH;t
# 9>=>; : (2.14)
The rst order conditions with respect to the labor input, investment and capital are
given by:
Ptwt = PH;t(At)
(
kH;t 1
lH;t
)1 ; (2.15)
Pt = t   0

xH;t
kH;t 1

t; (2.16)
t = Et
Uc;t+1
Uc;t
Pt
Pt+1
8<: PHt+1(1  )

At+1lH;t+1
kHt

+
t+1
h
(1  )  

xHt+1
kH;t

+ 0

xH;t+1
kH;t

xH;t+1
kH;t
i 9=; : (2.17)
And using the expression for PH;t from the wage equation yields:
t = Et
Uc;t+1
Uc;t
Pt
Pt+1
8<:
(1 )


lt+1
kt

Pt+1wt+1+
t+1
h
(1  )  

xH;t+1
kH;t

+ 0

xH;t+1
kH;t

xH;t+1
kH;t
i 9=; :
Next, we substitute in the expression for  to obtain:
12 Following Benigno and Thoenissen (2008), in steady state: (:) = x=k; 0(:) = 1; 00(:) = b < 0:
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Uc;t =

1  0

xt
kt 1

EtUc;t+1wt+1
fkt+1
flt+1
+ (2.18)
Et
1  0

xt
kt 1

1  0

xt+1
kt
Uc;t+1 (1  )  xH;t+1
kH;t

+ 0

xH;t+1
kH;t

xH;t+1
kH;t

;
where fkt is the marginal product of capital and flt+1 the marginal product of labor and
wt+1 is the real wage, Uc;t  Uc(Ct; C;t; 1  lt).
2.2.2.3 Non-traded-intermediate goods sector The non-traded intermediate goods
producer has the similar maximization problem:
maxPNtyNt   PtwtlN;t   PtxN;t; (2.19)
which is subject to
yNt = F (kt 1;lN;t) (2.20)
kN;t = (1  )kN;t 1 + xt   

xN;t
kN;t 1

kN;t 1;
If we now set up the stochastic maximization problem of the domestic intermediate
goods rm:
L = Et
1X
t=0
t
Uc;t
Pt
8>>><>>>:

PN;t (AN;tlN;t)
(kN;t 1)
1 
 PtwtlNt   PtxN;t

+t
"
(1  )kN;t 1 + xN;t
 

xN;t
kN;t 1

kN;t 1   kN;t
#
9>>>=>>>; : (2.21)
The rst order condition with respect to labor input is then given by:
Ptwt = PN;t(AN;t)
(
kN;t 1
lN;t
)1 :
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The rst order condition with respect to investment is:
Pt = t   0

xN;t
kN;t 1

t:
The rst order condition with respect to capital is:
t = Et
Uc;t+1
Uc;t
Pt
Pt+1
8<: PNt+1(1  )

At+1lN;t+1
kN;t

+
t+1
h
(1  )  

xN;t+1
kN;t

+ 0

xN;t+1
kN;t

xN;t+1
kN;t
i 9=; ; (2.22)
and using the expression for PN from the wage equation yields:
t = Et
Uc;t+1
Uc;t
Pt
Pt+1
8<:
(1 )


lNt+1
kNt

Pt+1wt+1+
t+1
h
(1  )  

xN;t+1
kN;t

+ 0

xN;t+1
kN;t

xN;t+1
kN;t
i 9=; :
As before, substituting in the expression for , we have
Uc;t =

1  0

xN;t
kNt 1

EUc;t+1wt+1
fkt+1
flt+1
+ (2.23)
Et
1  0

xN;t
kN;t 1

1  0

xN;t+1
kN;t
Uc;t+1 (1  )  xN:t+1
kN;t

+ 0

xN;t+1
kN;t

xN;t+1
kN;t

:
2.2.3 The real exchange rate
In this model, the real exchange rate is dened as:
RSt =
StP

t
Pt
(2.24)
and can deviate from purchasing power parity (PPP) as a result of three channels. As in
Benigno and Thoenissen (2008), allowing for the possibility of home bias in consumption
(v > v), via the terms of trade channel (because of home bias) and via the internal real
exchange rate channel (because of non-traded goods), (2.24) can be expanded to give:
StP

t
Pt
=
StP

H;t
PH;t
PH;t
PT;t
P T;t
P H;t
PT;t
Pt
P t
P T;t
;
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which when linearized around the steady state, where SP 
P
equals unity, can be shown to
be equal to:
cRSt = (v   v)T^t + (!   1) R^t + (1  !) R^t : (2.25)
The deviation of the real exchange rate around its steady state depends on deviations of
the home and foreign retail to wholesale price ratios, the terms of trade, T , dened as PF
PH
;
and the relative price of non-traded to traded goods, R.
2.2.4 The current account
The current account is dened as changes in foreign asset holding, within the incomplete
nancial market. Home and foreign agents trade intermediate goods and the trade balance
is used to buy foreign bonds and so the ow budget constraint shows the current account
dynamics below. The left hand side is the changes in foreign asset holding. The right
hand side shows the total production (rst two terms) minus consumption and investment,
yielding adjustment of bond wealth:
StB
F
t
Pt (1 + it )
1


StBFt
Pt
   StBFt 1
Pt
=
PHt
Pt
(yHt + y

H) +
PNt
Pt
yNt   Ct   xt: (2.26)
2.2.5 Forcing variables
We adopt the specication of Stockman and Tesar (1995) and Chadha, Janssen and Nolan
(2001) by investigating the role of both productivity and preference shocks for an open
economy. We use both traded sector and non-traded sector productivity, which drive the
input and hence product price, shocks to the allocation of time spent in work over leisure,
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which affects labor supply, and to stochastic deviations in the UIP condition, which di-
rectly affects the terms of trade. Each shock originates from a different sector but allows
us to attribute exchange rate volatility to more than one exogenous factor. In total, we en-
able seven shocks (two sectoral and a preference shock in each of two countries, plus UIP
deviations) and try to locate the importance in explaining open economy business cycles.
The construction of each shock process is explained in Appendix A.
2.3 Solution and Model Calibration
2.3.1 Solution method
Before solving the model, it is log-linearized around the steady state to obtain a set of equa-
tions describing the equilibrium uctuations of the model. The log-linearization yields a
system of linear difference equations which we list in an appendix and can be expressed
as a singular dynamic system of the following form:
AEty(t+ 1 j t) = By(t) +Cx(t)
where y(t) is ordered so that the non-predetermined variables appear rst and the prede-
termined variables appear last, and x(t) is a martingale difference sequence. There are up
to seven shocks in C. The variance-covariance as well as the autocorrelation matrices as-
sociated with these shocks are described in Table 2.1. Given an initial parametrization of
the model, which we describe in the next section, we solve this system using the King and
Watson (1998) solution algorithm.
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2.3.2 Data and calibration
Table 2.1 summarizes the calibration parameters for the baseline simulation of the model.
We collect both quarterly and annual data and calibrate the model for the pair of countries
 the UK and the US. Values of parameters are either estimated from US or UK data or
taken from extant literature. An annual risk free rate of 4% and depreciation at 10% is as-
sumed. Labor share is calibrated at 0:67 for the UK and the US. We take the consumption
and leisure curvature of 2 (Corsetti et al., 2004) and 4 (Chadha et al., 2001). The elastic-
ity of substitution between home and foreign goods in UK is 1:5 as in Chari et al. (2002).
For the trade-off between traded and non-traded goods we adopt the elasticity suggested
by Corsetti et al. (2004) of 0:74. UK and US trade data reveals the shares of UK pro-
duced goods in UK and US production to be 0:73 and 0:0157. Traded goods weights in
all household consumption are estimated to be 0:3 and 0:24, smaller than that of Corsetti
et al. (2004), 0:45 to 0:5. Cost of nancial intermediation is 70bp as in Selaive and Tuesta
(2003). The cost of investment, b = 2, is chosen to match the relative volatility of invest-
ment.13 Steady state of net foreign asset is set to be 0 or 0:5 which means, respectively,
that the UK has a balanced current account or is a creditor.
We have at most seven exogenous shocks in our experiments. The vector of shocks t
are assumed to follow a VAR(1) process:
13 However we also run experiments with b = 5, which are available on request and covered in the robustness exercise of Figure 2.7.
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t+1 = At + Ut+1
Ut+1 s N (0;)
Table 2.1 - Quarterly Calibration for Small Open Economy Model
Parameter Values Description
 0:99 Discount factor
 0:025 Depreciation factor
 0:67 Labor share
 2 CRRA
  4 Elasticity of marginal value of time
 1:5 Elasticity: Home/Foreign traded goods
 0:74 Elasticity: Traded/Non-traded goods
(; ) (0:73; 0:02) Home prod. share of tradeables (home, overseas)
(!; !) (0:45; 0:45) Share of tradeables in output (home, overseas)
" 70 basis points Interest spread (quarterly)
a 0 Steady state Net Foreign Asset
b 10 Cost of capital adjustment
(A; A) 0:918 Persistence of traded productivity shocks
(A; A) (1:17%; 1:41%) Volatility of traded productivity shocks
(AN ; AN) 0:945 Persistence of non-traded productivity shocks
(AN ; AN) (0:51%; 0:56%) Volatility of non-traded productivity shocks 
; 

0:937 Persistence of preference shocks
(; ) (0:82%; 0:82%) Volatility of preference shocks
(UIPH ; UIPL) 0:88 or 0:38 Persistence of UIP deviations (high or low)
Note: We have an utility function similar to Chadha et al. (2001). The elasticity of intertemporal substitution
in leisure 1
 1 is 0:2; the elasticity of labor supply in this model is around 4; the discount factor , CRRA
, depreciation coefcient  and labor share  are taken from standard open economy and real business cycle
literature such as Corsetti et al. (2005), Chari et al. (2002); we take elasticity of substitution among consumables
;  from Corsetti et al.; the share of traded goods !; ! are taken as 0:45 in accordance with the literature;
for home bias feature in traded goods, we take average value share of UK produced goods in UK and US GDP,
 and , respectively; interest spread " is a yield discount when holding foreign bond and is calibrated as 280
base points annually by Selaive and Tuesta (2003); the cost of capital adjustment b is calibrated to match UK
output volatility; we set Net Foreign Asset position a as zero in benchmark case; the persistence and volatility
of shocks are estimated on UK data.
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2.4Model Results
We now turn to the evaluation of the structural linear model by its simulation and com-
parison to our observations on the economy. To put it in a simple way, the section tries
to evaluate the open economy model not only on some random dimensions, but on all
those covariances among variables. A typical DSGE model builder runs simulations with
a calibrated model, but conduct the model-data comparison only on limited dimensions.
Although it is acceptable due to model complexity, it remains as an weakness of DSGE
analysis. In this section and Appendix C, a new method by Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen
(2007) is shown to overcome the weakness.
2.4.1 Methodology
Conventional tools such as the impulse response function and variance decomposition help
us understand the dynamics of an articial economy. The standard practice is also to assess
models against some selected second moments of the data. But in this chapter we utilize
criteria that takes into account all the second moments and evaluate model performance
based on formal statistical measures. We indicate a better model, as one that can render
a better match between VCM of the data and the VCM simulated by the model. In order
to pin down some parameter value or decide on certain features of a model, we work
on a class of candidate models (or calibrations). By examining the corresponding match
for candidate models, we call any improvement towards the criterion a gain in marginal
information. We also evaluate the gain on a particular parameter, by which we can signal
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the importance of any one feature of the model. Strictly speaking, we cannot guarantee
the marginal information gain is reliable, or nearer to the `true' model, unless we are quite
certain about the rest of the model. The proposition of a marginal information gain we
make is therefore a `weak-form' of model selection (see Geweke, 1999).
The criteria we use involve the statistical divergence of the two VCMs. We develop
formal and also intuitive distance measures elsewhere but some details are available in
Appendix C. A higher value of distance denotes a model that is further from our measure
on `true' data process.14 The data required to evaluate the open economy model is of
high dimension and a relatively short sample, which tends to make model evaluation and
selection very challenging problems. We calculate for each candidate model a distance
and compare across each measure. We are cautious in making a proposition of model
selection, especially for a particular parameter constellation, but feel able to make some
statements on the validity of the joint choices on model and shock processes.
As argued by Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen (2007), this class of proposed approach
have several appealing features. First of all, the method is extremely easy to perform.
Secondly, it is less vulnerable to Lucas Critique as it does not augment the model with
any stochastic error other than those the theory suggests, such as Watson (1993) and Ire-
land's (2004) estimation method. Some methods are based on VAR analysis, including
14 In developing this approach, we use Monte Carlo simulations on some articial models. We nd: (1) this approach works very well , particularly
if the multivariate normality is approximately tenable; (2) our approach helps overcome small-sample bias, and (3) the model selection outcome depends
quite strongly on the sub-block of the full VCM chosen for comparison. In other words, the choice of state variables is very crucial, and has to be made
carefully based on the specics of the application considered.
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Rotemburg and Woodford (2007), which receives no support from micro-foundation of
macroeconomics.
However, the method is also constrained by some shortcomings. Particularly, the
method ignores conditional moments of the data, therefore is less convincing than estimation-
based approached if conducted for simpler models. Del Negro and Schorfheide (2006),
among others that rely on Bayesian method, is superior in this sense that Bayesian estima-
tion uses the full information of time series data. Secondly, even some candidate models
are ordered by distance metrics, it is a weak proposition to say how much model `A' is
better than model `B'. Future study need to quantify the improvement via marginal infor-
mation gain.
2.4.2 Impulse responses
The impulse response functions are based on the seven-shock model.15 In this calibration,
the foreign country has the same properties as home, such as shares of traded and home
goods on market. As an alternate specication, we consider v = 0:85 and v = 0:15, the
home produced share of tradeables in intermediate goods production at home and overseas
respectively, in order to highlight the effect of foreign sector.
2.4.2.1 Traded productivity shocks Figure 2.3 plots the response of quantities and
relative prices to a traded productivity shock in the home country. The response of real ex-
change rate depends on two effects: the terms of trade and the Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson
15 The construction and estimation of shocks is outlined in appendix A: traded and non-traded productivity shocks in
A.1, preference shocks in A.2 and stochastic deviations from UIP in A.3.
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(HBS) effect. The former requires an adjustment in relative traded prices, which requires
a depreciation in the real exchange rate in the long run. However, the latter effect drives up
wages in both the traded and non-traded sector but with no productivity improvement in
the non-traded sector, non-traded prices will rise and hence so will the real exchange rate.
This effect is especially strong, see section 2.2.3, when there is a home bias in consump-
tion, which acts to accentuate the real exchange rate change. Finally, the lack of complete
risk sharing means that consumption is more elastic to a productivity shock than under a
complete markets allocation. The combination of forward-looking domestic consumption
responding to higher productivity (income) but an attenuated overall investment response
- where traded sector investment rises but non-traded sector investment falls - leads to the
accumulation of foreign debt to nance current demand.
2.4.2.2 Non-traded productivity shocks Following a non-traded productivity shock
(Figure 2.4), investment and labor increase. Home households enjoy somewhat higher
consumption in this case, more so than in the case of traded sector productivity shock. In
this case, the terms of trade effect and HBS effect are the same, causing the real exchange
rate to depreciate. Although the response of relative consumption is positive, it is not
large enough to bring about a current account decit, because there is a larger response
from the labor input, and hence there is net lending overseas. In general the impulse
responses suggest that strong traded-sector productivity shocks can lead to the matching of
some elements of the open economy. A lack of complete risk sharing raises consumption
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at home compared to abroad and a strong preference for home goods consumption also
amplies the extent to which output increases.
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Figure 2.3 - Response to Traded Productivity Shock
Notes for Figures 2.3 to 2.6: The impulse responses show percentage deviation from steady state from period
1 when there is a 1% shock to traded productivity: RER - real exchange rate; CA, TB - current account and
trade balance measured as percentage of output; NER - nominal exchange rate; i, i* - interest rate of small open
economy and US; CC* - relative consumption to US; subscript H denotes home country whereas F denotes
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foreign country; subscript T denotes traded sector and NT denotes non-traded sector.
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Figure 2.4 - Response to Non-Traded Productivity Shock
2.4.2.3 Preference shocks In principle, preference shocks might be thought to con-
tribute a solution to the Backus-Smith puzzle simply as marginal utility is now, inter alia,
a function of the preference shocks rather than just consumption growth: RS = U

C
UC
;where
we note that the real exchange rate can be thought of as related to the ratio of marginal
utilities in consumption (in a complete markets set-up). But these preference shocks by
themselves may not provide a resolution as they seems to imply relatively acyclical cur-
rent account dynamics and a reduction of real exchange rates along with higher domestic
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supply (see Chadha et al., 2001). This is because they alter the equilibrium point in the
household trade-off between leisure and consumption. Following Hall (1997) such shocks
simply suggest that the household decides to allocate more (or less) time to work, which
nances consumption, rather than leisure. As one would expect preference shocks help
increase the volatility of the labor input by introducing exogenous shifts in work and may
act to solve the puzzle of the Backus-Smith correlation (Figure 2.5). A home preference
shock drives up labor input and consumption and reduces relative prices, if the supply re-
sponse is elastic. So unless home agents become elastic in the substitution of leisure across
periods, increased consumption is also met by an increase in investment and the current
account remains acyclical.
2.4.2.4 Stochastic deviations from UIP Following the suggestion of Devereux and
Engel (2002), we explore the implication of stochastic deviations from the uncovered in-
terest rate parity (UIP) condition for the determination of exchange rate changes. These
shocks, motivated by the poor empirical performance of UIP equations, (see Sarno and
Taylor, 2002 for an indicative survey) imply that the exchange rate does not move equipro-
portionately to interest rate differentials and in fact it often moves in the opposite direction.
These stochastic deviations, which can be thought of as excess returns in a particularly
currency mean that the exchange rate can disconnect from the relative interest rates. The
impulse responses show that a shock that brings about an initial exchange rate appreci-
ation is similar to a demand shock in that it depresses traded and non-traded wages via
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competition with overseas traded-sector wages. To deal with the temporary fall in wages,
consumption - which is tilted up by the fall in domestic interest rates - is maintained by
overseas borrowing and investment is stimulated by the fall in wages.
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Figure 2.5 - Response to Preference Shock
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Figure 2.6 - Response to UIP Deviation
2.4.3 Variance decomposition
Table 2.2 shows the decomposition of unconditional variances for relative consumption,
the real exchange rate and the current account from the model simulation. The rst four
columns show the contribution from each of the seven shocks in explaining the variance
of these three key variables in the case of persistent, temporary UIP deviations and when
the home economy is a creditor or debtor. The nal three columns then exclude one type
of shock in turn and shows the resulting contribution by the remaining shocks. Table 2.2
illustrates that both sets of productivity shocks and UIP deviations are likely to play a
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dominant role in explaining the variance of the key open economy variables, the former
for relative consumption and the latter for the real exchange rate and the current account.
The Table shows the dominant role that UIP deviations play under the baseline cali-
bration in explaining the variance of the current account and real exchange rate over the
business cycle. It also suggests that productivity shocks, particularly in the non-traded
sector, might play an important role in explaining uctuations in relative consumption and
also for the real exchange rate and the current account when UIP deviations are excluded.
Preference shocks play a negligible role in explaining the variances of these key variables
unless we exclude productivity shocks altogether in which case they can explain over 20%
of the variance in relative consumption. The nding that productivity shocks are impor-
tant for quantities and relative prices even in the presence of exchange rate volatility is
similar to other studies, such as Straub and Tchakarov (2004).
2.4.4 Simulated moments
In Table 2.3, we present second moments of the articial simulated model for the bench-
mark calibration. The rst column gives the moments from the UK data over the period
1980-2006. The next four columns correspond to the cases of persistent UIP deviations,
temporary UIP and for the persistent UIP case also when the economy is a steady-state
creditor or debtor - with assets or debts at 50% of GDP in each case, respectively. In the
nal three columns, we remove one set of shocks from the baseline calibration in order to
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understand how the articial model data changes.16
The baseline calibration captures well the main moments of the data: consumption,
labor inputs and wages are smooth relative to output and investment, the real exchange
rate and the terms of trade are markedly volatile. The correlations of the main quantities
and relative prices with output are all correctly signed (apart from interest rates). The
model produces the positive relationship between the terms of trade and the real exchange
rate found in the data, as well as the exchange rate disconnect, with relative consumption
negatively correlated. Finally, although higher than the correlation observed in data (0:16),
the model does not predict that relative consumption will be perfectly correlated (with
estimates in the range 0:5 to 0:7) and thus goes some distance towards understanding the
lack of complete risk sharing.
This is because the non-state contingent bond is used to smooth investment and con-
sumption following a shock.17 In the event of a temporary productivity shock, which has
little impact on permanent income, the home country consumer borrows from abroad,
which raises overseas interest rates and lowers overseas consumption as well, which leads
to a correlation in relative consumption. But when there are persistent productivity shocks,
permanent income falls somewhat and so there is not as strong a need to borrow from
abroad to smooth consumption or investment, which then means that overseas interest
rates do not rise and lower overseas consumption. Hence there is something of a fall in
16 In earlier versions of this paper we also presented results for the estimated spill-over of productivity and preference shocks but as we found that these
do not change the moments qualitatively we have removed them from this version.
17 Unlike an asset that can be bought to insure prior to shocks.
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the consumption correlation when there are non-state contingent bonds and persistent pro-
ductivity shocks.
The persistence of the UIP shocks plays an important role in explaining both the rela-
tive variance of the real exchange rate and to a lessor extent that of relative consumption,
which falls from 5:2% to 2:5% and from 1:1 to 0:9, respectively when we reduce the AR(1)
persistence of UIP deviations from 0:88 to 0:38. Note also that the relative consumption
becomes nearly acyclical ( 0:02) when the UIP shocks fall in persistence. Moving to-
wards a model where the steady-state level of net foreign assets is not zero does not alter
the basic picture but when the home country is treated as a debtor investment, the real ex-
change rate and the terms of trade become more volatile and the current account becomes
considerably less volatile.
If we examine the model with or without UIP deviations (compare column 2 to the
nal column), it appears that UIP deviations play a clear role in helping to explain the
exchange rate disconnect. This is because the exchange rate can be driven whether there
are movements in relative interest rates or not, which in turn depend mostly on planned
relative consumption levels. An absence of UIP deviations from the model thus drives the
correlation of relative consumption with real exchange rate to 0:76 rather than the data
estimate of  0:61 or the benchmark model estimate of  0:65. Note also that in the model
without UIP deviations, consumption, investment, labor inputs, real exchange rates and
the terms of trade are somewhat too volatile. The main role of preference shocks it to raise
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the volatility of the labor input and lower that of the wage rate.
The overall performance of baseline calibrated model in terms of explaining the puz-
zles is reasonable. Specically, we nd that: (1) the model enables different shocks to
interact and seems to solve the Backus-Smith puzzle in that it does not forecast perfect
consumption correlation across the two economies with the help of a non-traded sector
and incomplete nancial markets; (2) this model stresses the HBS effect and therefore
generates volatile real exchange rates; and (3) countercyclical current account is a robust
result, as the current account moves together with real exchange rate. In other words it
seems to match the OECD and emerging economy experience suggested in Figure 2.1.
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2.5Model-data comparison
A typical business cycle exercise examines the volatility of key economic variables and
their correlation with output - as a measure of their business cycle behavior. At the very
least such an examination neglects the cross-correlations in other elements in the VCM that
may matter to us, which in this case is the relationship between exchange rates, relative
consumption and the current account. Our model selection is thus based on the comparison
of the VCM of seven key endogenous variables simulated by our model to the actual data,
see Appendix B for some further details. To illustrate our point, we consider the open
economy sub-set of the variables for this exercise. In this section we obtain six statistical
measures of distance of the model-generated data from the sample observations and the
results are given in Table 2.4. The smaller statistics indicate a better t of data to model and
we nd for the main model selection criterion the models with persistent UIP deviations
with debtor status are closest to the observed data.
2.5.1 Model selection based on VCM
If we choose to dene a preferred model as that with the least deviation from the data,
there may be a number of possible metrics we can employ. Our model selection from a
class of candidate models is based on the comparison of the VCM of endogenous variables
simulated by our model to that of the actual data, see Appendix B for further details on
the distance measures used.18 We consider a sub-set of the model variables that are closely
18 A copy of the procedures written in MATLAB will be made available on request.
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related to the open economy puzzles highlighted in Figure 2.1: relative consumption, real
exchange rate, relative output, home current account and home trade balance.
Specically, as well as basic criteria such as root mean squared error (RMSE) and
mean absolute error (MAE), we use two likelihood based methods to determine how dif-
ferent the two matrices are: (1) the Box-Bartlett test (Bartlett, 1937; Box, 1949); (2) the
distance measure owing from the Kullback-Leibler (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) Infor-
mation Criteria (KLIC) method. As shown in Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen (2007), we
can also use the hypothesis testing method of Nagao (1973) and a revised test by Ledoit
and Wolf (2002), which are designed to test an equality hypothesis of VCMs.19 The key
differences between these classes of approach are explained in the Appendix B but essen-
tially the basic criteria of RMSE and MAE are akin to an approximate eyeballing of the
data whereas the Box-Barlett test, KLIC methods, Nagao and Ledoit-Wolf allow for sam-
pling variability and the KLIC also allows sampling variability in the simulated model.
For each case, we obtain six statistical measures of distance of the simulated model
from the sample VCM for our 7 key variables. The results are given in Table 2.4. We
assess the distance with different degrees of persistence in the UIP deviations and varying
the NFA position. The smaller statistics indicate a better t of data to the model. The best
calibration according to each of the six criteria is therefore marked with an asterisk. If
19 The original Nagao's (1973) test is also an LR type test. The Ledoit and Wolf (2002) method aims to deal with the special cases where data dimension
is larger than number of observations (or relatively small sample data). Such a property makes the data VCMs rank-decient. Although we have rank-
decient VCMs in DSGE models for a different reason, where variables are greater in number than shocks and predetermined variables taken together,
we utilize this method to deal with rank-deciency problem. Note that canonical LR methods cannot be directly applied to rank-decient VCMs; see
Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen (2007) for further discussion. We outline our distance metrics in Appendix B.
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we examine the rst three columns of results we will note that simple eyeballing of the
data might lead us to prefer models with less persistent UIP shocks. But, when sampling
and model uncertainty is accounted for, the other tests suggest we should prefer more
persistence in the UIP deviations. We nd models with persistent UIP deviations are
closest to the observed data. Furthermore when we allow the steady-state debt position to
move from creditor to debtor status we nd that the best t - smallest distance - occurs
when the home economy is a debtor.
There are two main ndings that stand out. Firstly, the distance measures suggest that
persistent UIP deviations are helpful in generating a VCM similar to that of UK/US open
economy data. We have shown in the impulse responses that deviations from UIP are the
only forcing variable which helps resolve the Backus-Smith puzzle, by driving up large
swings of real exchange rate and generating a volatile and countercyclical current account.
More dominant UIP deviations are required to replicate the observed data. Secondly, we
nd that a non-zero NFA position is also helpful for improved goodness of t, with net
debtor calibration for the UK being slightly better than the net creditor case. However,
negative or positive NFA position improve the model t quite differently. A net debtor
calibration mainly contributes to a better t associated with current account dynamics. A
net creditor calibration improves the goodness of t for UK and US output and consump-
tion data. In a two-country model, a net creditor UK means a net debtor US (as in the
real world). This realistic calibration can better explain relative output and consumption
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but also generate a volatile current account on both sides and thus increase distance mea-
sures for the overall t. Therefore, based on the VCM distance approach, we highlight a
net creditor and persistent UIP deviation calibration for the UK/US small open economy
model.
Table 2.4 - Model Selection: Distance Measures between Data and Model VCMs
VCM Distance All Shocks
Calculation Persistent Temporary i.i.d Net Net
Method UIP Dev. UIP Dev. UIP Dev. Creditor Debtor
RMSE 0:0462% 0:0431% 0:0444% 0:0620% 0:0388%
MAE 0:0241% 0:0122% 0:0121% 0:0313% 0:0204%
Box-Bartlett 92053 99787 99841 44379 43947
Kullback-Leibler 432 468 469 208 206
Nagao 2:74 107 3:18 107 3:18 107 5:12 106 4:95 106
Ledoit-Wolf 2:70 107 3:14 107 3:14 107 5:02 106 4:85 106
Notes to Tables 2.2 to 2.4: The quarterly data is the HP ltered series of OECD MEI, 1980-2006: RER is
real exchange rate; CA/Y is current account to GDP ratio; ToT is terms of trade and is import price over export
price; CC* is relative consumption to US. The base case calibration is as Table 2.1. The UK is the home country.
Net creditor calibration is set at a = 0:5 while net debtor sets a =  0:5 for a small open economy; the
UIP shock has an AR(1) coefcient of UIP = 0:88 in the persistent case as in Kollmann (2003), whereas
the temporary case and i.i.d cases correspond to UIP = 0:38 and UIP = 0 respectively; in both net
creditor and net debtor case the UIP deviations are persistent; RMSE denotes root mean squared errors; MAE
denotes mean squared errors; each of the distance metrics is discussed in Appendix B; the asterisk (*) denotes
minimum distance measure across all the ve calibrations.
2.5.2 Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis is shown in Figures 2.7-2.12 and is based on the seven-shock model
with the basic calibration given in Table 2.1. We simulate the model and allow some
deep parameters to change and check the sensitivity of some key moments with respect
to several main statistical measures: the Backus-Smith correlation, the extent of exchange
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rate disconnect, the correlation between the trade and current account and the cyclicality
of the current account. The vertical solid line(s) denotes the initial calibration.
First, we consider frictions in the model: costly investment and costly foreign asset
holding. In Figure 2.7, although higher cost of investment alters volatility of open econ-
omy variables, it does not change the basic correlation structure. In Figure 2.8, costly for-
eign asset holding make the channel of risk sharing smaller, therefore the Backus-Smith
correlation tends to zero. However, this will happen when the cost is extremely high. As
the model has very simple assumption for nancial markets, we emphasize its qualitative
implication instead of its value denoted by basis points.
Secondly, we discuss the characteristics of the market and production. Steady state
NFA does not alter real exchange rate dynamics signicantly but it is crucial for current
account dynamics. For a net debtor, a positive traded TFP shock leads to current account
decit. For example, upon a positive traded productivity shock, output increases, the real
exchange rate appreciates, Home country borrows and a current account decit results.
But as a debtor there is requirement for paying interest, making the borrowing incentive
lower and thus the extent to which the current account is countercyclical is mitigated, as
shown in Figure 2.11.
Thirdly, we consider varying sources of dynamics - the exogenous forcing variables.
The UIP shock in the baseline calibration is highly persistent and by examining different
degrees of persistence in UIP deviations as in Figure 2.10, we nd real effects only in the
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case of highly persistent shocks. Adding UIP deviations reinforces the pattern of correla-
tion we nd in the data. When we vary the relative magnitude of non-traded productivity
shocks in Figure 2.11, it leads to changes in the key correlations. Relatively strong traded
compared to non-traded productivity shocks contribute to negative Backus-Smith correla-
tion and countercyclical current account. Turning to Figure 2.12, as preference shocks are
strengthened, the negative correlation on both counts is weakened.
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Figure 2.7: Sensitivity - Investment Cost (b)
Note: The charts 2.7 to 2.12 show the sensitivity to several coefcients. The vertical line denotes the benchmark
calibration of Table 2.1. CC* denotes relative consumption to US; RER: real exchange rate; CA: current account; TB:
trade balance; Y: real output. CA and TB are measured as ratio to GDP.
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Figure 2.8: Sensitivity - Financial Intermediation Costs ()
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Figure 2.9: Sensitivity - NFA ratio (a)
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Figure 2.10: Sensitivity - UIP Deviation (UIP )
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Figure 2.11: Sensitivity - Traded Sector Volatility (A=AN )
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Figure 2.12: Sensitivity - Preference Shock Volatility (P )
2.6Conclusion
Open-economy general equilibrium models offer an attractive laboratory in which to ex-
amine the stylised facts, whether empirical regularities or puzzles, observed in the data.
However, there is not much methods to formally evaluate the goodness of model t. This
chapter looks into the two areas by applying a new empirical method to a large open econ-
omy model.
The puzzles we focus on are indeed covering many aspects of open economies, includ-
ing current account dynamics, real exchange rate disconnect and international risk sharing
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puzzle. Existing literature has tried to explain a certain angle of these facts. We propose a
model with much richer structure and sources of perturbation. We examine the properties
of a two-sector real business cycle model with incomplete nancial markets. The model
is driven by a number of driving forces or shocks including both domestic and overseas
traded and non-traded productivity, to the work-leisure margin at home and overseas and
to deviations in the exchange rate from the level suggested by the UIP equation. Given the
complexity of the open economy model, it is appropriate to use some informal measure-
ment for model selection. The method picks the covariance matrices of all (or selected
group of) variables as a benchmark and calculate some metrics to quantify the goodness
of t.
We nd evidence to support the proposition that when all these shocks perturb the
model economy there is some move towards resolution of the Backus-Smith puzzle, and
the model also stresses the Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson effect. The most important mod-
elling choices - over and above a standard one-sector small economy RBC model - involve
the adoption of a two sector model, allowing for shocks to non-traded as well as traded sec-
tor productivity, the employment of incomplete markets with the existence of a non-state
contingent bond and of stochastic deviations from the UIP equation for the exchange rate.
The aspects of the model induce greater real exchange rate variability and yet alongside
the absence of complete risk sharing ensure that consumption need not simultaneously
jump to arbitrage price differentials.
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Finally we note that the modelling approach we use is exible and simple to use. Our
methodology facilitates examination of deep parameters and shock processes for small
open economies, and allows the researcher to examine some simple summary statistics
when assessing model t. The distance measures might usefully be applied more generally
to the question of the t of data to DSGE models.
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Chapter 3
Taking a Macro-nance Model to UK Yield
Curve
3.1 Introduction
It is becoming clear in the literature that a pure macroeconomic standpoint is not sufcient
for yield curve analysis, at least for DSGE model builders, because yield curve models
contain increasingly more risk-adjusted terms into the longer end (Rudebusch and Wu,
2008). The established dichotomy of the term structure analysis assigns the short-end
to macroeconomic domain and the long-end to the nance domain, since the policy rate
governs the short-term interest rates but long-term interest rates contain risk premium orig-
inated from some of nancial factors (Rudebusch and Wu, 2008). This chapter starts from
such doctrine but explores to what extent the macroeconomic fundamentals can explain
bond spread within a standard macro-nance framework.
Why is the yield curve important for macroeconomists and monetary policy makers?
The most inuential empirical observation in yield curve research is that it provides lead-
ing information for future recessions (Estrella and Mishkin, 1997).20 In reality, the yield
curve contains rich information on both interest rate and ination expectation from the pri-
vate sector and therefore represents an important vehicle and measure of the monetary pol-
icy transmission (see Chadha and Holly, 2006, Kozicki and Tinsley, 2008). For example,
20 Friedman and Kuttner (1991) found similar leading information for paper-bill spread.
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Chadha and Holly (2006) nd high persistence in an New Keynesian model can help ex-
plain the shape of volatility yield curve. Despite ample empirical evidence, the theoretical
mechanism explaining the link is not yet fully understood. Estrella (2005) has pioneered
work along this direction by incorporating the term structure into a DSGE model and in-
vestigating the predictive power of term premium for real activity. However, Gurkaynak
et al (2003) argue that such treatment in theory can hardly explain the high sensitivity
of long-term interest rate in empirical business cycles, as macroeconomic shocks die out
quickly and pass on inadequate variation into the long-end of yield curve. Similar work on
the separate dynamics of ination expectation component in yield curve includes Chadha
et al (2007). Tovar (2008) further points out that the missing link between long-term in-
terest rate and short-term real activity in DSGE models prevents it from being an useful
tool for monetary policy makers. This burgeoning literature all seemingly tell us a DSGE
model overlooking nancial factors is not preferable in general but not especially for yield
curve analysis.
For these reasons, both nancial economists and monetary economists use factor mod-
els in explaining empirical yield curve dynamics, while the latter proxies unobservable
factors by macroeconomic conditions (see, Rudebusch and Wu, 2008), the use of struc-
tural linear combinations of macro data may not be substantially meaningful. The chap-
ter therefore makes the contribution to existing literature by scrutinizing the advantages
and disadvantages of DSGE macro models in matching the features of the yield curve,
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namely, the slope, curvature and level of nominal yield curve and its two building blocks,
real yield curve and ination expectation yield curve. I consider both forward-looking and
backward-looking properties in Phillips curve and aggregate demand schedule. Special
focus is put on the ability of various macroeconomic shocks in explaining unconditional
second moments of key macro variables and yield curve features. The model is also aug-
mented with shocks to yield curve variables themselves to represent nancial factors that
are excluded from the pure DSGE macro models.
Several ndings stand out after a series of simulation based analysis with the DSGE
model carefully calibrated. I nd monetary policy shocks, as one would expect, play an
important role in variation of key variables and yield curve, which is similar to results of
Lemke (2008). A model dominated by monetary policy shocks can also explain the pre-
dictive power of bond yield spreads for business cycles. I also nd evidence of somewhat
more dominant role of supply shocks in the recent sub-sample of UK data. As for yield
curve variables, the slope and level of the curve are closely linked to macroeconomic im-
pulses but the curvature is mostly driven by other factors. This distinguishes yield curve
slope as a critical information source for signaling business cycle uctuation.
The rest of the chapter is organized as following. Section 3.2 introduces a standard
New Keynesian model with sufcient exibility in calibration, with which I can solve for
expectation of forward interest rates and link canonical macroeconomic models to yield
curve under pure expectation hypothesis. I also discuss yield curve dynamics of calibrated
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model following macroeconomic shocks. In section 3.3 I describe the source data from
UK and present some stylised facts of cyclical yield curve features. Section 3.4 uses a
model selection method based on variance-covariance matrices of key variables to explore
the accountability of macro shocks in explaining yield curve volatilities. The last section
gives a general assessment of the framework I use and highlight several new ndings for
further debate.
3.2A Hybrid NK Model
The model is a New Keynesian AS-AD model similar to Bekaert et al (2006) and Chadha
and Holly (2006). It is consisted of three key equations: (1) An optimisation IS curve
as the aggregate demand schedule; (2) A New Keynesian Phillips Curve (NKPC) as the
aggregate supply schedule; and (3) A feedback nominal interest rate rule as the monetary
policy. In this model, we use log-deviation, bXt, for real variables such as output. The
ination and interest rate are assumed to uctuate around a linear trend or a constant.
The Aggregate Demand (IS equation) is the Euler equation that is derived from a
representative agents' utility maximisation problem. The Euler equation gives the pricing
kernel (where nominal interest rate in gross term and cyclical form are: Rt+1 = 1+ i+ it):
Et [Mt+1Rt+1] = 1
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Mt+1 = 
U 0 (Ct+1)Pt
U 0 (Ct)Pt+1
For a logarithm utility U (Ct)  lnCt, imposing the resource constraint Ct = Yt and
log-linearising this equation takes us to the interest rate measured as deviation from a
constant level:
 it = bYt   EtbYt+1   Etbt+1
bYt = EtbYt+1   bit   Etbt+1 (3.1)
This is the IS equation in the simplest case. Recently some empirical research achieves
plausible results with habit formation specication in preference, including for the mon-
etary policy and bond pricing, see Fuhrer (2000) and Wachter (2006). In this forward-
looking IS equation, we introduce habit formation to bring in endogenous persistence in
demand channel. If the current period utility takes the form U (Ct)  ln CtCt 1 21, the IS
equation becomes:
bYt = 1
2
EtbYt+1 + 1
2
bYt 1   1
2
bit   Etbt+1 (3.2)
We would rather to use a general form for the IS equation for allowing a exible cali-
bration in the yield curve model:
21 The general form of utility function isU (Ct)  Ct 1C
1 
t
1  .
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bYt = EtbYt+1 + (1  ) bYt 1    bit   Etbt+1+ IS;t (3.3)
where IS;t denotes a demand shock such as preference shocks or nominal income
shocks. The coefcient  and  is determined by the curvature and habit formation para-
meters of consumption in the utility function.
The Aggregate Supply (AS equation) is formulated by a Calvo-type price stickiness
model showing the relation between marginal cost, ination and its lag/lead. In a standard
Calvo (1983) model, some of the rms are assumed to be unable to change price facing
new market conditions. They x the price or charge an ination-led mark-up based on
historical information:
Pt (i) = Pt 1 (i)

Pt 1
Pt 2

(3.4)
The coefcient  ranges from 0 to 1, showing degree of indexation to previous ination.
A higher value of  makes the aggregate pricing more backward-looking and explicitly
introduces ination inertia. While a zero  is assumed in Calvo's model. It generates a
bt 1 term in the NKPC:
bt = Etbt+1 + (1  ) bt 1 +$bSt + AS;t (3.5)
where AS;t is the markup shock, or cost-push shock, to represent unexpected changes
in price level, such as food and energy price ination in most recent economic cycles.
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Gali and Gertler (1999) argue that replacing marginal cost by output gap is acceptable
only in a frictionless labour market. They also suggest that output gap shall not be ap-
proximated by detrending the output. In our model, we take a rather simple treatment by
using an output gap, but taking a AR(1)-type, cyclical potential output bY Nt (or exible
price output, supply capacity) implied by the habit formation (see Bekeart et al, 2006).
The persistence of potential output S is determined by the habit formation coefcient and
we further introduce an i.i.d shock to potential output to reect supply side deviations.
bt = Etbt+1 + (1  ) bt 1 + bYt   bY Nt + AS;t (3.6)
bY Nt = S bY Nt + Y N;t
Themonetary policy is in line with the feedback Taylor rule proposed by Clarida, Gali
and Gertler (1999):
bit = bit 1 + (1  )Etbt+1 + (1  )y bYt   bY Nt + MP;t (3.7)
These three equation (3.3), (3.6), (3.7) and four exogenous shocks fIS;t; AS;t; MP;t; Y N;tg
construct a model that can be solved with King and Watson (1998) algorithm. We further
calculate theoretical second moments of endogenous variables with the solution to the
following dynamic system:
AEty(t+ 1 j t) = By(t) +Cx(t)
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The yield curve across maturity is calculated under a pure expectation hypothesis by
summarizing future spot rates (forward rates). With no time-varying term premium and in-
ation risk premium specied in the model, our empirical analysis may deliver somewhat
weak results, especially regarding the slope and curvature of yield curve.
iK;t =
1
K
KX
n=1
Etbit+n; K = 1; 2; :::(quarters) (3.8)
rK;t =
1
K
KX
n=1
Etbrt+n; K = 1; 2; :::(quarters) (3.9)
eK;t =
1
K
KX
n=1
Etbrt+n; K = 1; 2; :::(quarters) (3.10)
We dene the nominal yield curve level, curvature and slope as following.
ycL;t =
1
3
(i10;t + i20;t + i40;t)
ycC;t = 2  i20;t   i40;t   i10;t
ycS;t = i40;t   i10;t
3.2.1 Calibration
The analysis is conducted on carefully calibrated DSGE model abovementioned. We start
from King's (2002) and Chadha and Holly's (2006) calibrations on similar models. In the
rest of the chapter, I investigate the possibility of improving the initial calibration by tting
second moments of model variables.
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Not like King's calibration, Bakeart et al allow backward-looking behavior in rm pric-
ing and aggregate demand. Also following Fuhrer (2000) and Chadha and Holly (2006)
I focus on a model with more forward-looking property in Phillips curve but some habit
formation (backward-looking property) in aggregate demand. For a constant rate of risk
aversion (CRRA) coefcient of 5 and a moderate level of habit formation in the consump-
tion utility, I set the real rate elasticity of output,  = 0:1 in equation (3.3). For the same
reason the forward-looking coefcient  = 0:75. The NKPC is rather forward-looking in
my specication, with  = 0:95 in equation (3.6). The slope of NKPC is set to  = 0:1 in
the base case but is allowed to vary across samples, as suggested by Iakova (2007). The
monetary policy takes the typical Taylor rule with persistence in nominal rate:  = 0:6,
 = 1:5, y = 0:5 (Equation 3.7). The discount factor for quarterly model is set as
 = 0:99 to match a 4% annual risk-free rate. Table 3.1 shows the initial calibration for
exogenous shocks from demand, mark-up, monetary policy and supply capacity.
Table 3.1: Initial calibration of exogenous shocks
Parameter Description Calibration value
IS Persistence: Demand shock 0.33
AS Persistence: Markup shock 0.74
MP Persistence: Policy shock 0.3
Y N Persistence: Supply shock 0.95
IS S.D.: Demand shock 1.00%
AS S.D.: Markup shock 0.11%
MP S.D.: Policy shock 0.82%
Y N S.D.: Supply shock 0.72%
3.2.2 Impulse Responses
We plot impulse responses of key macro variables and yield curve components for each of
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exogenous shocks.
3.2.2.1 Demand Shocks Figure 3.1 shows that the policy rate rises in response to a
demand shock and the subsequent higher price level as well as positive output gap. How-
ever, it is the low persistence of demand shock instead of the feedback rule that stabilizes
ination and its expectation quickly. In our benchmark calibration, we allow a low con-
sumption elasticity of real interest rate, therefore we see much higher jump in real output.
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Figure 3.1 - Impulse response to demand shocks
As the demand shock is transitory, it does not affect much on the long-term interest rate,
which brings about a bear-attening to the yield curve. Along with this pattern of yield
curve shift we also see a lower curvature. Overall, the yield curve level rises by about 20
bps immediately after the shock and attenuate to half-way in 3-4 quarters.
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3.2.2.2 Mark-up Shocks Figure 3.2 shows that the interest rate responds strongly to
a mark-up shock as it drives up the price signicantly and in a persistent manner. Nominal
rate hikes following the Taylor rule are lower than the ination rate for two reasons. Firstly,
ination is expected to fall and well below the actual ination in expectation. Secondly,
the cost-push leads to a hump-shaped negative response in output. For these reasons the
real interest rate is negative in the short run.
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Figure 3.2 - Impulse response to mark-up shocks
Responses of the yield curve is similar to that of demand shocks but different in mag-
nitude and inertia. The 1% mark-up shock is persistent therefore drives up the yield curve
across all the maturities, with a 50-bp impact on 5-year spot rate. Yield curve level is up
by 50 bps and reaches its half-way after about 5 quarters.
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3.2.2.3 Monetary Shocks In Figure 3.3 we simulate the responses of an unexpected
100-bp rate cut as the monetary policy shock. In our calibration of less habit formation in
the utility function, output jumps after the shock as a result of booming demand. So does it
to ination and ination expectation, therefore real rate is falling even more than nominal
interest rate. Under a calibration of higher degree of habit formation, or in other words
more backward-looking property in IS curve, we nd a hump-shaped response of output
as suggested by Fuhrer (2000)22. However, such parameterisation leads to overshooting in
the policy rate.
Following the rate cut it is a typical bull-steepening of the yield curve with the level
falling and curvature rising as well as slope.
3.2.2.4 Supply Shocks Figure 3.4 shows the responses to a positive supply shock.
Expansion in production capacity means a negative output gap, so that central bank cuts
the rate to boom the demand to match the potential output level. High supply depresses
the price level, which reinforces a persistent loosening in monetary policy by setting lower
policy rate over a long time period. Real interest rate is simply pushed up in the deation
scenario.
The nominal yield curve shifts down quite uniformly across all the maturities led by
the persistence of supply shock, leaving curvature nearly unchanged. For the same reason
all the forward nominal rates are affected. However, the impact on the future rate and the
22 Ination is also hump-shaped in some VAR evidence, for example with Euro area data, although it is not the case in our model.
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long end of the yield curve disappear as we decrease the AR(1) coefcient of supply shock
from 0.95 to 0.7.
3.2.2.5 Summary The simulation results are quite standard compared to existing
literature. We nd the main difculty is lack of explanatory power of macro shocks in the
long-end of yield curve. Under expectation hypothesis, impact of these shocks on medium
to long term forward rates quickly die out. Secondly, nominal curvature hardly moves in
response to shocks because the impact on future rate is passed on from one period to the
next very smoothly, which is in clear contradiction to the actual data.
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Figure 3.3 - Impulse response to policy shocks
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Figure 3.4 - Impulse response to supply shocks
3.3Data and Stylized Facts
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Figure 3.5 - Time series of key macro variables
I obtain UK macroeconomic and yield curve data to show some stylised facts and t the
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DSGE model. Real output is the Hodrick-Prescott ltered series of logged real GDP from
OECD Main Economic Indicators. Similarly I take HP ltered CPI index as the cyclical
ination measures. They are both quarterly data for 1985Q1 to 2008Q2. Policy rate is the
bank base rate after taking detrending for two separate samples: pre-1997 and post-1997.
The sample partition represents a regime change of Bank of England's independence in
June 1997. Yield curve data is from the Bank of England website. The spot yields are
calculated from normal and ination indexed government liabilities of the maturity 2.5
years, 5 years and 10 years.23 The cyclical time series are plotted in Figure 3.5 and 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 - Time series of yield curve variables
3.3.1 Stylised facts
It is very clear that variable volatilities show a distinction between the two sample periods.
I investigate the composition of volatility of UK government liability yield. Figure 3.7
23 The ination expectation is calculated from the nominal and real yield by Bank of England, but it contains two distortions: liquidity premium and
ination risk premium, which are excluded from the analysis for this paper.
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plots the three components of nominal yield variances for two data samples that are of
our interests: 1997 onwards when Bank of England is granted operational independence;
pre-1997 covers more than one monetary policy regime but can be seen as a period lack of
credible stabilising monetary policy.24 The volatility of nominal yields falls signicantly
in the late sample largely attributed to a sharp smoothing in ination expectation, denoting
a major change in policy parameter. As for an DSGE model, the volatility of endogenous
variables is also dependent on the magnitude of exogenous shocks. In our case, I suppose
the two sample periods represent more discrepancies in calibration for shocks rather than
that for deep parameters.
24 In 1980s UK monetary policy represent a nominal income targeting principle; during 1990 - 1992 UK became a European ERM member; for 1992 -
1997 Bank of England committed to an ination target.
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Figure 3.7 - Volatility of nominal yields
By eyeballing the graphical pattern of time series data in Figure 3.5 and 3.6, it is no-
ticeable that yield curve variables volatility remains quite stable throughout two periods,
which is in contrast to volatilities of key macro variables. Table 3.2 shows the compari-
son for nominal yield curve and its real part and ination expectation part, respectively.
Clearly, relative volatilities of all yield curve variables increase in late sample, but only
due to the falling volatility of the key macro variables, ination, output and policy rate.
Secondly, the ination expectation part of yield curve slope and curvature, as calculated
from nominal and ination-protected government bond yields, shows larger volatility than
that of real yield curve counterparts, however the disparity is narrowing. The fact requires
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us to look into the determinants of yield curve slope and curvature in an DSGE model. Fi-
nally, yield curve slope and curvature show larger discrepancy among two samples than
yield curve level.
Table 3.2: Relative volatilities of yield curve variables
Yield curve level
Sample Nominal Real Ination Expectation
yc;L= Early 0.926 0.323 0.812
Late 1.637 1.602 1.046
yc;L=y Early 0.744 0.260 0.653
Late 1.256 1.229 0.803
yc;L=i Early 0.328 0.115 0.288
Late 0.475 0.465 0.304
Yield curve curvature
yc;C= Early 0.424 0.251 0.527
Late 0.855 1.571 2.066
yc;C=y Early 0.340 0.202 0.424
Late 0.656 1.206 1.585
yc;C=i Early 0.150 0.089 0.187
Late 0.248 0.456 0.600
Yield curve slope
yc;S= Early 0.838 0.414 0.986
Late 2.313 1.774 2.674
yc;S=y Early 0.674 0.332 0.792
Late 1.775 1.361 2.052
yc;S=i Early 0.297 0.147 0.349
Late 0.671 0.515 0.776
These observations themselves raise open questions for the DSGEmodel analysis frame-
work. Renement of calibration and interpretation of model dynamics are towards a sound
understanding of the sources of these stylised facts.
3.4Detection of Shocks in Macro- and Yield Curve Variables
Following the assumption that two types of shocks, macroeconomic shocks and nancial
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shocks, may jointly drive yield curve variables, it is rather painful to introduce a shock
identication framework. However, it is sensible to rstly calibrate the model using macro
shocks only for best t of the key macroeconomic variables, then investigate how much
of other shocks, including nancial shocks, are required to capture observed data of yield
curve dynamics.
While focusing on calibration of exogenous shock process, deep parameters (,,,)
and policy parameters (,,y) are made xed temporally for an obvious reason: the
choice of these parameters in existing literature does not show large discrepancy. Al-
though specication of shock process is highly relevant to the sample data, it is often cho-
sen randomly in informal approach (Ortega, 1996) of model evaluation such as DSGE
literature. It is preferable to allow limited cross-sample variation in deep and policy para-
meters but more exibility of shock specication.
3.4.1 Calibration with model selection
For computational simplicity I discard full-scale estimation but adopt the calibration ap-
proach via a `weak form' model selection procedure of Chapter 2, which was inspired
by Watson (1993). Under a frequentist paradigm, sample data Variance Covariance Ma-
trix (VCM, with a complete set of unconditional second moments) can be used to infer a
`distance' measure for any calibrated model. According to Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen
(2007), I use the Kullback-Leibler information criterion (K-L) to measure the `informa-
tion loss' by interpreting the unconditional, true data second moments with the calibrated
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dynamic models. The best model would cause the least loss of information, represented
by the lowest K-L distance, dKL, therefore calibration with K-L distance can be seen as
a minimum-distance procedure. For a given set of data and a part of parameters xed, I
use a Matlab optimisation routine to pin down the best-t parameters of our interests. A
detailed description of the procedure can be found in Appendix C of the dissertation.
It should be noted that the chosen parameter-set for rened calibration should not in-
clude too many members, as the procedure may lead to over-identication. Consequently
the marginal improvement of model t might be problematic. By xing the base case cal-
ibration except for shock volatilities (IS ,AS ,MP ,Y N ), I search for the best calibration
for four chosen volatility parameters in each of sample. Table 3.3 shows the search re-
sults from the minimum distance measure of covariance matrices for a trivariate system of
(bt,bYt,bit).
Table 3.3: Calibration of macro shock volatilities
Fixed parameters Newly calibrated parameters
Structural Shocks Early sample Late sample
 = 0:75 IS = 0:33 IS = 0:923% IS = 0:265%
 = 0:95 AS = 0:74 AS = 0:130% AS = 0:109%
 = 0:1 MP = 0:30 MP = 2:013% MP = 0:705%
 = 0:1 Y N = 0:95 Y N = 0:000% Y N = 0:305%
 = 0:6
 = 1:5
y = 0:5
K-L distance (base case) 5:802 1:251
K-L distance (best-t) 1:896 0:865
By choosing specic combinations of shock volatilities, the model could generate a
simulation with covariance matrix closer to actual data. The model selection favors a
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dominant role of policy shock in explaining unconditional second moments, especially in
early sample. It is also believed that the early sample is mostly a demand driven econ-
omy, with monetary shocks coming into demand channel indirectly. Supply side shocks
in terms of price mark-up are stable over two samples. But supply shocks via capacity are
more important in second sample period. The results are in general reasonable given the
development of UK and global business cycles in last two decades: multiple monetary pol-
icy regimes took place in early sample including a nominal income targeting period; the
most recent policy rate are mostly in line with the expectation under ination target and in-
dependent central bank; supply shocks are believed to contain much more uncertainties in
recent decade due to the changing environment of macroeconomic management, includ-
ing higher level of globalization (Garganas, 2006). In the late sample, for example, the
increasing role of supply shocks can be considered as evidence of capacity expansion in a
globalised product market.
Macroeconomic shocks are assumed to explain all the variation in the key variables.
However, best-t parameters do not repeat success when matching the yield curve vari-
ables. In the simulated series for early sample level, yield curve curvature and slope in-
dicators have standard deviations of 0.37%, 0.15% and 0.47%, respectively. Only slope
variable achieves good t of nearly one to one, in contrast to that of level (0.78%) and
curvature (0.94%) in actual early sample data. Yield curve level and curvature are not al-
ways dampened in model simulation. For late sample, the yield curve variables become
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less volatile than model prediction, which may suggest some extra shocks that affect yield
curve are likely to offset impact from macro shocks.
Can we calibrate the model recursively to nd the best-t over a broader parameter
space? I suppose the answer would be NO. It is unwise to make inference on full pa-
rameter set as (1) the model might be misspecied model in some dimensions; (2) the
VCM distance approach ignores conditional second moments and (3) the property of the
minimum-covariance matrix distance approach is not fully understood.
3.4.2 More shocks in yield curve dynamics
For the purpose of second moments matching for yield curve features, it is necessary to
add more shocks into the system. The shock shall only affect yield curve dynamics so that
the easiest way to do is to insert a serially uncorrelated noise ui;t, i = L;C; S:
ycL;t =
1
3
(i10;t + i20;t + i40;t) + uL;t
uL;t  N(0; 2u1)
These shocks can be roughly considered as nancial shocks, such as liquidity premium
deviations, noise trading and changing risk premium etc. The ultimate purpose of adding
new shocks is to quantify the role of macroeconomic shocks in yield curve dynamics.
Again I run minimum distance procedure to pin down the best-t value of shock volatilities
u1,u2,u3, subject to the covariance matrice of nominal yield curve triplet. The best
calibration and decomposition of volatility accountability are reported in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Variance decomposition of shock-augment model
Early Shocks & Decomposition of unconditional variances
sample Calibration  Y i ycL ycC ycS
Macro- IS 0:923% 16:6% 33:8% 2:0% 2:7% 0:6% 3:0%
shocks AS 0:130% 0:9% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0%
MP 2:013% 82:5% 66:1% 98:0% 89:3% 19:0% 93:3%
Y N 0:000% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0%
Other- u1 0:586% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 8:0% 0:0% 0:0%
shocks u2 0:766% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 80:4% 0:0%
u3 0:415% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 3:7%
Late Shocks &
sample Calibration  Y i ycL ycC ycS
Macro- IS 0:265% 0:7% 18:7% 0:8% 0:1% 0:0% 0:8%
shocks AS 0:109% 3:0% 0:2% 0:3% 0:1% 0:0% 0:7%
MP 0:705% 8:0% 80:8% 86:1% 5:8% 0:7% 53:4%
Y N 0:305% 88:3% 0:3% 12:8% 6:9% 0:1% 30:7%
Other- u1 0:741% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 87:2% 0:0% 0:0%
shocks u2 0:640% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 99:2% 0:0%
u3 0:234% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 0:0% 14:5%
This revised model clearly show a sample disparity in the accountability of macro
shocks in both macroeconomic and yield curve dynamics. Firstly, monetary policy shocks
seem very effective in directing macroeconomic uctuations. Demand shocks are less in-
uencial in late sample, while supply shock via potential output takes the turn, but not on
the real activity. Regarding the yield curve, the curvature is mainly driven by unobserved
factors uC;t. But the level and slope are mostly macro shock driven variables. The dis-
connection in late sample for yield level might be another expression of the conundrum
of the long term rate by Alan Greenspan. Monetary shocks are dominant in both samples,
but less so in late sample. Particularly, yield curve slope is more relevant to macro shocks,
which explains why it is useful for predicting business cycle turning points. These ndings
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are in line with most literature of macro-nance interpretation of yield curve movements.
Ination dynamics are largely explained by supply shocks in the late sample, motivat-
ing further research of a possible break in traditional price-output correlation in previous
demand-dominant period.
To summarize the overall performance of newly calibrated model, Table 3.5 gives the
relative volatility of yield curve variables in calibrated model. By tting the model with
macroeconomic variables, all of three key facts (section 3.3) about relative volatilities of
yield curve variables are poorly matched. In Figure 3.1 through 3.4 it is clear that markup-
shock and policy shock drive stronger response than other two shocks. As smoother macro
series require muted policy shocks, yield curve variables share a decrease in absolute
volatilities, which is not in line with the data. Specically, the transmission of stabilized
monetary policy (rate policy) is well foreseen so the actual ination volatility is only de-
pendent on mark-up shocks, which are similar in the calibration of the two samples. Con-
sequently, the ination volatility remains stable and the overall match of relative volatility
is poor. Other irregularity includes: the nominal and real yield curves are very close to
each other in terms of dominant foreseeable monetary policy; the curvature is mostly de-
termined by rate dynamics capturing the belief of a pure expectation hypothesis. In order
to ll in these gaps, the shocks only relevant to yield curves are added, contributing to an
joint explanation of second moments of these variables (column 4).
In short, the optimal calibration for shocks based on macroeconomic data does not
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guarantee an even reasonable match for yield curve variables. No doubt the existence of
more factors, including nancial factors, gives a straightforward answer to such an inquiry,
the above exercise still serves as a vivid illustration of the incapability that macroeconomic
model cannot explain yield curve dynamics alone.
Table 3.5: Relative volatilities of yield curve in simulated models
Only macro shocks Plus new shocks
Sample yciL=C=S yc
r
L=C=S yc
e
L=C=S yc
i
L=C=S
Yield curve level
yc= Early 1.778 1.810 0.293 2.375
Late 0.798 0.762 0.459 2.473
yc=y Early 0.468 0.477 0.077 0.625
Late 0.566 0.541 0.326 1.755
yc=i Early 0.291 0.297 0.048 0.389
Late 0.311 0.297 0.179 0.963
Yield curve curvature
yc= Early 0.447 0.455 0.069 2.091
Late 0.193 0.188 0.068 2.027
yc=y Early 0.118 0.120 0.018 0.550
Late 0.137 0.133 0.049 1.439
yc=i Early 0.073 0.075 0.011 0.343
Late 0.075 0.073 0.027 0.790
Yield curve slope
yc= Early 3.252 1.384 0.235 3.435
Late 1.371 0.579 0.293 1.557
yc=y Early 0.856 0.364 0.062 0.904
Late 0.973 0.411 0.208 1.105
yc=i Early 0.533 0.227 0.038 0.563
Late 0.534 0.226 0.114 0.607
3.5Conclusion
In this chapter, I manage to incorporate a DSGE modeling technique to macro-nance
eld, establishing links between the yield curve and simple macroeconomic state variable.
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In this sense, I build a model related to the conceptual approach of the single factor model
of Vasicek (1977) but allow the single factor of the policy rate to be related to a specied
macroeconomic model of the type used for monetary policy analysis. This exploration is
thus carried out in clean framework with only a canonical New Keynesian model. As well
as a calibration and simulation study based on the connection between macro shocks and
yield curve features, I also apply a minimum distance approach based on unconditional co-
variance matrix to match macro and yield curve data to this highly stylized DSGE model.
Using UK data as the benchmark, the ndings are relatively standard within the con-
text of existing empirical research (see Chadha and Holly, 2006). I nd a signicant mis-
match between the observed yield curve and that which is conditioned on a calibrated NK
macroeconomic model, but mainly for yield curve curvature. I start from a benchmark cal-
ibration and use the VCM matching technique to detect a sensible set of macroeconomic
shocks, or forcing processes, behind UK business cycles. The typical macro shocks, in-
cluding demand, supply and policy shocks, can each explain dynamics of some yield curve
features, except for very weak impact on yield curve curvature. Consequent to this identi-
cation, I am then able to gauge the magnitude of unobserved shocks that are required to
t the yield curve alone. What the results seem to suggest is that there is a limit beyond
which the yield curve seems to be disconnected from the rst generation of DSGE models.
We thus need to add exogenous shocks to the yield curve in order to better t its dynamics
but these shocks do not seem especially helpful to understand macroeconomic dynamics.
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That said there seems to be signicant information from the macroeconomy for the slope
term, which again ts with the basic insight of a considerable body of empirical evidence:
that the slope component of the yield curve is closest to the dynamics of a DSGE model is
perhaps an important observation.
The next steps for this research agenda is to understand the structural causes of level
and curvature shocks to the yield curve, which may in turn be related to term premia and
the interaction of the quantity and price of risk, which is not modelled in this type of DSGE
framework directly but as the nancial crisis suggests, perhaps should be so modelled.
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Chapter 4
Labour Market Search and Monetary Policy -
A Theoretical Consideration
4.1 Introduction
25The real business cycle revolution (see Finn Kydland and Ed Prescott's respective No-
bel Prize Lectures, 2004) seems to have been most tangibly captured by monetary theo-
reticians and practitioners. It might reasonably be argued that this a remarkable, almost
perverse, outcome because a real business cycle economy is one in which agents follow
optimal decision rules at all times and in all states of nature and where output lies at the
ex-price equilibrium through time. That is one in which there is typically no unem-
ployment. In other words it is also one in which there is no obvious role for a monetary
policy-maker, whose role might be dened as that of ensuring an optimal rate of conver-
gence to the ex-price outcome following shocks, and where the costs of business cycle
uctuations are limited.26 How such models became the workhorse for studying monetary
policy problems, where sequences of short term interest rates are chosen to offset the im-
pact of expected divergences of output from its ex-price optimum, is a question that will
no doubt intrigue future historians of economic thought.
25 This chapter is based on a joint research project completed with Jagjit S. Chadha. An earlier version of the paper has been published as a chapter
Labour Market Search and Monetary Shocks: A Theoretical Consideration, in Unemployment: Past and Present, Philip Arestis and John McCombie
(Eds), Palgrave Macmillan, 2008.
26 In fact in a famous thought experiment, Lucas (1987) showed that under a representative agent assumption the actual costs from expected utuations
were a small fraction of average consumption.
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The bolting of price-setting rigidities onto a real business cycle model by Yun (1996)
using the Calvo (1983) price setting mechanism  a form of price rigidity that means
only an exogenously set fraction of rms can reset prices in every period  allowed the
introduction of meaningful monetary policy. In the Calvo-Yun set-up, productivity (or
marginal cost) shocks impact on the optimal, or the desired, price level in each period,
but as only some rms are given the signal to reset, the overall price level is suboptimal.
So following a positive productivity shock, overall prices are too high, which means that
output is too low (relative to the ex-price outcome) and that some rms suffer a lower than
optimal prot level as their prices do not have an appropriate mark-up. The policy problem
is thus to set a rule such that, contingent on such shocks, the expected sequence of interest
rates ensures that the deviation of output from its ex-price optimum is minimized subject
to informational constraints (see Woodford, 2003, for an elaboration). This paradigm has
been hugely inuential.
And yet the popular New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC) framework has not been
especially successful in matching several aspects of the business cycle.27 The current
generation of monetary research, which has concentrated on the implications of nomi-
nal rigidities in prices or wages, has perhaps not sufciently emphasized the possibility
of real rigidities, such as habit formation in preference or labour market matching. In
fact, the labour market has been a particularly sore point of contention. King and Rebelo
(2000) in their overview of the real business cycle developments outline a number of prob-
27 We shall use the terms New Keynesian and Calvo-Yun interchangeably in this paper.
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lems with the standard business cycle model in terms of the labour market: it implies too
high an elasticity of labour supply to wages; business cycle hours variation arises from
changes in the hours-per-worker in the model (the so-called `intensive margin'), whereas
it is movements in numbers of people employed (the so-called `extensive margin') that ac-
tually seem to determine uctuations in total labour input; and so the model suggests a
counterfactual degree of correspondence between labour inputs and its average product.
In this chapter we will highlight two aspects that the standard business cycle model need
to address: (i) the observed persistence in the response of employment patterns and wage
rates and monetary variables; and (ii) the hump-backed shape of the impulse response of
output following a monetary policy shock. Following Walsh (2003), in which a dynamic
stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model with labour market matching is introduced
and calibrated for the US economy, we will examine the issue of labour market search in a
DSGE model calibrated on UK data.28 The main focus will be on labour market rigidities
that prevent unemployed workers from nding new jobs and rms with job vacancies
from lling them immediately. This feature generates both a persistence of response in the
labour market to monetary shocks and adjusts the nature of the policy problem faced by the
authorities. Dynamic simulations are used to investigate the role the job matching process
plays in affecting the economy's dynamic adjustment to shocks. Employing a degree of
nominal rigidity as well, we will investigate the implications for monetary policy. We
point to ways in which this work can be used to understand the role of the labour market
28 Using ONS sources and other estimates we are able to assess the implied second moments of UK business cycles pre- and post-reform in mid 1980s.
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in explaining the UK business cycle over the past 20 years.
As mentioned, there are two reasons why we pay attention to the labour market speci-
cation in a DSGE model. Firstly, most of the existing RBC and DSGE literature use total
hours as the labour input and consider the intensive margin of labour supply. In such a
set-up unemployment is ignored in the analysis. Consequently, the model-generated dy-
namics imply highly procyclical real wages and smooth employment, as opposed to nearly
acyclical real wages and volatile employment numbers in reality.29 Therefore a more real-
istic model for labour supply, such as indivisible labour (Hansen, 1985), may be required.
Secondly, nominal rigidities in price and wage setting are not sufcient in accounting for
inertia of macroeconomic variables. In respect of the wage bargain, it might be argued
that plans for long-term service may outweigh the incentive to renegotiate wages, and to
some extent this undermines the microfoundations of Walrasian wage setting. Given these
problems, the investigation of the implications of some sort of real rigidities, such as job-
matching frictions, seems highly appropriate and may reconcile the debate of a frictionless
labour market and match the persistence in the data.
Walsh (2003), Walsh (2005) and Ravenna and Walsh (2007) use a labour market search
and matching model to incorporate this type of real rigidity. In Walsh (2005), this model
predicts a hump-shaped response of output to a policy rate shock. The key to this result is
the delay in production caused by the time required to ll job vacancies, which is a costly
29 According to King and Rebelo (2000) and Millard et al.'s (1997) calibration, US and UK data of output-real-wage correlation is 0.12 or 0.01 versus
0.98 in the RBC model; US and UK relative volatility of employment to output is 0.99 or 1.11 versus 0.48 in the RBC model.
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process for rms and workers. The job-matching feature also permits a considerably richer
dynamic in ination than the NKPC model.30 This motivates us to repeat the empirical
investigation on UK data, especially in relation to the past two decades, when the UK
labour market became more exible. For example, during this period, days lost in strikes
have fallen markedly as a fraction of UK total hours, as a result, in part, to more rigorous
legislation on union actions.31
This chapter contribute to the existing literature in two aspects. Firstly, it formally
construct the theoretical link between labour market rigidity and preferrable emphasis of
monetary policy. Without sufcient consideration on labour market specication, policy
makers may prefer an ination target instead of output and employment objectives. Sec-
ondly, the constructed model replicate, with reasonably convincing calibration for UK
data, that the monetary policy transmission is more effective after UK undertook some
reform in labour markets.
In the next section we will outline the response of key UK variables to a monetary
shock. We will use these estimates to understand the extent to which output and unem-
ployment respond in a persistent manner to monetary policy shocks. We then outline the
key implications of the Walsh matching model for the Phillips curve, before going on to
illustrate the resulting dynamics from a baseline simulation of the model and indicating
30 In Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estimation, the Ravenna-Walsh model is not rejected for US post-war data, as opposed to its NKPC
counterpart.
31 Financial Times, Work days lost to strikes soar, 12 June 2007. Based on ONS data on total hours and average weekly hours worked and FT data on
days lost to strike, this ratio for 1970s, 1980s and post-1980s period are roughly 10%, 6% and 1%.
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the implications for monetary policy, in terms of the weight given to ination rather than
output in the policy rule. In the Appendix we give the full set of linear equations for the
Walsh (2003) model and in Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 the set of calibration parameters we
adopt.
4.2UK data responses
To explore some of the ideas about persistence and speed of adjustment to shocks, we will
estimate a simple model of the UK macroeconomy. We use quarterly data from 1978 to
2006 for UK bank rate (i), the real effective exchange rate based on relative CPI (er), the
constant price GDP by the expenditure approach (y), the all-items RPI index () and the
unemployment rate (u) measured by the claimant count. We estimate a VAR of order 2 to
understand the dynamics. Base rate and unemployment enter the VAR in levels, but the
real exchange rate, real output and the price level are differenced. To identify the system,
we use a Cholesky ordering restriction and examine the response of these variables to a
monetary policy shock, where: i! er ! y !  ! u.
Figure 3.1 shows the responses of the key macroeconomic variables to a 100 base-point
shock to the base rate. The abscissa shows the length of response in quarters and the y-
axis the amplitude of the response in percentage point deviations from the mean of the
series. Note rst that the half-life of a 100Bp shock to interest rates is in the region of
12 quarters and represents the typical magnitude of a policy shock. The exchange rate
responds earliest, and by the second quarter of the shock has undergone an appreciation
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in the region of 0.75 per cent, which decays back to nearly baseline after a year or so.
For the UK, which is a relatively open economy with imports and exports each equal to
nearly 30 per cent of GDP, ination mirrors the jump in the exchange rate and we observe
a hump-backed response from ination which falls most around a year after the initial
policy shock, by around 1.25 per cent, and it is after about four years that it returns to
base.
Figure 4.1 Responses to policy shock: UK
Note: We plot impulse response in a VAR model for UK business cycle variables and bank rate quarterly
data 1978 to 2006. The Cholesky ordering restriction is (bank rate)!(real exchange rate)!(real output)
!(ination)!(unemployment rate) It is noticeable unemployment responds to policy rate with 4-year lag.
But the key message is that output adjusts slowly, with its initial response somewhat less
than its largest response, with a 0.5 per cent fall in output around two years after the initial
monetary policy shock. The impact of the shock decays to baseline in around year four.
We note also that labour unemployment  that is, movements along the extensive margin
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 are perturbed for quite some time following a typical monetary policy shock, with the
peak response in unemployment coming at about three to four years. And in fact on these
estimates unemployment still seems to be adjusting some six years after the initial interest
rate shock. The Bank of England's (2005) quarterly model predicts a similar response in
real variables following a contractionary monetary shock (100bp rate hike), however the
peak response appears at 1 to 2 years horizon. In the later section we compare the impulse
response of Walsh model and BoE model.
Figure 4.2 Impulse responses to a shock of 100bp rate hike in Bank of
England's quarterly model
Note: The Impulse Response Functions are taken from Bank of England Quarterly Model book, page 130.
Unemployment rate rises in response to a rate hike while real wages falls after rst year. The model brings
also sticky wages in addition to real rigidities such as union bargaining in the model. Compared to Figure 4.1,
the model is successful in generating certain lag of unemployment response, but not sufcient. In fact, the
norminal rigidities contribute merely to a sluggish adjustment in labour market. Relative volatility of business
cycle variables remain a puzzle. This is one of the motivation to highlight a search and matching framework.
The gradual build-up of momentum on the real-side of the economy from a monetary
shock, with output and unemployment responding persistently, has a number of implica-
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tions. First, that even though ination, which is likely to have a strong forward-looking
element, may be stabilized from a given monetary policy shock, the real economy may
still be some way from equilibrium and still imposing some losses on the representative
household, which may be better off from stable ination but still likely to suffer from
losses from some degree of unemployment. Secondly, this implies that monetary policy,
which places any weight on output uctuations, will be somewhat more cautious when
stabilizing inationary shocks. We shall explore below the implications of building more
labour market persistence into the basic New Keynesian (NK) framework, in particular for
the design of monetary policy.
4.3 Labour search and matching model
In a standard NK model, the labour market is modelled as follows. Positive productivity
shocks lower marginal costs and the Walrasian labour market continues to ensure that
labour is paid at its higher rental rate. Higher real wages bid for the marginal leisure hours
of workers, and output, which is Cobb-Douglas, increases. The main additional feature of
this labour search and match model is the endogenous and exogenous job destruction in
the labour market. Endogenous job destruction is a result of individual productivity, i.e.,
there is a threshold in productivity which determines a individual worker either maintain
a job contract or lose it. Such a margin requirement may generate acyclical real wages as
it is argued that low productivity (paid) workers are red in downturns. There is also a
possibility of exogenous job destruction. Shocks may impact on those who left positions
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to join the job seeker pool and go through a matching process via job applications to
posted vacancies. The difculty in the matching of job seekers and vacancies decreases
the instantaneous response of output to aggregate shocks. This structure creates inertia in
the dynamics of key variables.
Table 4.1 - Key variables
Variable Denition
Rt : Nominal rate
yt : Real output
t : Ination
nt : Employment
't : Survival rate
Vt : Vacancies
kft : Probability of lling a vacancy (rms)
qt : Expected excess value of match
at : Destruction margin (threshold productivity for
continuing job contract)
ut : Unemployed workers (searchers)
kwt : Probability of nding a job (workers)
t : Mark-up
t: Endogenous job destruction
t : Matched jobs (job creation)
wt : Real wageseut : Unemployment rate (deviation from steay
state, we assume 5.5% for UK)
Figure 4.3 shows a very simple case of matching duration and its implication on persis-
tence in macroeconomic dynamics. In a world with only labour as production input and
productivity is xed, at time 0 there is a 1 per cent permanent shock to labour input. With
instantaneous matching (upper panel), output and labour adjust immediately  this is anal-
ogous to the NK model case. However, with a matching probability at, say, 50 per cent
per period, the matching in the labour market will continue gradually until the new steady
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state is reached, thus generating signicant persistence in the dynamics  with the overall
time period for adjustment in the region of three to four periods.
Let us start from a typical Calvo-Yun economy where the production does not include
capital accumulation Yt = ZtNt, where Zt denotes the exogenous technology variable, Nt
is total labour hours and Yt is output. With monopolistic competition in the nal goods
sector and sticky prices, we have:
wt =
Zt
t
; (4.1)
t = Ett+1 + mct; (4.2)
mct = wt   zt; (4.3)
where t denotes mark-up of market prices to wholesale prices,   (1 !)(1 !)! , which
is the slope of the Phillips curve, ! is the probability that a rm receives a signal to reprice,
 is the subjective discount factor,mct is the marginal cost and wt is wages.
The Walsh model considers a form of job separation and a prolonged matching process.
The probability of job matching q (t) is a function of labour market tightness, t, which
is the vacancy-search ratio. The adoption of a matching technology complicates a rm's
decisions on whether to post a vacancy and makes both labour market tightness and the
cost of posting a vacancy determinants of the equilibrium wage. Real wages now take this
form:
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Figure 4.3 - Job matching and persistence
Note: In this simple one-factor economy, productivity is normalized to 1 therefore Y (t) = N(t), lower-
case variables denote deviation from steady states. For instantaneous match, labour input and output jump to the
new steady state but in gradual match case it takes more than 4 periods to reach the new level.
wt =
Zt
t
  
q (t)
+  (1  )Et(t+1
t
)

q (t+1)
; (4.4)
where  is the cost of posting a vacancy, q () is the steady-state probability of job
matching,  is the probability of job separation, t is the shadow value of consumption
and t is the mark-up. In Equation (4.4), the real wage is determined by both the marginal
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product and the two terms from job matching. The real wage adjusts downwards when
vacancies are posted (placed) in the current period and adjusts upwards for any delay in
posting a vacancy until the next period. If we substitute this key equation into the Phillips
curve, augmented by matching in the labour market and by a term for impacting on the cost
of search, i.e. in terms of the interest rate, we arrive at a considerably more complicated
dynamic:
t = Ett+1 + mct; (4.5)
 mct = t = zt   A (1  )bt
 A (1  ) [1  q ()] (it   Ett+1)
+A (1  ) [1     q ()]Etbt+1; (4.6)
where (for both equations) A is given by ( 1
1  )

q()
, mct(= 1t ) is marginal cost and
the steady-state mark-up for the retail sector is ;  is the worker's share in the wage
bargain,  is the elasticity of vacancies with respect to matches, and (it   Ett+1) is the
real interest rate. The expression of the mark-up, t, implies that a tighter labour market
today increases marginal costs and creates an incentive for ination, though the likelihood
of a tighter labour market tomorrow reduces current marginal costs and tends to lower
ination, and higher interest rates impact directly on marginal costs and so on inationary
pressure. Ination can also escalate on the real interest rate, which is a cost to the rms.
Evidence for such a cost-channel of ination can be found in Ravenna and Walsh (2006).
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They shows a cost-channel enters the monetary policy making endogenously and under the
optimal policy does not have to imply an output level close to the exible-price output. In a
search model, Equation (4.6) shows immediately that an increase in steady state matching
probability q () is favorable in mitigating the cost-push effect of ination. Moreover, it
also modify the determinacy problem in a typical three-variable NKPC framework.
So the mark-up, as the inverse of marginal cost, is affected by the unit labour cost (zt),
adjusted by a cost-push channel (real interest) and labour market tightness terms (second
and fourth term). A tighter labour market (higher bt) increases, to some extent, ination
instantaneously as the marginal cost rises in the cost of posting vacancies. Expectation of
an increase in the level of future labour market tightness is also priced in current ination
but with a reverse effect. The reason is that an expectation of future labour market tight-
ness motivates rms to post vacancies ex ante, pushing up current labour market tightness
even further. But precautionary job matching and an increase in labour supplied ensures
some pressure for wages is cut in the next period, inducing a fall in marginal costs. These
two channels of job matching, as ination drivers, are parallel to those of real wage de-
termination in equation (4.4). These two terms decrease in vacancy posting cost and in
matching efciency.
In a comparison with Calvo-Yun, we see that the job matching terms simply disappear
from the Calvo-Yun framework. With a frictionless labour market, the production adjusts
simply to an exogenous shock (for instance a cost-push shock to the Phillips curve) and
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labour is bid into place with no further adjustment and thus the key variables do not show
sufcient persistence. In contrast, a matching model implies an important role for sluggish
adjustment in the labour market. The production is effected by labour market tightness
across periods so that higher inertia is built into this model.
In the study of a calibrated model, we are particularly interested in impulse response
to nominal rate shock and aggregate productivity shock and sensitivity analysis on deep
parameters in the labour market, that is: (i) the probability of job separation via exogenous
and endogenous job destruction; (ii) the probability of matching between rms and job
seekers; and (iii) the cost of posting a vacancy. We will relate these parameters to UK
labour market policy during the last two decades in the following section. And in the
subsequent section we will explore the implications for stability from this type of Phillips
curve.
4.4UK calibration
We now turn to calibration for Walsh model and illustration of the relationship between
UK business cycles, policy and the labour market within the context of a search and match-
ing mechanism. We are mostly interested in the model behaviour over the period from the
late 1980s to 2007. The stylised facts of the UK labour market (see, Millard, 2000, for
example) are a good starting point. Within the context of a more exible labour market
and weakening union power (or membership) over the past two decades, several aspects
of labour market performance over the UK business cycle are noticeable: (i) employment
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and unemployment are more volatile after the 1980s reform; but (ii) real wages and hours
(average and total) became less volatile; (iii) average hours worked rose in the early years
after exible labour market reform; and (iv) unemployment duration has remained quite
stable since the early 1980s.32 Our calibration allows for these changes in labour mar-
ket behaviour and so allows us to examine whether important degrees of persistence still
remain in the real-side of the economy.
We rely on a calibration against current UK data to evaluate this model. Tables 4.2 give
the basic calibration parameters.33 The model is solved for impulse response analysis.
We wish to match the calibrated UK model to replicate major UK business cycle quan-
tities, including output, ination, unemployment, total hours, wages, vacancies and job
separation.
4.4.1 Labour market issues
We try to understand the consequences of several major moves in labour market policy-
making, including union legislation, immigration laws, unemployment and minimumwages,
and other reform, such as the `New Deal'. See Millard et al. (1997) and Nickell and Quin-
tini (2001) for comprehensive review on the reform in UK labour market.
32 Millard (2000) shows that the relative volatility of employment and unemployment to output during 1979-1988 and 1988-1996 are (0.87, 7.66) and
(0.92, 8.42), respectively, while the relative volatility of total hours are 1.19 and 1.15. The relative volatility of real wages are 0.66 and 0.40, respectively.
The average unemployment duration is roughly stable within 6-9 months.
33 Further explanation of variables and parameters are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The Appendix lays out the key equations of the model, which boil
down to the Phillips curve.
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Table 4.2 - Key calibration parameters
Coefcient Walsh Description Source of calibration
 0.10 Total prob. of job separation 0.08 (ONS)
x 0.068 Steady state: exogenous 0.05
unemployment
F (ea) 0.0343 Steady state: endogenous 0.03
job destructionea Steady state: job destruction 0.75 (see note to the
margin table)
H (ea) 1 Expected mean productivity
eFa 15 Elasticity of F (a) to a
eHa 1 Elasticity of H (a) to a
 0.6 Vacancy share in generating 0.6 (Millard (2000))
a match
kf 0.7 Prob. of lling a vacancy
kw 0.6 Prob. of nding a job 0.45 (ONS)
N 0.94 Steady state labour force
 0.6 Recruiting cost 0.33 (Millard (2000))
 0.5 Worker's share in wage 0.3 (Millard (2000))
bargaining
 0.05 Coefcient of marginal
cost in NKPC
 11 Demand elasticity of
differentiated goods
h 0 Utility of home production
if unemployed
 2 CRRA
 1.01 S.S.: money growth
 0.989 Discount factor
Unemployment rate and job separation rate is not stable throughout the sample in UK
so that we take values close to all-time average 8% for total separation. Walsh's (2003)
calibration is based on a comprehensive literature review but for US data, we carefully
choose some of his calibration in our experiments due to lack of data34. Calibration on
34 For example, according to den Haan et al. (2000) calibration, we need to know how many of 'jobs counted as destroyed in a quarter fail to reappear
in the following quarter' (72.3 per cent in the US) and what is the 'ratio of creation to employment' (i.e., the job-creation rate, 5.2 per cent in the US).
These two variables jointly determin how likely a rm ll a vacancy.
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F (ea) and ea follow Walsh's (2003) assumption that individual productivity ai;t follow a
log-normal distribution with mean 1 and standard deviation of 0.15. ea=0.75 corresponds
to 0.03 in cumulative density function, meaning 3% of the labour force lose jobs due to an
endogenous job separation. This leaves an exogenous job separation of 5%. Probability
of job matching is approximated from unemployment duration and survey data on rms.
Here we assume an US rm is similar to an UK rm in the probability of lling an vacancy.
For an average longer duration of unemployment in UK (more than 7 months versus less
than 5 months in US), the probability of nding a job is kw = 0:45 (Labour Market
Review 2006 by ONS Labour Market Statistics). The exogenous shocks of producitivity
and money supply is taken from typical UK business cycle calibration. Millard (2000)
calibrate a search model to select the workers' share in wage bargaining conditional on
the best t for unemployment data. His calibration shows  = 0:3 for full sample.
Power of Trade Unions
In the 1980s there were considerable changes in the UK labour market, in particular:
(i) the power of trade unions in calling and sustaining a strike became more restricted; (2)
collective wave bargaining became more decentralized. We wish to evaluate the matching
model under a certain degree of union power in wage bargaining, and we nd the dynamics
are sensitive to this parameter. In the wage determination equations (4.4) and (4.7), the
higher the power of the union, the higher the wage. The model shows explicitly how union
legislation affects the macroeconomy via the wage bargaining channel.
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Unemployment Benets
In the last two decades or so, the UK has seen some decreases in unemployment benet.
In this model we specify a household production channel for those who do not nd a
match in the matching process and leave the labour force. We can evaluate the role of
unemployment benet as one type of income source other than a paid job. In the search
model this `outsider' productivity has an impact on real wages. The vacancies posted by
rms are also affected. We could answer the following questions: Does an increase in
unemployment benets lead to a slower or faster adjustment in a labour market hit by
an exogenous shock? How does a decrease in UK unemployment benet contribute to
observed macroeconomic data quantitatively?
In this model, wages are determined both from wholesale producers' prot maximiza-
tion (Equation 4.4) and workers' trade-off in entering or exiting the job market. The level
of unemployment income (wu, either home production or benets) enters workers' wage
bids and thus will tend to increase the reservation wage:
wt = w
u +

1  

q (t)
  
1   (1  )Et(
t+1
t
) [1  t+1q (t+1)] 
q (t+1)
: (4.7)
Adjusting wu does not affect the dynamic response directly but lower unemployment
benets become an incentive to searchers to nd a match quickly. This indirect effect on
the model may shift the labour supply curve downwards (with a lower intercept, i.e., the
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reservation wage) and turn it atter (more elastic to real wage).
Minimum Wages
The National MinimumWage Act of 1998 and the establishment of the Low Pay Com-
mission have led to several increases in minimum wages (NMW) since 1999. Although
only a small fraction of around 6 to 8 percent of the labour force is affected by changes in
the NMW, and more than one half of them are in part-time jobs, the estimated impact on
total household nominal income is notable (a 0.2 to 0.5 per cent increase approximately
with a 10 per cent increase in NMW). Although the real wage is endogenous in most
DSGE literature, we can specify a minimum nominal wage and explore in this matching
model the extent to which the NMW increase impacts on inationary pressure. Does ex-
ible labour market adjustment account for a muted response in aggregate economy to an
NMW adjustment?
We may look into the possibility of designing a labour-specic wage determination
mechanism which is compatible with rm aggregate wage equation. Wage determination
for individuals is required to surpass a threshold and is related to idiosyncratic productivity
Zi;t. It will take the following form:35
wi;t = w +
Z Zi;t
Z

Zi;t
t
  
q (t)
+  (1  )Et

t+1
t


q (t+1)

f (Z) dZ: (4.8)
Immigration Policy
35 This functional form aims to illustrate the intuition of modelling labourspecic wage. In a model where the NWM is enforced, the competitive
wholesale sector requires that the retail market installs a lower mark-up, as the marginal cost is inated by NMW. So the NMW might be thought of as a
change in the steady-state mark-up.
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Economists and policy-makers are interested in the consequences of increased immi-
grants on the output-ination trade-off. Job market slack caused by loosening immigration
policy will ease ination pressure but will increase unemployment. We are interested in
understanding the consequences of new steady state labour supply and higher possibility
of lling vacancies to monetary policy under a matching model.
Other Issues
There are more policy issues that might be incorporated in the discussion, such as
the `New Deal'  introduced by New Labour in 1998, which can be seen as an effort to
increase the steady-state probability of nding a job kw.36
4.4.2 Pre- and post-1980s calibration
In Table 4.3 we list the key parameters that are affected in labour reform scenarios. In
addition to the parameter of union power, which is represented by worker's share in wage
negotiation, the post-reform period is also characterized by (1) lower cost in posting a
vacancy, as a result of modern technology and employment service; (2) higher possibility
of a rm lling a vacancy, thanks to immigration; (3) higher possibility of a worker to
achieve a match, partly as a fact of higher motivation to nd a job (lower unemployment
benets) and the training to build up skills.
36 McVicar and Podiminsky (2003) shows some evidence in UK umployment duration data for younger workers.
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Table 4.3 - Baseline versus labour market reform calibration
Coefcient Description UK pre-1980s Baseline
(post reform)
kf Prob. of lling a vacancy 0.7 0.8
(i.e., q())
kw Prob. of nding a job 0.3 0.45
 Recruiting cost 0.5 0.33
 Worker's share in wage 0.5 0.3
bargaining
We make the post-reform calibration as the base case and highlight a case for pre-
1980s period for UK labour market and business cycles. We calibrate the model roughly
by taking existing ones and reecting theoretical implications. Due to lack of data, for
instance, we assume 70% pre-reform UK rms' vacancies can be lled in a quarter, the
same as in US, while recruitment is more successful in post-reform period (up to 80%
thanks to exible labour market). The probability of nding a job in a quarter is simly
the inverse of unemployment duration in quarters. After excluding recession years, the
average duration of unemployment is nearly 3 quarters for early sample and 2.33 quarters
for the late sample, which give similar numbers to the table. Recruiting cost and workers'
bargaining power are from Walsh (2003) and Millard (2000).  is set to 0.33 to represent
the hiring cost of 1 month salary typical to the head hunt market. With no further data
evidence, we roughly assume a 50% premium in this cost to illustrate a higher ring cost in
early sample. On top of  =0.3 in late sample, I assume a dominant role of union in wage
bargaining,  =0.5, in 1980s. Please note that we are arbitarily choosing some unavailable
coefcients for the purpose of generating two distinct scenarios: an union featured labour
market versus a exible labour market, respectively for early and late sample. So, we
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admit these coefcients are not prcisely calibrated but argue that the impulse response of
calibrated models have their theoretical implications.
4.4.3 Impulse responses
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 outline the output, employment (top panel), nominal interest rate and
ination responses to each of productivity and then of a monetary shock in a canonical NK
model. In Figure 4.4, in response to a persistent productivity shock, output jumps imme-
diately and employment jumps in a similar manner but with considerably less amplitude
as hours take more of the strain. Interest rates and ination jump in the same direction and
ination returns to base in around eight quarters. In the longer run the increase in produc-
tivity means that there is some overshoot, and ination will tend to fall unless offset by
cuts in interest rates. A key observation is that output follows closely the expected path
of productivity and that interest rates work hard to stabilize ination but that employment
just mimics output.
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Figure 4.4 - Response of NK model to productivity
shocks
Note: Impulse responses to a 1% shock in productivity.
Figure 4.5 shows the response of the economy to an unanticipated monetary shock.
That is, an increase in the money supply over and above that suggested by the expected
increase in nominal demand. The upper panel shows that output and employment have a
temporary boom that lasts around four quarters. In the lower panel we note that there is a
parallel temporary increase in ination that drags up interest rates temporarily. But as this
is a one-off money shock the economy stabilizes quickly. Again, the ination is temporary
and so is the problem for the economy.
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Figure 4.5 - Response of NK model to monetary
shocks
Note: Impulse responses to a 100bps cut in base rate.
In the DSGE model with labour market search the key is that the employment match
does not happen in a Walrasian manner. In such a set-up, for example in Calvo-Yun, work-
ers, operating on the full employment frontier, do not simply vary their hours in response
to changes in the real wage, which is interpreted as the relative price of work to leisure.
But now the margin of job destruction becomes revealed, which impacts on the search and
vacancy dynamics of the labour market and inversely on the rate of job destruction. And
the value of nding a match is found to be closely related to the probability of nding a
match. A number of calibrations are possible. But what we illustrate here is with a base-
line from our estimates on ONS data and based on the parameterisations in the literature
and the issues discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 4.6 shows how in the model with labour market search we can end up with
greater amplitude in employment following a productivity shock. Overall there is twice
the amplitude of employment to a productivity shock (see top left-hand panel). In this
model productivity reduces the marginal incentive for job destruction (bottom right-hand
panel) and accordingly this reduces job destruction alongside a persistent reduction in
vacancies. The need for search falls as the probability of worker matching is persistently
raised and rms nd it more difcult to locate appropriate staff. Note that the initial
response to employment is a decrease, mainly due to the sticky price set-up therefore a
temporary delay of increase in nominal demand. This also cause the initial response to
other variables at odd to longer term dynamics: more job destruction and at the same
time more hiring efforts in preparation for future's production. After the ination peaks
and aggregate demand booms, employment rises gradually following the match and real
wages rise as labour market gets tighter. As a result output and employment take sufcient
time to peak in their hump-backed responses.
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Figure 4.6 - Responses of labour market models to productivity shocks
Figure 4.7 shows the considerably less amplitude in output and employment from a
monetary shock. But clearly that employment drives output uctuations. With a ex-
pansionary monetary shock, the nominal demand rises so that the survival rate increases
and the destruction rate falls temporarily, which acts to reduce vacancies and the need to
search. The probability of workers nding a match increases and so employment rises.
As there is no increase in productivity, output is simply bid up in the extent of additional
employment. This is the reason why employment response more strongly than output.
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Figure 4.7 - Responses of labour market models to monetary shocks
Compared with the Calvo-Yun model, ination behaves in a relatively similar manner
when we analyse the responses in a search model. The forward-looking behaviour of in-
ation setting seems to take care of that. But we nd that the underlying output dynamics
 even when we allow for considerably more labour market exibility over time  appear
considerably more persistent, where the endogenous probability of nding a match creates
an ongoing perturbation to the labour market. We also notice the inability of this model in
generating the negative correlation between vacancies and unemployment, i.e., the Bev-
eridge curve. Krause and Lubik (2003) offers a solution by introducing nominal rigidities
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in wage bargaining therefore making a good example of building both nominal and real
rigidities in a DSGE models for labour market. In addition to the base case discussion, we
further highlight a case for labour reform in the next sub-section.
4.4.4 Labour reform in a search and matching model
Going back the discussion on UK labour market, we address a further implication of the
search model on monetary policy making. Under calibration for pre- and post-1980s pe-
riod in UK, we nd the impulse responses of labour market variables are quite distinctive.
For post-1980s calibration, when labour market was more exible as a result of a series
of reform, monetary policy seems more effective in stabilizing economy and employment
market.
Figure 4.8 shows the impulse responses of real wages and unemployment rate to a ex-
pansionary monetary shock. The initial jump to real quantities are similar in both cases,
representing equally effective monetary policy ex ante. However, the post-reform cali-
bration predicts a faster convergence in employment, the average time required for unem-
ployment to return half-life is 27-28 quarters for pre-reform calibration but 12-13 quarters
for post-reform calibration. In fact, removal of real rigidities in labour market tends to
be favorable to monetary policy-making, as a shorter time period is required to stabilize
the aggregate economy. Responses of real wages behave similarly. In post-reform cali-
bration, real wages jump with a larger magnitude and quickly converge. We notice in a
exible labour market, real wages do not follow a overshooting path as pre-reform cali-
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bration implies. This may explain why real wages became less volatile in the post-1980s
period.37
Figure 4.9 repeats the VAR analysis in Figure 4.1 but partition the sample period to
early sample (1975-1990) and late sample (1991-2008). Following a contractionary mon-
etary shock, unemployment rate increases and peaks in a 3-4 years horizon for late sam-
ples but in two years in early samples. The unrestricted VAR impulse responses are in line
with the theoretical prediction in Figure 4.8, where a post-reform calibration triggers more
effective monetary policy.
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Figure 4.8 - Impulse responses to monetary shocks under
pre- and post-reform calibration
We also nd the coefcient for vacancy-posting cost is crucial for the sign of real wages
to a productivity shock. A larger value of  erodes the rm protability and therefore on
37 Post-reform calibration imply a relative volatility of real wages to output as 1.02 compared to 1.14 in pre-reform calibration. While the relative
volatility of unemployment rate is not sensitive to such calibration.
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real wages. Although we doubt this mechanism turns the response of real wages to pro-
ductivity improvement negative, the model suggests hiring cost shall be kept at a low level
to enhance welfare of the working population while at the same time provide employment
security (represented by high hiring and ring costs).
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Figure 4.9 VAR impulse responses to monetary
shocks under pre- and post-reform data
Note: The impulse responses to a monetary shock (100 Bps rate cut) are plotted for the same unrestricted
VAR as in Section 4.2. The order of variables is [unemployment rate, ination, real output, real exchange rate,
nominal interest rate].
To sum up the ndings, Walsh model clearly introduces persistence in real quantities
and therefore hump-backed responses by enforcing real rigidities. However, the initial re-
sponses to monetary shocks seems too big in contrast to VAR results. Nevertheless, the
model outperforms Calvo-Yun set-up in terms of more exible assumption for labour mar-
ket and richer structure of Phillips curve. In next section we reconsider the determinacy
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problem for a typical NKPC paradigm and see what's the implication for monetary policy.
4.5 The implications for monetary policy
The Taylor principle results most simply from an analysis of the stability conditions for
the simple form of a forward-looking spending and Phillips curve equation in deterministic
form:
yt = Etyt+1    (it   Et+1) ; (4.9)
t = Ett+1 + {yt; (4.10)
it = t + yyt; (4.11)
which comprises the forward-looking spending (IS) equation in terms of output, yt,
the New Keynesian Phillips curve setting the inter-temporal trade-off for ination, t, in
proportion to the current level of output and the policy rule for the interest rate in terms
of output and ination. It is well known (see Chadha, 2008, for an overview) that the
stability of this simply Calvo-Yun system is given by the choice of policy parameters for
the weight of ination and output in the policy rule:
(1  )
{
y +  > 1; (4.12)
Note that independent of any choices for the parameter {, the slope of the Phillips
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curve, or the rate of time preference, , by choosing a sufciently high weight on ination,
i.e.  > 1, the determinacy of this system can be assured and provides some rationale for
a rather simplistic form of ination targeting.
We can examine the Phillips curve resulting from the use of a search model to see what
happens to these determinacy conditions be considering the Phillips curve from combining
(4.5) and (4.6). They become somewhat more complicated but show that when there are
speed limit effects and a cost channel for monetary policy, the importance of targeting
ination alone is diminished. The IS equation and policy rule remain the same but the
Phillips curve takes the following form:
t = t+1 + {Ayt   {Byt+1 + { (it   t+1) ; (4.13)
where current ination, t, reects future ination, t+1, the current output gap, yt, is
reduced if slack is expected in the next period, yt+1, and where current real rates, (it  
t+1), impact on the cost base, where {, A and B are parameters.38 The extra terms in
future output and on the cost channel of monetary policy result from the explicit modelling
of the labour market. The output gap determines the level of slack in the labour market,
and as we would expect when current output is high there is little labour market slack
and so wages and costs are bid up. But note that there is a forward-looking element to
the wage bargain. Insofar as if there is expected to be a similarly tight market in the next
period some wage bargains will be brought forward to this period and there will be more
38 Note that ifB =  = 0, we recover the NK standard Phillips curve.
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vacancies in the next period. In fact what we end up with here is rather than ination
tilted by the paths of future output gaps, we see in this set-up that the change in ination is
proportional to the change in output plus an intercept term in the cost channel (assuming
A = B and  = 1):
1
{
(t+1   t)  (yt+1   yt)   (it   t+1) ; (4.14)
To solve for the equivalent determinacy conditions we place the rst order system
[t; yt]
0 in compact form and examine the roots of the Jacobian. The full derivation is
available on request but for the determinacy a key condition is that:
 
y + { (A  ) + 1

 + { (A  ) > 1; (4.15)
which we can compare directly with (4.12) above. Equation (4.15) clearly implies a
greater efcacy from stabilizing output than ination as each of { and (A   ) are less
than 1. Note that the term, , on the cost channel detracts from the stabilizing properties
of strict ination targeting.
Let us illustrate with a simple calculation taking (4.12) as our starting point. First let us
set the weight on ination in the policy rule to zero and then solve for the required weight
on output:
y >
{
(1  ) : (4.16)
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For { = 0:2 and  = 0:989,  = 0, then y > 18:2 is required to ensure determinacy
in the Tack-Yun case. Now if we solve (4.13) in the same manner:
y >  + { (A  )  1; (4.17)
We nd that for the Walsh set-up the threshold hardly bites if (A  ) = 0:8 as y >
0:15. This result implies that the concentration on output alone can stabilize a system with
real labour market rigidities. Or at the very least that the efcacy of ination targeting
alone may be questioned when one allows for meaningful delays in job matching. The
intuition for the result follows from a simple manipulation of the Phillips curve in (4.13),
where we note that the acceleration in ination is closely pinned down by the growth rate
of output. So ensuring an absence of large peaks or recessions in output may be the best
way to prevent a deleterious ination dynamic from developing.
Recalling our ndings of more effective monetary policy in a exible labour market, we
nd it supportive to our argument that monetary policy shall not skewed to ination tar-
geting. In a search model with exible labour market, ination expectation over medium
and long term might be stabilized as households expect the output gap may quickly vanish
in recognition of an strong and credible monetary policy favouring both fully employment
and an ination target. Ravenna and Walsh's (2006) work on cost-channel of monetary
policy is also supportive to this argument, as the existence of cost channel means output
level may above or below the trend level to avoid bias caused by rate adjustment. Then it
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is sensible to allow more exibility in the labour market and achieve maximum effect of
rate cut or rate hike in shorter time period.
4.6Concluding remarks
Nominal rigidities have been emphasized as the breaking point of New Keynesian macro-
economics. But even these features cannot explain ination dynamics very well. In this
chapter, we continue from chapter 3 to analyze one more real rigidity, the labour mar-
ket search. UK's labour market reform present itself a very good case study for sluggish
adjustment in labour market.
Although the search model for labour market has been studied for many years, it is
very rare to see the joint impact on monetary policy analysis. How can we use the type
of models favoured by central banks and a generation of macroeconomists to learn about
the nexus between the labour market and overall macroeconomic uctuations? Monetary
policy-makers are mostly interested in issues that are related to inationary pressures and
the dynamics of ination and output gap over business cycles. A calibrated DSGE model
with labour market search has illustrated the extent of an interaction between the labour
market and ination-output dynamics. It turns out that the labour market is a crucial part
of a prolonged adjustment mechanism for an aggregate economy.
The extent to which the labour market is exible or not will determine, to a considerable
degree, the household level utility losses from economic shocks. But we have shown that
even if the labour market has been reformed, as in the UK, issues connected with labour
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market search will still be likely to generate considerable persistence into the adjustment
of the real economy to shocks. The consideration of optimal monetary policy cannot thus
simply ignore the likely endured by the representative household. We have illustrated with
empirical evidence, the impulse responses from a calibrated DSGE model and a simple
analytical model how the persistence of the labour market adjustment ought perhaps to be
a key consideration in the setting of monetary policy.
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Chapter 5
Money, Prices and Liquidity Effects: Sep-
arating Demand from Supply
5.1 Introduction
39The proposition that ination is a monetary phenomenon often sits uncomfortably with
the perhaps mixed evidence that money has signicant information for ination at the pol-
icy horizon.40 A standard response to this puzzle is that the path of real output and ination
(nominal output) over the business cycle will generate a proportional demand for money
balances, which will be supplied elastically by the central bank at an interest rate appro-
priate for the maintenance of nominal stability and that broad money will be multiplied
out by the act of nancial intermediation. In the long run output will be determined by real
factors leaving the supply of money to pin down the price level.41 In this chapter we take
this dichotomy between the short and long run correlation between money and prices and
explore the impact of decomposing broad money innovations into those that reect de-
mand and supply separately. We can also consider to what extent the broad money supply
is not pinned down by the policy function, which acts on policy rates alone. We consider
whether nancial intermediaries may separately impact on the supply of money and so
39 This chapter is based on a joint research project to understand money in DSGE models. My co-authors include Jagjit S. Chadha and Luisa Corrado.
A different version of the paper has been submitted to Journal of Economic Dynamics and Control but was not yet given a nal decision by the date of
submission.
40 The breakdown of the medium link between money and nominal expenditure has been well documented and played a key role in the move away from
monetary targetry. See Goodhart (1999).
41 See Lucas (1996) for a simple exposition of this point.
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generate excesses or shortages in nominal demand which impact directly on ination.
In this chapter, we build upon the recent work of Goodhart (1999), King (2002) and
Chadha et al. (2008) who suggest that liquidity effects may impact on monetary condi-
tions independently of the policy function. Specically in a model (see, Goodfriend and
McCallum, 2007) where banks supply loans as a function of the marginal costs of loans
provision, the external nance premium faced by borrowers is proportional to these costs
and increases in the value of collateral or monitoring. Financial spreads are thus driven
down by any increases in the marginal efciency of loans production and by the resulting
liquidity in the money markets, which leads to excessive levels of output in the econ-
omy. But when banks supply deposits simply to meet productive capacity, liquidity is not
exogenously reected in excessive demand. And so we nd that when nancial sector pro-
ductivity is a dominant source of business cycle uctuations some attention would be paid
to the nexus of nancial spreads and liquidity. Specically when spreads fall (increase)
and liquidity rises (falls), the monetary policy maker might have to pay particular attention
to offset these expansionary (contractionary) impulses.42
There is a large literature on the relationship between money, prices and output.43 To
some extent the debate has been brought back into sharp relief by the recent and ongoing
disturbances in money markets, which have may have disrupted the link between mon-
42 Despite the mythology about modern macroeconomics and money, the kind of disconnect between money markets and monetary policy was consid-
ered in work by Carlstrom and Fuerst (1995) and by Ireland (1996), the latter of whom found that in the presence of signicant changes in the required
proportion of money balances to transactions, interest rates may not operate as a good instrument of monetary policy.
43 See Christiano et al. (1999) for a comprehensive overview of the literature.
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etary policy and broad liquidity provision. And we are interested here in using the sign
restrictions suggested above to identify separately demand and supply shocks in the broad
money markets. Originating with Faust (1998), Uhilg (2001) and Canova (2002) VARs
can be estimated with Bayesian priors on the sign response to demand or supply shocks
in the money markets. Specically, we run VARs in broad money and measures of the
external nance premium to identify primitive demand and supply shocks to the broad
money market where supply shocks (a so-called liquidity effect) cause spreads and money
to move in the opposite directions and demand shocks lead to spreads and money to move
together.
As earlier inuential work by Bernanke and Mihov (1998), we nd strong evidence for
a liquidity effect that can be shown to dominate monetary behaviour in both recent UK and
US data. And as Lastrapes and McMillin (2004) we nd signicant effects from nancial
prices on supply factors for broad money. More work is required to decompose further the
equilibrium outcomes we observe on monetary aggregates, particularly in sectoral money
aggregates, but tentatively we suggest that policy, particularly in the US, may not have
acted to fully offset the exogenous compression of market interest rates by nancial mar-
kets. Given recent developments in nancial markets, that have started to deleverage after
a long period of balance sheet expansion, these results may provide a useful diagnostic on
the extent to which policy was inattentive.44
This chapter is structured as follows. In section 5.2, we outline a simple monetary
44 See the discussion by the IMF (2008) on the implications of leverage and deleveraging in nancial markets.
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model in which the exogenous supply of liquidity perturbates output and ination. In
section 5.3 we outline our methodology for identifying a series of VARs in money and
interest rates. In section 5.4 we outline our basic results and provide some analysis of or
ndings and we nish with some concluding remarks.
5.2A Liquidity Effects Model: Money and External Finance Premia
In this section we develop a simple endowment economy model of a representative in-
nitely lived household.45 The model is used to show how policy needs to account for
nancial disturbances, as represented by unanticipated changes in the ability of money to
nance consumption. And also how money is ultimately related to changes in the exter-
nal nance premium, which reects both the nominal interest rate and a rate reecting this
liquidity provision. We sketch a simple version of this model as a quadrant diagram and
relate our estimation strategy to one of the quadrants, as a reduced form of this model.
A simple model might think of a household receiving a stochastic endowment that
cannot be stored, which is exogenous and it is received at the end of the period. The
household thus has to decide over two stores of wealth, real money balances, Mt
Pt
, and a
one-period nominal bond, Bt. The nominal bond purchased at date t pays one unit of
currency at date t+ 1 and has a price of qt

= 1
1+it

:
The household maximizes utility over an innite horizon as is standard. The cash-
in-advance economy is structured as follows. At the end of previous period a stochastic
45 See Lucas (1982) and Labadie (1994).
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shock to liquidity, in terms of exogenous velocity , alters the value of money, t 1Mt 1,
which changes the required money balance to effect consumption decisions and results
from nancial intermediation; in addition, a real endowment shock, yt, is realised at the
start of the next period. Following the money transfer, returns from maturing bonds and
receipt of endowment, the representative household decides on how to allocate its wealth
between money balances and nominal discount bonds.
Once the asset market has closed, the household uses its money balances acquired at
the beginning of the periodMt to nance its consumption purchases, ctpt, where pt is the
price level at date t. The household then receives its nominal endowment income ptyt,
which it cannot spend until the subsequent period.
The representative household maximises the following utility problem:
maxU = Et
1P
i=t
i tu (ci) ; (5.1)
where  is the subjective rate of time preference, Et, are expectations formed at time
and u (ci) is a mapping from consumption this period to utility in the same period. Subject
to the household budget constraint:
pt 1
pt
ct 1 +
qt
pt
bt +
Mt
Pt
=
pt 1
pt
yt 1 +
bt 1
pt
+ vt 1
Mt 1
Pt
; (5.2)
and the cash-in-advance constraint:
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ct  Mt
Pt
vt: (5.3)
The lagrange multiplier attached to the rst constraint is 1;t and to the second is 2;t.
The rst order conditions of this problem with respect to ct, bt and Mtpt are given respec-
tively by:
u0 (ct) = 2;t + Et1;t+1
pt
pt+1
; (5.4)
1;t
qt
pt
= Et1;t+1

pt+1
; (5.5)
1;t
vt
= 2;t + Et1;t+1
pt
pt+1
: (5.6)
By equating (6) to (4) we nd that:
1;t = u
0 (ct) vt
And so the equilibrium condition for nominal bonds is:
Et
u0 (ct)
u0 (ct+1)
= Et
vt+1
vt
pt
pt+1
(1 + it) ; (5.7)
which says that the household consumption path will equate the present value of con-
sumption in successive periods subject to deviations in the nominal interest rate, ination
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and nancial liquidity.46 Following Woodford (2003)47 the appropriate Wicksellian policy
will take the following form:
zt  Et u
0 (ct)
u0 (ct+1)
; (5.8)
where zt is the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution in consumption. And so the
interest rate policy rule can be written as follows:
1 + it =  (pt; vt; zt) ; (5.9)
which means that an equilibrium condition will require:
Et
pt+1
vt+1
zt =
pt
vt
 (pt; vt; zt) ; (5.10)
which means that policy maker have to consider a stable path for nancial shocks as well
as the price level to ensure a stationary equilibrium. We now turn to the implications for
growth, ination and spreads in this model. Adopting log utility, u (ct) = ln ct, we can
re-write (8) as:
Et
ct+1
ct
= Et
vt+1
vt
pt
pt+1
 (1 + it) ; (5.11)
which we can log-linearise to obtain:
46 This point was made by Ireland (1996).
47 See Walsh (2003) for an exposition of this point.
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Et4ct+1 = it   Ett+1 + Et4vt+1; (5.12)
which is now a familiar intertemporal spending equation and tells us that consumption
growth is tilted by liquidity effects on broad money as well as the interest rate. If we
think in terms of a short run ination induced by spending, we can iterate this expression
forward to obtain:
ct =  Et
1P
j=0
(it+j   t+j+1 +4vt+j+1) ; (5.13)
which can be substituted into a New Keynesian Phillips curve to obtain:
t =  Et
1P
j=0
j (it+j   t+j+1 +4vt+j+1) ; (5.14)
where  is the slope of the Phillips curve. And tells us that ination and consumption will
be tilted by the liquidity premium as well as the policy rate adjusted for expected ination.
As expected money growth from the cash in advance constraint is:
Et4ct+1 = Et4mt+1   Ett+1 + Et4vt+1 (5.15)
Et4mt+1 = it
which tells us that in the long run higher money growth will simply drive up the nominal
rate. So in the short run the policy rate and the liquidity premium will determine the
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deviation of consumption from its long run level and so the rate of ination, but in the
long run we might expect, with stable real rates, ination and liquidity shocks, money
growth to feed simply into the ination component of nominal interest rates.
We can sketch this model in a four quadrant space to illustrate our basic points more
fully. The north-east quadrant of Figure 5.1 shows the equilibrium in the market for central
bank money, M0, with demand, Md0 , negatively sloped and the supply of central bank
money,M s0 , perfectly elastic with respect to the chosen policy rate, it. Shocks to demand
for central bank money thus neither impact on policy rate nor on the level of aggregate
demand in the economy. The market clearing quantity of central bank money is multiplied
byMM in the south-east quadrant to arrive at a level of broad money,MB, where we can
think of this level of broad money as the outcome of a process of nancial intermediation.
The steeper is theMM curve the higher is the money multiplier. The south-west quadrant
clears the broad money market in supply, which increases in the spread charged over the
policy rate, efpt, and demand for broad money, which from the cash in advance constraint
is a function of consumption, ct, which is itself determined by the spread. At the steady-
state level of market rate interest rates, consumption, ct, will equal its long run level, c.
But if the spread is above (below) the long run level consumption will be below (above)
c and ination will be below (above) any target. In this sense, higher (lower) spreads will
be associated with lower (higher) ination and consumption as in (5.13) and (5.14).
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Figure 5.1 - A simple model of money and the external nance premium
Note: The model is elaborated in section 5.2. In the south-east quadrant `MM' denotes the money multiplier,
which can be either constant or time-varying. In the south-west quadrant the M s
0
B and M
s00
B denote two
alternative scenarios for the supply shocks and how they affect liquidity provision. The corresponding short-term
equilibria for the money market and the aggregate economy areA0 orA00, away from the initial equilibriumA.
To re-iterate in the north-west quadrant ination, t, results from any deviation in con-
sumption from its long run level and we can sketch the implication from an exogenous
shift in broad money supply in the south-west quadrant. A shift out (in) in the broad
money supply schedule48 will lead to a reduction (increase) in the efp and consequently to
48 We hold aside the policy response or any implied money multiplier shift to aid pictoral clarity.
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an increase (decrease) in consumption and so ination. Equally, a shock to the demand for
broad money, will show up as having the same sign on the efp and the quantity of broad
money or liquidity. And so we can identify shocks to the market for broad money, with
the help of market interest rates to uncover demand or supply perturbations to this market
and then assess the extent to which one type of shock or other is related to ination and
aggregate price level dynamics. This is the purpose of the next section.
5.3 Identifying Demand and Supply in the Money Market
In this section we describe how to identify money and supply shocks using sign restrictions
with a Bayesian VAR on the model variables described in the south-west quadrant of
Figure 5.1 in section 5.2. We follow Canova and De Nicoló (2002), Uhlig (2005) and
Faust (1998) and adopt the standard reduced form VAR of order p:
Yt = B(L)Yt 1 + ut; (5.16)
where Yt = (mt; efpt) is a 2  1 vector of data for the rst difference of log-money,
mt, and the external nance premium, efpt,49 B(L) is a polynomial of order p and L
is the lag operator. Note in the estimation we use a stacked version of the VAR model:
Yt = XtB + ut, where Xt is a matrix of lagged model variables: Yt n, n = 1:::p.
The main point of this exercise is to identify the structural shocks contained in the
residual vector. Let "j;t for j = s; d denote money supply and money demand shock
49 As stressed in Canova and de Nicoló (2002) in order to interpret the responses to shocks as short-run dynamics around a steady-state, the VAR
representation must be stationary. For this reason broad money has been rst-differenced.
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respectively. Canonical transformations of such shocks require them to be i:i:d: white
noise processes having zero mean, unitary variance and to be serially uncorrelated at all
leads and lags. We can therefore denote the relationship between our structural shocks "j;t
and the vector of VAR residuals, uj;t, as:
uj;t = A"j;t; (5.17)
where A is a 2  2 matrix. The main point is that by identifying A we can automatically
recover the structural shocks "j;t: An equivalent formulation for (5.17) is:
t = E(uj;tu
0
j;t) = AE("j;t"
0
j;t)A
0; (5.18)
where t is a symmetric variance-covariance matrix and A is our vehicle to identify the
structural shocks.50 To accomplish this we focus on the aj column of A containing the
j-th identifying restriction and we consider the corresponding impulse response function.
Given the structural impulse vector, aj , the set of all structural response coefcients of
the bivariate system up to horizon h, denoted as 1;:::;h, can be computed using the
estimated coefcient matrix B(L) from the reduced form VAR:
50 As stressed by Canova and De Nicoló (2002) there is a multiplicity of orthogonal decompositions. For any orthog-
onal matrix Q; with QQ
0
= I also  = AQQ
0
A
0
is an admissible decomposition for : One example is the
Cholesky decomposition of; whereA is lower triangular. However alternative orderings of the variables in the system
implying different representations for  may produce different structural systems.
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js =
sX
n=0
Bs n
j
n s > 1 Bn s = 0 s  n > p (5.19)
j0 = a
j:
Note that the impulse vector aj maps the innovation to the j-th structural shock into the
contemporaneous impulse responses of our variables, 0.
Informal restrictions are made on the cumulative impulse response function h, so that
we dene Ah as the matrix of identifying restriction for time interval h, whose elements
can fulll any of the following inequality constraints Aij;h > 0 or Aij;h < 0. Let us
(safely) assume that a positive money supply shock has a positive effect on money, mt,
and a negative effect on the nancial spread, efp. In practice such shock represents an
increase in liquidity provision originated either from monetary policy or from external
shocks, hence: As =

+
 

. Similarly a positive money demand shock has a positive effect
on money and a positive effect on the external nance premium, hence: Ad =

+
+

.
Therefore the matrix A of identifying restrictions shall take the following form:
A =

+ +
  +

: (5.20)
We concentrate on the temporary impact of identied structural shocks by imposing sign
restrictions for the rst 6 months in the cumulative impulse response function dened
through the coefcients h; h=1:::6.51 Note that in our specication of a stationary VAR,
51 We admit that the choice of six months is arbitrary and can easily implement restrictions over different horizons, we suggest that, as 2 quarters is
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the permanent impact from shocks on the growth rate of money or the external nance
premium has been ruled out.
The full procedure to identify structural shocks using sign restrictions is implemented
using a Bayesian VAR setting as in Uhlig (2005). We start from the MLE estimator of the
reduced VAR(p) process (5.16) in stacked format: Yt = XtB + ut, whose lag length is
chosen using canonical information criteria such as AIC, Schwarz and Hannan-Quinn:
bB = (X 0X) 1X 0Y; b = 1
T

Y  X bB0 Y  X bB : (5.21)
To t the data with a Bayesian VAR model, we assume a standard diffuse prior on
the VAR coefcients and on the covariance matrix.52 We also assume a Gaussian process
for the data, therefore the prior and posterior of (B;) belong to the Normal-Wishart
family. The Normal-Wishart distribution assumes that the uncertainty of (B;) can be
decomposed into the variation of B around a mean, B; and of  around a positive denite
mean covariance matrix, S. The mean coefcient matrix B is of size ml m where m is
the number of variables (in our model m = 2) and l is the optimal lag-length of the VAR
while S is of size m m: The probability of the posterior distribution also depends on a
positive denite matrix N of size ml ml and a degrees of freedom real number v > 0
that describes the uncertainty of (B;) around
 
B; S

.
generally thought to the start of the business cycle frequency, a response of a given sign of up to six months might be thought of as comparable to the limit
in the length of a money market shock.
52 Uhlig (1994) studies the properties of different priors for estimation in non-explosive univariate AR(1) time series and each candidate prior behaves
closely to a diffuse (or at) prior in practical applications. In Uhlig (2005) this point is further explored by proving that all the decomposition of plus a
random orthogonal matrixQ of unitary length shall lead to the identical prior distribution of the impulse matrix (dened through the impulse vector aj ).
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In the posterior 1 follows a Normal-Wishart distributionW (S 1=v; v) and the column-
wise vectorisation ofB; vec (B), follows a Normal distribution conditional on: N
 
vec
 
B

;
N 1
where
 is the Kronecker product. We dene a weak diffuse prior for the Normal-Wishart
family with N0 = 0; v0 = 0; while S0 and B0 are arbitrary and follow Uhlig (1994) and
Uhlig (2005) with the posterior: NT = X 0X; v0 = T; ST = b and BT = bB.
Given the posterior distribution of the VAR coefcient, we could simply investigate
the property of an unrestricted Bayesian VAR model by running the posterior draw of
(B;) for K1 times.53 This would also allow us to calculate the cumulative impulse
responses by canonical Cholesky decomposition. However, our objective is to enforce the
sign restriction for the Bayesian VAR. For this purpose it is required to assign zero weight
for those arbitrary parameter S0 and B0 in the diffuse prior which do not fulll the sign
restrictions (see Dedola and Neri, 2007).
It is rather easy to achieve such a goal technically. We randomly choose an occur-
rence of
 eB; e from the posterior distribution, namely a random number generation
fromW
b 1=T; T for e 1 andN vec( bB); e
 (X 0X) 1 for eB. For each draw k we
dene the set of parameters eB; e and locate the corresponding identication matrix eA.
Let A0 be any other matrix satisfying (5.17) such that eA = A0Q, where Q is a random or-
thogonal matrix obtained by QR decomposition such that Q0Q = I . We choose A0 to be
the Cholesky decomposition of e therefore eA also fullls (5.17) and it is the instantaneous
impulse matrix we choose for the draw.
53 In this paper we setK1 = 500:
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For each draw k we dene the set of parameters
 eB; e; eA
k
and calculate the cumu-
lative responses of money and external nance premium to one standard deviation of the
demand and supply shocks respectively and check if they are consistent with the sign re-
strictions in A with impulse response coefcient, h. We keep all the draws that pass the
sign restriction, check and discard those who do not satisfy it. We repeat the procedure
until we collect K2 valid draws
 eB; e; eA
k
, k = 1:::K2 : In this thesis we set K2 = 200.
5.3.1 Constructing the Primitive Data Series with Money Supply
or Money Demand Shocks
An additional exercise we are interested in undertaking is to identied money demand and
supply shocks in each of the valid draws. Such shocks e"j;t (for j = s; d) can be retrieved
by premultiplying the residual matrix eut with the inverse of the identication matrix eA 1
where eut = Yt   Xt eB then e"t = eA 1eut. Finally for each valid draw we construct the
alternative data series solely dominated by either primitive supply or demand shocks in
the money market:
eYj;t = Yt   t 1P
h=0
he"i6=j;t h i; j = s; d
which lters out from the historical data Yt the impact of the identied shocks other
than shock j:54 So eYd;t = hemd;t; e efpd;ti denote demand shock driven series and eYs;t =h
ems;t; e efps;ti denote supply shock driven series.
54 As we rule out possibility of permanent impact of shocks in a stationary VAR, the shock-excluding operation turns out to be a reasonable treatment
for the accounting analysis of specic shock.
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The next step is to dene the short-term correlation (dynamic correlation) between our
decomposed data for money when the j-th shock dominates, emj;t , and actual ination,
pt:
ej;h = cov(emj;tpt+h)p
var(emj;t )var(pt+h) h =  24; :::; 0; :::; 24; (5.22)
therefore we are considering the dynamic correlations up to 2-years monthly leads and
lags.
The corresponding long-term counterpart can be dened as:
ej;H = cov(PHk=1emj;t k+1 PHk=1pj;t k+1)r
var
PH
k=1emj;t k+1  var PHk=1pj;t k+1 H = 0; :::; 180 (5.23)
therefore we are considering correlations up to 15 years.
The corresponding short-term and long-term correlations based on the historical data
for money, mt , and ination, pt, are simply:
h =
cov(mtpt+h)p
var(mt )var(pt+h)
h =  24; :::; 0; :::; 24
H =
cov(
PH
k=1mt k+1
PH
k=1pj;t k+1)r
var
PH
k=1mt k+1

var
PH
k=1pj;t k+1
 H = 0; :::; 180
In order to assess whether money is informative for ination when either shock (sup-
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ply or demand) is dominant we plot them pairwise over short and long time horizons.55
Similarly, we draw 68% quantile error bands for inference purpose.
5.4 Empirical Results
This section describes the data used, summarises the main steps in the estimation strategy
described in section 5.2 and comments the results. We particularly concentrate on the
impulse responses derived from the Bayesian VAR with sign restrictions using monthly
UK and US data for money and external nance premium from 1987 to 2008. We also
present the analysis of the short-term and long-term correlation with respect to ination of
our primitive money data driven by either supply or demand shocks and the historical data
for money.
5.4.1 Data
We run the Bayesian VAR estimation with monthly UK and US macroeconomic and
money market data covering the years 1987M02-2008M07. We are interested in the
full sample results and also in the two sub samples: 1987M02-1997M12 and 1998M01-
2008M07. The convenient split of the data at the midpoint allows to compare the period of
central bank independence under ination targeting in the UK and the operation of Federal
Reserve Policy after the Asian crisis.
Broad money for UK is the M4 aggregate seasonally adjusted series from the Bank
55 In addition to short- and long-run correlation calculated from the raw data, we also convert the rst-difference data back to logarithm by summing
up lagged value to the beginning of observations. We therefore decompose the logarithm data using HP lter. We analyze the short-run correlation with
cyclical money and long-run correlation with trend money. The advantage is to distinguish the cross-correlation over short, medium and long term. Indeed,
rst-difference or HP ltering for either historical data or dominant-shock alternative series are just two parallel ways of extraction of cyclical information.
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of England. The US counterpart is theM3 aggregate seasonally adjusted series from the
OECD Main Economic Indicators. The UK price level, P , is RPIX56, seasonally adjusted
series from the Ofce of National Statistics. The US price level is the Consumer Price
Index all items, seasonally adjusted series from OECD Main Economic Indicators.
Table 5.1 - Descriptive Statistics of Model Variables
Early Sample Late Sample Full Sample
1987:2-1997:12 1998:1-2008:7 1987:2-2008:7
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
US
m3;t 0:29% 0:24% 0:51% 0:33% 0:40% 0:31%
pt 0:28% 0:16% 0:24% 0:27% 0:26% 0:22%
efpt 0:31% 0:26% 0:22% 0:27% 0:27% 0:27%
UK
m4;t 0:77% 0:71% 0:71% 0:50% 0:74% 0:61%
pt 0:32% 0:24% 0:21% 0:19% 0:27% 0:22%
efpt 0:23% 0:23% 0:20% 0:23% 0:22% 0:23%
Note: The model variables we investigate include broad money growth (monthly), ination (monthly) and
external nance premium (level) on wholesale money market. The data sources are given in section 5.4.1. We
show the mean value over the sample period and standard deviations (S.D.).
The policy rate, RP , is simply the UK bank base rate and the US federal fund rate. The
wholesale market interest rate, RIB, is the British Banker's Association (BBA) 3-month
sterling London interbank offered rate (LIBOR) for UK and the 3-month dollar LIBOR,
averaged of last ve trading days in a month, for US.57 The candidate short term interest
rates include LIBOR, T-bill repo rate and CD rate. LIBOR is the marginal rate of re-
nancing among banks and also xes the settlement price for interest rate and Eurodollar
56 RPIX is a measure of ination in the United Kingdom, equivalent to the all items Retail Price Index (RPI) excluding mortgage interest payments.
57 This series is taken from Economagic.com. We also cross-check our results with other measures of the external nance premium, such as long term
corporate spreads over benchmark government bond rates and nd little difference in terms of the main nding.
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futures contracts and so provides a reference point for a set of short term retail interest
rates for the money markets. Not like T-bill rate or CD rate who have much smaller
market, LIBOR is the most representative indicator of wholesale money market price. The
Figure 5.2 shows the comparison of LIBOR and T-bill rate on 3-month tenor. The external
nance premium, efp, is the wholesale spread efp = RIB   RP , and it is dened as the
difference between the interbank and the policy rate.
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Figure 5.2 - US Short-Term Interest Rate
Parallel to our denition of the nancial spread (wholesale money external nance
premium58), TED spread and LIBOR-OIS are two most frequently used money market in-
dicators. The LIBOR-OIS is dened similarly to ours but the cost of fund is the average
of effective federal fund rates, instead of the headline rates. The TED spread is rather a
58 Usually quoted External Finance Premium is dened as the funding cost differential externally for the corporate sector. The spread between corporate
bond yield and T-bill rate is a typical measure for corporate EFP, which usually uctuate similarly to money market EFP.
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credit risk premium indicator since it takes the spread between interbank loan rate and T-
bill backed borrowing rate. These money market indicators are closely correlated (Figure
5.3) to show both liquidity risk and credit risk, but may sometimes be affected by coun-
terparty risks or seasonal liquidity conditions (Taylor and Williams, 2009). These factors
may potentially weaken the signicance of proposed analysis on excess liquidity.
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Figure 5.3 - US Money Market Indicators
Note: The yields are month end readings from Bloomberg.
5.4.2 Estimation
In this sub-section we briey summarize the estimation strategy as a part of the overall
methodology described in section 5.3. As we wish to construct a stationary VAR we
consider the rst difference in the logarithm of money supply and the price level. We use
the level of the external nance premium (EFP) to match the theoretical model we develop
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in section 5.2. From an ADF unit root test, we nd the p-value of the null hypothesis that
the EFP is a unit root process to be between 0.16 and 0.2, suggesting weak nonstationarity
of the data and so we treat the spread as stationary.
To identify the money supply and demand shocks, we follow the pure sign restriction
approach suggested by Uhlig (2005). We summmarise the steps of the estimation strategy
outlined in section 5.3:
(i) We assume the unrestricted VAR(p) as in (5.16) for the model variables, broad
money growth and external nance premium. The sample moments are reported in Ta-
ble 5.1, the money growth and ination rates are in annual percentage terms and the EFP
as a fraction of 100 basis points. It is noticeable that average of both model variables
and ination decrease from the early sample to the late sample, which denotes a struc-
tural break in the full sample model, with an exception of accelerating US broad money
growth. We choose the optimal lag length for the VAR by multiple criteria and report the
unrestricted VAR model information and residual diagnostic checks in Table 5.2. The op-
timal lags are typically within one to two quarters, similar to that of Canova and De Nicoló
(2002) versus 12 months in the non-stationary VAR setting of Uhlig (2005). However, in
the unrestricted VAR we obtain residuals that are hardly normally distributed according to
Jarque-Bera test statistics. We also found weak serial correlation in the residuals, up to a
lag of 9 and 12 months.
Table 5.2 - VAR Model Estimation
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Models Lags Resid-ACF1 Resid-ACF12 Resid-N Total Draws
US full sample 3 0:040 0:073 0:000 743
US late sample 2 0:000 0:090 0:000 959
UK full sample 5 0:079 0:115 0:000 1174
UK late sample 2 0:037 0:023 0:000 1318
Note: The model is (mt; efpwt) for each case. The column `Lags' shows lags in VAR selected
by several information criteria. `Resid-ACF1' shows the p-value of a Null hypothesis that there is no serial
correlation in residuals at lag 1. The next column show the corresponding p-value for lag 12 months. `Resid-
N' shows the p-value for a Jarque-Bera test with the Null hypothesis of normally distributed residuals. `Total
Draws' show how many random draws are needed to get valid 200 replications. The higher the total draws, the
more difcult to enforce the sign restrictions.
(ii) A Bayesian VAR of the same order is tted to the data. A weak Normal-Wishart
diffuse prior is assumed for the VAR parameters and the corresponding posterior distrib-
ution is formed under the sample data. The Normal-Wishart diffuse prior is particularly
suitable in our case as it is a very weak prior that permits stationary, unit and explosive
roots and therefore accounts for any weak nonstationarity in the data.
(iii) We therefore enforce the sign restrictions by taking a draw from the posterior dis-
tribution of the VAR coefcients and check whether the draw is accepted. We then com-
pute the cumulative impulse responses and check whether the range of impulse response
is compatible with the sign restrictions. By keeping valid draws and discarding invalid
draws we collect 200 possible successful draws. A Bayesian VAR with sign restrictions
is therefore estimated in each successful draw. We also report in Table 5.2 the total draws
needed to achieve the 200 successful replications. With a larger number of total draws,
it is more difcult to t the data with the sign restriction Bayesian VAR model. In each
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of the models we consider, the valid draw as a percentage of the total draws is usually
higher than 15%, suggesting that the sign restrictions for the VAR model are a reasonable
description of the true data generating process.
(iv) Given the population of successful draws from the posterior distribution of the VAR
coefcients it is straightforward to make inference on the coefcients, dene the impulse
responses and derive the related statistics, including the error bands for these statistics.
We plot in the charts from Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.12 the 16th and 84th quantiles and also
the median of the results from all the 200 draws. The error band is simply a 1 standard
deviation from the median.
5.4.3 Sign restriction ndings
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the correlation between broad money growth and ination for
US and UK data respectively. The zero mark on the abscissa represents the contemporane-
ous correlation and points to the right represent the lead information money growth has for
ination and to the left the lead information that ination has for money. Figure 5.4 sug-
gests some evidence of quite a change in the dynamic correlations in the two sub-samples
in the US. In the earlier period ination and money growth look positively related to each
at leads and lags of up to one year. But in the later sample, ination has a negative lead
information for money and similarly so does money for ination at up to one year. In the
UK, Figure 5.5, the picture looks signicantly more stable with ination negatively lead-
ing money growth and money growth having positive leads for ination. At face value
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this pattern of correlations suggests quite a different constellation of demand and supply
shocks in the respective money markets and over time.
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Figure 5.4 - US dynamic correlation between money and prices
Note: Dynamic correlation between US monthly money growth and ination. We obtain HP ltered cyclical
series of each variable as the link between raw monthly growth rate is noisy. For a positive correlation with
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h > 0, money is leading ination.
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Figure 5.5 - UK dynamic correlation between money and prices
Note: Dynamic correlation between UKmonthly money growth and ination. We obtain HP ltered cyclical
series of each variable as the link between raw monthly growth rate is noisy. For a positive correlation with
h > 0, money is leading ination.
Figures 5.6 and 5.6 show the correlation between money and prices at a successively
longer horizon i.e. corr(mt+h
mt
; pt+h
pt
). In the absence of velocity or liquidity shocks, we
would expect the correlation to rise with horizon (see equation 5.15). Figure 5.6 shows
that in the US, we nd that the correlation in the latter sample does not conform very
clearly to our priors, in that at longer horizons the correlation tends to go negative, which
suggests quite a large increase in velocity or liquidity in the latter period. Figure 5.7
shows that in the UK the pattern is more in line with our priors but there is some evidence
of some deterioration in the positive correlation in the latter sub-period towards the end
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of the sample. The pattern that emerges from the US data again is one of volatility in
the money-price correlation, particularly in the latter sample. Our next step is to try and
uncover whether the change in the correlation can be attributed to some degree to either
demand or supply shocks in the broad money market.
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Figure 5.6 - US long run correlation between money and price
Note: Long-run correlation between the average growth for UK money growth and ination. We obtain
original logarithm series of each variable. For an increasing positive long-run correlation we nd long-run
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neutrality for money.
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Figure 5.7 - UK long-run correlation between money and prices
Note: Long-run correlation between the average growth for UK money growth and ination. We obtain
original logarithm series of each variable. For an increasing positive long-run correlation we nd long-run
neutrality for money.
Figure 5.8 plots the impulse responses and the forecast error decomposition of US
broad money and the EFP following the implementation of our identication scheme. A
standard deviation demand shock to the broad money market is found to raise the EFP by
some 8 bps and year on year growth in money by around 0.15% with the half life of the
shocks estimated to be in the region of around 18 months. The lower panels suggest that
demand shocks account for around 40% of uctuations in EFP and broad money growth
in this sample. A standard deviation supply shock to broad money is found to reduce the
EFP by around 18 bp and increase money growth by around 0.15%. The half-life of the
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impact is considerably quicker with 50% of the shock dissipated in less than six months.
The supply shock accounts for some 60% of the uctuations in money growth and EFP
over this sample.
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Figure 5.8 - US VAR impulse responses with sign restriction
Note: The rst and second rows show the impulse responses of the model variables to a standard deviation
of demand and supply shocks in money. Sign restrictions are imposed in the rst 6 months. With 200 draws
from a random Bayesian VAR posterior satisfying sign restrictions, the solid line is the median response and the
dotted lines are1 standard errors. The third and fourth row shows the h-month ahead forecast error variance
decomposition. Again, solid and dotted lines denote median and1 standard errors bands, respectively.
Figure 5.9 shows comparable and similar results for the UK. Two main differences
stand out. There is a larger movement in the quantity of money given a movement in
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the EFP in the UK, suggesting atter demand and supply curves. This is reected in the
basic moments of the data presented in Table 5.1, which show that money growth is more
volatile and EFP less so in the UK compared to the US. That said more of the uctuations
in the EFP and in broad money growth can be explained by supply shocks in the UK, at
nearly 80% compared to 60% in the US.
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Figure 5.9 - UK VAR impulse responses with sign restriction
Note: The rst and second rows show the impulse responses of the model variables to a standard deviation
of demand and supply shocks in money. Sign restrictions are imposed in the rst 6 months. With 200 draws
from a random Bayesian VAR posterior satisfying sign restrictions, the solid line is the median response and the
dotted lines are1 standard errors. The third and fourth row shows the h-month ahead forecast error variance
decomposition. Again, solid and dotted lines denote median and1 standard errors bands, respectively.
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Figures 5.10 and 5.11 replay the dynamic correlations from Figures 5.4 and 5.5
but with the correlation obtained from the data purged of demand and supply shocks,
respectively. So that the contemporaneous negative correlation between money and
ination in Figures 5.4 and 5.10 for the US data seem to be something we can as-
sociate with a dominance of supply over demand shocks. Similarly for the UK data
there appears to be a closer t with the data when we consider the supply shock
rather than demand shock case for the dynamic correlations.
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Figure 5.10 - US dynamic correlation between ination and supply- or demand- driven
money
Note: The charts plot the dynamic correlation between the original data series and the alternative series
dominated by primitive shocks in money market. The red solid line represent the actual correlation while the
black solid line is the median of alternative dynamic correlations. The dotted lines are 1 standard errors
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bands.
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Figure 5.11 - UK dynamic correlation between ination and supply- or demand- driven
money
Note: The charts plot the dynamic correlation between the original data series and the alternative series
dominated by primitive shocks in money market. The red solid line represent the actual correlation while the
black solid line is the median of alternative dynamic correlations. The dotted lines are 1 standard errors
bands.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 replay the long run correlations from Figures 5.6 and 5.7. For the
US the downturn in correlation at longer horizons and particularly in the latter sub-period
seems to be well explained by demand shocks rather than supply shocks. So we have a
story where supply shocks in the broad money market dominate at shorter horizons but
demand shocks dominate over the longer run. For the UK the results is somewhat less
clear cut with possibly both and demand and supply shocks having a role to play in the
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longer term correlation.
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Figure 5.12 - US long-run correlation between ination and supply- or demand- driven
money
Note: The charts plot the long-run correlation of original data series and those alternative series dominated
by primitive shocks in money market. The red solid line represent the actual correlation while the black solid
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line is the median of alternative long-run correlations. The dotted lines are1 standard errors bands.
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Figure 5.13 - UK long-run correlation between ination and supply- or demand- driven
money
Note: The charts plot the long-run correlation between the original data series and the alternative series
dominated by primitive shocks in money market. The red solid line represent the actual correlation while the
black solid line is the median of alternative long-run correlations. The dotted lines are 1 standard errors
bands.
Concentrating on the nding that supply shocks seem the dominant explanation for
uctuations in broad money at the monthly frequency, we can use our method to uncover
whether the supply shocks have been driven more by policy rate or LIBOR. Recall that the
EFP equals difference between LIBOR and policy and a supply shock reduce the spread
which may imply either or both of an increase in the policy rate or a reduction in LIBOR.
We can interpret the former, a positive correlation between policy rates and money sup-
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ply shocks, as a policy response and any negative correlation between supply shocks and
LIBOR as an exogenous increase in money market supply.
In this sense Figure 5.14 is very revealing. We can estimate the correlation between our
identied shocks and the LIBOR and the policy rate and plot the correlation as a kernel
density. In both the full samples and the latter sample, US policy rates seem uncorrelated
with the supply shocks to the money market and suggest that they emanated from the
liquidity provision of the banking sector, which acted in response to a compression in
nancial spreads - as represented by the negative correlation in LIBOR. In the UK, Figure
5.15, the picture that emerges is somewhat different. In that over the full sample, the
policy rate has been offsetting supply shocks as we locate a positive correlation but to
some extent in the latter period, this attenuation has diminished to around 0.2 from 0.4.
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Figure 5.14 - US money supply shock accounting
Note: The chart shows whether the identied money supply shocks are associated with changes in policy
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rate or market rate, the two components in the nancial spread, efp. The market rate is simply the interbank
rate on wholesale money market. The empirical density is the kernel density estimator from the 200 valid draws.
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Figure 5.15 - UK money supply shock accounting
Note: The chart shows whether the identied money supply shocks are associated with changes in policy
rate or market rate, the two components in the nancial spread, efp. The market rate is simply the interbank
rate on wholesale money market. The empirical density is the kernel density estimator from the 200 valid draws.
5.5Conclusion
It has become a truism to state that monetary policy in the period of ination targeting
began to ignore money. This chapter as well illustrating why that might be the case - there
are strong demand and supply shocks emanating in money markets which make inference
on the true cause of any observed perturbation difcult - it offers a possible strategy that
might be employed to uncover whether money is driven by demand or supply. The key is
to view supply shocks in money market as an important indicator of both monetary policy
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innovations and money market liquidity provision. A demand-supply framework can well
capture this big picture. By using a computationally intensive Bayesian VAR estimation
with fairly pedestrian sign restrictions, which we show can fall out of a simple analysis
of money markets, we can uncover primitive demand and supply shocks in the US and
UK broad money market. We nd that supply shocks dominate the innovations in cost of
funding and the quantity of funding and particularly strong evidence in the US that these
supply shocks were more closely related to nancial market driven supply of funds rather
than policy-induced variation. At least for 3-month tenor money market, the Fed seems
reluctant to affect market liquidity by implementing proactive interest rate instruments.
Considerably more work on sectoral money and individual market interest rates (of various
tenors) will be required to rm up our tentative conclusions but at a moment when nancial
markets seem to be frozen, it is important to try and evaluate whether (a) policy (mistake)
has had any role to play in the over-reach of the nancial sector. Our tentative answer is
yes.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This study, developed with the considerable help of my thesis advisors, has analyzed sev-
eral DSGE models to understand mainly, but not restricted to, the macroeconomic and
nancial linkage with traditional calibration method and a newly developed model evalua-
tion procedure. The question was whether these models and various exogenous shocks are
able to explain the observed volatilities and correlation of macro and nancial variables. In
addition to the empirical investigation, I develop testing methodologies for the empirical
t of these models. Finally, I use a Bayesian VAR framework to analyze the changing dy-
namics of macro-nancial interaction observed on money market. As the short concluding
chapter, I summarize the main ndings and discuss for the shortcomings and possibilities
of further research in these areas.
6.1Main ndings and discussion
The main results can be summarized as follows:
1. An open economy macro model with two sectors and incomplete nancial market
perturbed by productivity, preference and signicant interest rate parity disturbances can
account for observed puzzles of international nance literature, including lack of interna-
tional risk sharing. Signicantly perhaps there is no necessary role for various forms of
price rigidities here. What is key is that the coupling of a nancial friction with expec-
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tational errors in the interest rate parity condition may provide a promising direction for
resolutions of these puzzles (see Charles Engel, 2001, NBER Macroeconomics Annual);
2. A macro-nance model of yield curve under expectation hypothesis is in general
not compatible with observed yield curve dynamics of the level of the term structure, but
less so for yield curve slope, making it a good candidate for signalling business cycle
uctuations. That the DSGE models can t the slope rather than the level may be related
to the inability of these models to deal with time variation of expected steady states.
3. Labour reform such as UK in 1980s is likely to have lead to more efcient monetary
policy transmission. But signicant rigidities remain with employment adjusting slowly
to shocks, and in such a world I suggest that policy needs to be attentive to recessions, as
the search may persist for a long time period. To some extent this nding may alter the
terms of trade in monetary policy for pursuing ination targeting at the expense of output
- the trade-off my not be quite so clearly in favour of price stability.
4. Orthodox monetary policy treats the evolution of the money stock as being closely
tied to equilibrium outcomes on output and the price level. In this sense, observations
on the money stock are unlikely to explain much about the future evolution of nominal
output. But actual data suggests supply shocks, for example originating in nancial sec-
tor loan production or innovation, play a signicant role broad money balances over the
short- to medium-term, therefore traditional ination-targeting monetary policy might be
inappropriate. In the period of global monetary easing, in the early part of this decade, the
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Federal Reserve did not seem to respond so obviously to supply shocks but Bank of Eng-
land and European Central Bank seem to, at least with some efforts, try offsetting such
shocks.
On methodological side, there are two contribution in the thesis:
5. Unconditional second moments have been used to develop a new set of procedures
for model evaluation and selection. The method features great exibility and simplicity
but works fairly well with the DSGE models explored here.
6. Finally, I repeat the shock identication procedure with Uhlig's (2005), among oth-
ers, Bayesian VAR, adding to the existing literature on DSGE model identication.
6.2 Limitations and suggestion for future research
The complete research agenda is based on loosely organized topics in the chosen eld,
taking DSGE models to data of macro-nancial variables. Without a rm key question,
the whole research work suffers from inconsistency, especially the modeling technique.
However this is due to the various macroeconomic puzzles I wish to resolve.
Some other shortcomings of the dissertation should be noted as well. First of all, as the
main contribution, the new distance approach for model evaluation and selection is worthy
of further robustness check on its properties and ability to uncover better models. In the
current version, the six alternative metrics were either a rule-of-thumb type indicator or
borrowed from other literature. Without an in depth understanding of it statistical proper-
ties, especially in a misspecied model, the model selection exercise may lead to incorrect
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inference. Some further work on the robustness of these tests is required but for reasons of
space, such analysis is beyond the scope of my thesis. Separate work should be conducted
on this promising empirical tool, perhaps with only the Kullback-Leibler information cri-
terion (KLIC), as suggested by Watson (1993). The distributional assumption is in line
with comparable empirical approaches and the concept of information loss is straight-
forward. An advantage of KLIC is the possibility to develop a stronger interface, such
as a distance band, by utilizing data variability in the model simulation.
Although the distance approach has successfully indicated the best case for the open
economy model and NKPC model, there are other concerns on the validity of such com-
parison between candidate models. In the open economy case, we compare only a sub-
block of the variance covariance matrices. Candidate models have different numbers of
exogenous shocks. These issues need to be justied in a structured research of the method-
ology. In the NKPC chapter, the method is used to ne-tune the magnitude of exogenous
shocks. These attempts to improve model's empirical t may raise criticism due to lack
of thorough justication of the distance measure approach. For instance, the sub-block
problem might be resolved by incorporating a weighting matrix; simulation analysis can
be conducted for misspecied models.
By construction, DSGE is a parsimonious framework so that a full-scale model t can
be very difcult. However, based on the proposed unconditional second moments method,
model complexity is no longer the main issue. In chapter three through to ve, more
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model features can be incorporated. For chapter three, a macro-nance yield curve can
be constructed by revising the pure expectation hypothesis and considering investment
habitat of bond as a nancial shock. By doing so the yield curve curvature and level might
be better explained.
In chapter four, the very slow response of unemployment is still a puzzle. Apparently
further rigidity in labour market is required. Also specication of monetary policy could
be modied to capture both ination targeting and nominal income targeting, as opposed
to the simple quantity rule in current version. It could very well be that some interaction of
shocks may further help understand these dynamics: consider a reduction in credit avail-
ability combining with higher levels of unemployment to help explain large falls in output
during recessions.
Chapter ve has shown the distinctive policy stand confronting supply shock of money
markets. This would be an important ndings if it can also be observed in an DSGEmodel.
Liquidity provision and various interest rate could be incorporated in a New Keynesian
framework, such as Goodfriend and McCallum (2007) or that of Chadha and Corrado
(2009), to address empirical distinction among US and EU data, as European Central
Bank's two pillar principle provides a benchmark for such analysis.
Simulation based DSGE research is a wonderful world when computation burdens have
been relaxed. And, rather like theoretical physics, the worlds created are magical, tractable
and consistent from micro-foundations to superstructure. For a reasonably long time,
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DSGE macroeconomists have limited their analysis to the laboratory environment. How-
ever, recent years have seen more and more DSGE research work that contribute to a
better understanding of aggregate macroeconomic and nancial behaviour and thus may
shed light on monetary policy making. And my PhD research is dedicated to this direc-
tion. Given the events of the past two years since the onset of the nancial crisis, I can
think no more laudable aim.
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Appendix A
An Open Economy Macroeconomic Model:
Specication, Solution and Approximation
Consumer optimization
In this model, the home and overseas economy are composed of innitely lived iden-
tical representative agents. The utility function takes a non-separable form derived from
consumption goods and leisure, which is similar to Stockman and Tesar (1995) and Hol-
land and Scott (1998).
Ut = Et
1X
s=t
s t
"
C1 s
1  
(1  ls)s

#
(A.1)
where t denotes a shift in preference, which generates uctuations on demand side.
The incomplete nancial market is introduced by home bonds or foreign bonds avail-
able to all agents. Home agents have income from employment and equal share of prot
in nal goods market. The budget constraint is:
PtCt +
BHt
(1 + it)
+
StBFt
(1 + it )

StBFt
Pt
 = BHt 1 + StBFt 1 + Ptwtlt +t (A.2)
where () denotes a cost for foreign bond holding. The rst order conditions for this
maximization problem with respect to BHt , BFt and lt are:
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From (A.3) and (A.4) we obtain the Uncovered Interest Parity (UIP) condition:
(1 + it) = (1 + i

t )

StBFt
Pt

Et
St+1
St
(A.6)
Therefore the expected nominal exchange rate depend on foreign bond holding as well
as the interest rate differential. We modify this result by further assuming a UIP shock & t
originated from mis-perception in foreign exchange market, as in Kollmann (2003).
Et
St+1
St
= & t
1 + it
1 + it
 1

StBFt
Pt

(A.7)
For the overseas economy there exists:
U 0Ct = (1 + i

t )Et
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U 0Ct+1
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
(A.8)
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(A.9)
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In the section below we disable the home bond for foreign agents. The purpose is
to simplify the solution and highlight the incompleteness of nancial market. For home
investors (consumers), they could either invest in foreign bonds or adjust physical capital
investment in response to shocks, as the net demand of bond is zero when all individuals
are identical. The budget constraint becomes:
PtCt +
StBFt
(1 + it )

StBFt
Pt
 = StBFt 1 + Ptwtlt +t (A.10)
Final goods producer
On nal consumption level, wholesaler combines the traded and non-traded intermedi-
ate goods in a CES fashion:
Yt  Ct =
h
!
1
 c
 1

Tt
+ (1  !) 1 c
 1

Nt
i 
 1
(A.11)
where ! is the weight of traded goods in nal consumption basket, and  is the elasticity
of substitution between traded and non-traded goods. The wholesaler seeks maximal prot
by:
max
cT ;cN
PtCt   PTtcTt   PNtcNt (A.12)
The traded intermediate goods are produced by combining home produced and overseas
produced components:
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cTt =
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 1
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Ht
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
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i 
 1
(A.13)
where  denotes the share of traded goods produced domestically and  is the elasticity
of substitution between home produced and imported traded goods. The composite traded
goods provider tries to maximize the prot:
max
cH ;cF
PTtcTt   PHtcHt   PFtcFt (A.14)
We assume symmetric structure for overseas economy. The corresponding weights are
! and . In particular  is the share of home produced traded intermediate goods in
overseas economy. For a two-country symmetric model we shall have  = 1   . The
corresponding production function of foreign traded intermediate goods is:
cTt =


1
 c
  1

Ht
+ (1  ) 1 c
 1

Ft
 
 1
(A.15)
where cH and cF denotes home-produced and foreign-produced traded intermediate
goods consumed in overseas.
Prot maximization problem of composite goods producers yields the demand func-
tions of each goods.
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The associated Dixit-Stiglitz price indices are:
Pt =

!P 1 Tt + (1  !)P 1 Nt
 1
1  (A.19)
PTt =

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)P 1 Ft
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Correspondingly, in overseas the intermediate goods demand functions are:
cNt = (1  !)
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And the aggregate price indices:
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
!P 1 
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Tt
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1  (A.24)
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On nal goods market, the budget constraints exclude government spending or further
investment goods.
Y t = C

t (A.26)
Yt = Ct
We sum up the intermediate level production and dene it the aggregate output (GDP,
or gross value added):
Vt = yHt + yNt (A.27)
V t = y

Ft + y

Nt
Intermediate goods producer
In each sector, the producer of intermediate goods hires capital and labour to maximise
the expected discounted value of prot.
maxEt
1X
t=0
t
U 0CtP0
U 0C0Pt
[PHtyHt   PtwtlHt   PHtxHt ] (A.28)
with respect to:
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First order conditions to labor, investment, Lagrange multiplier and capital stock pro-
vide the equilibrium solution:
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Similarly, the producer of nontraded intermediate goods hires capital and labor to max-
imize the expected discounted value of prot.
maxEt
1X
t=0
t
U 0CtP0
U 0C0Pt
[PNtyNt   PtwtlNt   PNtxNt ] (A.32)
with respect to:
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
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First order conditions to labour, investment, Lagrange multiplier and capital stock pro-
vide the equilibrium solution:
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Relative Prices
It is useful to dene two relative price measures: terms of trade (TOT, import to export
price; an increase means deterioration of TOT) and relative price of non-traded goods.
Tt =
PFt
PHt
(A.35)
Rt =
PNt
PTt
(A.36)
For simplicity, we replace log-linearized price variables by expressions of these relative
prices (Tt and Rt) in the remaining parts of the paper. This can be done by log-linearising
the Dixit-Stiglitz price indices:
bPTt   bPHt = (1  ) bTt
bPTt   bPFt =   bTt
bPt   bPTt = (1  !) bRt
bPt   bPNt =  ! bRt (A.37)
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The overseas counterpart of relative prices can be shown as:
bT t = cP Ht   cP Ft
bRt = bP Nt   bP Tt
cP Tt   cP Ft = cT t
cP Tt   cP Ht =   (1  )cT t
cP t   cP Tt = (1  !)cRt
cP t   cP Nt =  !cRt
where StP Ht = PHt , StP

Ft
= PFt , (local currency pricing) as required by the non-
discriminative prices. Thus TtT t = 1.
Current account
In equation (A.10) we plug in the wholesale prot of home economy:
t = PHtyHt   PtwtlHt   PHtxHt + (A.38)
PNtyNt   PtwtlNt   PNtxNt
and the economy-wide resource constraint: lt = lHt + lNt; xt = xHt + xNt . We obtain:
Ct +
StBFt
Pt(1 + it )

StBFt
Pt
 = StBFt 1
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+
PHt
Pt
yHt +
PNt
Pt
yNt  
PHt
Pt
xt (A.39)
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Market equilibrium in the intermediate goods level requires: yNt = cNt; yHt = cHt +
cHt + xHt + xNt . Finally, the current account equation has the following form:
StBFt
Pt(1 + it )

StBFt
Pt
 = StBFt 1
Pt
+
PHt
Pt
cHt +
PHt
Pt
cHt +
PNt
Pt
cNt   Ct (A.40)
Real exchange rate
In our model, the real exchange rate is dened as:
RSt =
StP

t
Pt
StP

t
Pt
=
StP

H;t
PH;t
PH;t
PT;t
P T;t
P H;t
PT;t
Pt
P t
P T;t
Monetary policy
Since we are characterising a nominal model we need to specify a monetary policy
rule. In what follows we assume that the monetary authorities in both countries follow
a strategy of setting consumer price ination equal to zero (this would be equivalent of
saying that our model is a model in which prices are perfectly exible).
Log-linearisation
This section approximates the system of equations around a steady state. The equations
appearing in the code are labeled with a prex L.
Current account
We do not provide a functional form for the cost of nancial intermediation. However,
we specify following properties for this cost function: (0) = 1; (bt) is a differenciable
decreasing function around the neighbourhood of 0, where bt =
StBFt
Pt
is the real foreign
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asset holding in home currency.We assume a constant elasticity ( ") of this cost parameter
in response to changes in foreign asset position.
 " = @(bt)
 (bt)
=
@bt
bt
" =  
0 (bt) bt
(bt)
(A.41)
The steady state of current account equation is:
b

 
b
 = b+ !Y  + !Y + (1  !)Y   Y (A.42)
Y

Y
=
! (1  ) + (   1) a
!
(A.43)
where a  b
Y
' b
(b)Y
is the steady state of net foreign asset position. Home country is
either a creditor or debtor for positive or negative a. Equation (A.42) shows a steady state
trade and asset holding: the left hand side is the present value of increased foreign asset
position to home output. The right hand side is the net export as a percentage of home
output. As the steady state of economy aggregate is determined by the factor endowment,
Y

Y
is known. Specically, in symmetric case, a = 0, Y  = Y , ! = !, 1   = .
We multiply both side of current account equation by (1+ it ) and approximate it using
rst-order Taylor series expansion:
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lhs =
b

 
b
 +   b  b0  b
2
 
b
  bt   b
=
b

 
b
 + 1 + "

 
b
  bt   b (A.44)
rhs =
StPt 1St 1BFt 1
St 1PtPt 1
(1 + it ) +
PHt
Pt
!

P Ht
P Tt
  P Tt
P 
t
 
Y t (1 + i

t ) +
PHt
Pt
!

PHt
PTt
  
PTt
Pt
 
Yt(1 + i

t ) +
PNt
Pt
(1  !)

PNt
Pt
 
Yt(1 + i

t )  Yt(1 + it )
=
1

exp
bSt   bSt 1 + bPt 1   bPt + bit bt 1 +
!

Y

Y
h
  (1  ) bTt   (1  !) bRt +  (1  ) bTt +  (1  !)cRt + cY t + biti+
!

h
  (1  ) (1  ) bTt   (1  ) (1  !) bRt + bYt + biti+
1  !

h
! bRt   ! bRt + bYt + biti 
1

hbYt + biti (A.45)
The rst term in right hand side can be reduced:
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1

exp
bSt   bSt 1 + bPt 1   bPt + bit bt 1 = 1

exp
bSt   bSt 1 + bPt 1   bPt + bit  bt 1   b+
1

b exp
bSt   bSt 1 + bPt 1   bPt + bit
'

1

bbt 1 + 1

a+
1

a

4bSt   t + bitY
where bbt = bt b(b)Y ' bt bY . Multiply both side by  and subtract steady state value of
each side using (A.42).
 (1 + ")bbt = bbt 1 + a4bSt   t+ a (1 + ") bit +
[ (1  ) (   !) + (1  ) (!   )] bTt +
[! (1  )  ] (1  !) bRt +  (1  !) (   !)cRt +
(   !)cY t   ! (1  ) bYt (L6)
where  = ! + (   1) a.
Consumption Euler and other aggregate equations
We approximate the Euler equations, UIP condition and consumption-leisure trade-off
around the steady state:
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dU 0Ct = bit + Et [U 0Ct+1   t+1 (L1)
dU 0Ct = bit + Et [U 0Ct+1   t+1 (L2)
EtSt+1 = bit   bit + "bbt +b& t (L3)
bwt = bCt + bt + l
1  l
blt (L4)
cwt = cCt + bt + l
1  l
blt (L5)
Log-linearisation of equilibrium inputs in production
We now log-linearise the equilibrium conditions for competitive marekets of interme-
diate goods that we derived in previous section.
Firstly we log-linearise equation (A.31). We specify the cost of capital adjustment as:


xt
kt 1

=
b

xt
kt 1 
2
2
. The log-linearisation can be done by introducing some intermedi-
ate variables. The equation can become the following system of equation after introduction
of several instrumental quantities Z1;t, Z2;t, Z3;t.
Z1;t = 1  0

xHt
kHt 1

Z2;t = (1  )  

xHt+1
kHt

+ 0

xHt+1
kHt

xHt+1
kHt
Z3;t = fk;t+1Z1;t +
Z1;t
Z1;t+1
Z2;t
U 0Ct = Et
PHt+1
Pt+1
Pt
PHt
U 0Ct+1Z3;t
Each of these equations can be log-linearised easily by straightforward algebra. We ob-
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tain the following equations by tidying up log-linearized counterparts of all the equations.
bZ1;t =  b bxHt   bkHt 1
bZ2;t = b2
bxHt+1   bkHt
1  bZ3;t = fk  bfk;t+1 + bZ1;t+  (1  ) bZ1;t   bZ1;t+1 + bZ2;t
bfk;t = bAt + blHt   bkHt 1
 bCt+1 +  bt+1 +  lblt+1 =  bCt +  bt +  lblt +
(1  !)
 bRt   bRt+1+ (1  )bTt   bTt+1 
b
bxHt   bkHt 1  (+ b)bkHt +
bbxHt+1 +  bAt+1 + blHt+1 (L7)
where  = 1   (1  ),   =   ln
 
1  l,  l =  l1 l .
Capital accumulation equation takes the form:
bkHt = (1  )bkHt 1 + bxHt (L9)
The labour input equation:
bwt = (   1) bTt + (!   1) bRt + bAt + (  1)blHt + (1  )bkHt 1 (L11)
For non-traded sector, we have:
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 bCt+1 +  bt+1 +  lblt+1 =  bCt +  bt +  lblt + !  bRt+1   bRt 
b
bxNt   bkNt 1  (+ b)bkNt +
bbxNt+1 +  bANt+1 + blNt+1 (L8)
bkNt = (1  )bkNt 1 + bxNt (L10)
bwt = ! bRt + bANt + (  1)blNt + (1  )bkNt 1 (L12)
The overseas counterparts of equation L7 through L12 are:
cCt+1 +   bt+1 +  lblt+1 = cCt +   bt +  lblt +
(1  !)
cRt  cRt+1+  bTt   bTt+1 
b
 bxFt   bkFt 1  (+ b) bkFt +
b bxFt+1 + cAFt+1 + blFt+1 (L13)
cCt+1 +   bt+1 +  lblt+1 = cCt +   bt +  lblt + ! cRt+1  cRt 
b
 bxNt   bkNt 1  (+ b) bkNt +
b bxNt+1 + cANt+1 + blNt+1 (L14)
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bkFt = (1  ) bkFt 1 +  bxFt (L15)
bkNt = (1  ) bkNt 1 +  bxNt (L16)
cwt =  bTt + (!   1)cRt +cAFt + (   1) blFt + (1  ) bkFt 1 (L17)
cwt = !cRt +cANt + (   1) blNt + (1  ) bkNt 1 (L18)
Other steady state
In the steady state, all prices are equalized and normalized to unity. We obtain following
steady state:
1 + i =
1

1 = 
 
fHk + 1  

1 = 
 
fNk + 1  

In the steady state, capital adjustment cost is zero, and xH
kH
= xN
kN
= .
xH
yH
=
xH
kH

kH
yH

= 
 
fHk
1  
! 1
= 

1  
1=   1 + 

xN
yN
= 

1  
1=   1 + 

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yH = cH + c

H + xH + xN
yH = !Y + !
Y

+ yH

xH
yH

+ (1  !)Y xN
yN
yH
Y
=
! + [ (1 + ")  1] a+ (1 !)(1 )
1= 1+
1  (1 )
1= 1+
cH
yH
= !

yH
Y
 1
cH
yH
= !

yH
Y
 1 
Y

Y
!
xN
yH
= 1  cH
yH
  c

H
yH
  xH
yH
The labor inputs:
w = 
yH
lH
= 
yN
lN
l = lH + lN
lN
l
=
yN
Y
yH
Y
+ yN
Y
lH
l
= 1  lN
l
Log-linearization of constraints
Production function of traded goods equals nal consumption plus investment require-
ment: yHt = cHt + cHt + xHt + xNt .
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bAt + blHt + (1  )bkHt 1 = cHyH
h
 (1  ) bTt +  (1  !) bRt + bYti+
cH
yH
h
 (1  ) bTt +  (1  !) bRt + bY t i+
xH
yH
bxHt + xNyH bxNt (L19)
And yNt = cNt
bANt + blNt + (1  )bkNt 1 =  ! bRt + bYt (L20)
The overseas counterparts:
xF
yF
=
xN
yN
= 
1  
1=   1 + 
yF = cF + c

F + x

F + x

N
yF = ! (1  )Y + ! (1  )Y

+ yF

xF
yF

+ (1  !)Y x

N
yN
yF
Y
 =
! (1  ) =

Y

Y

+ ! (1  ) + (1 !)(1 )
1= 1+
1  (1 )
1= 1+
cF
yF
= ! (1  )
 
yF
Y

Y

Y
! 1
cF
yF
= ! (1  )

yF
Y

 1
xN
yF
= 1  cF
yF
  c

F
yF
  x

F
yF
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bAFt + blFt + (1  )bkFt 1 = cFyF
h
  bTt +  (1  !) bRt + bYti+
cF
yF
h
  bTt +  (1  !) bRt + bY t i+
xF
yF
bxFt + xNyF bxNt (L21)
bANt + blNt + (1  )bkNt 1 =  ! bRt + bY t (L22)
Labor inputs:
w = 
yF
l

F
= 
yN
l

N
l

= l

F + l

N
l

N
l
 =
yN
Y

yF
Y
 +
yN
Y

l

F
l
 = 1 
l

N
l

The constraints for nal consumption:
bYt = bCt (L23)
bY t = bCt (L24)
The constraints for labor input:
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blt = lH
l
blHt + lN
l
blNt (L25)
blt = lF
l
 blFt + lN
l
 blNt (L26)
Other equations
The real exchange rate:
cRSt = (   )T^t + (!   1) R^t + (1  !) R^t (L27)
Evolvement of terms of trade:
Tt =
PFt
PHt
=
PFt 1
PHt 1
StP

Ft
St 1P Ft 1
PHt 1
PHtbTt = bTt 1 +bSt + F t   Ht (L28)
Dene relative consumption:
dCCt = bCt   cCt (L29)
Dene current account as the capital account adjustment, as home agents buy foreign
bond with payment in trade abroad.
dCAt = bbt  bbt 1 (L30)
CPI indices:
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t = !
H
t + ! (1  )F

t + ! (1  )bSt + (1  !)Nt (L31)
t = !
Ht   !bSt + ! (1  )F t + (1  !)Nt (L32)
Central banks set CPI to zeros (exible-price monetary policy):
t = 0 (L33)
t = 0 (L34)
PPI Ination of non-traded sector can be expressed:
Nt =
 bPNt   bPt   bPNt 1   bPt 1+ bPt   bPt 1
= !

R^t   R^t 1

+ t (L35)
N

t = !


R^t   R^t 1

+ t (L36)
The trade balance is dened as real net export deated by home price:
TBt =
PHt
Pt
cHt  
PFt
Pt
cFt
=
PHt
Pt
!

P Ht
P Tt
  P Tt
P 
t
 
Y t  
PFt
Pt
! (1  )

PFt
PTt
  
PTt
Pt
 
Yt
(A.46)
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The cyclical trade balance is dened as
dTBt
Y
= [ (1  ) (   !) + (1  ) (!   )] bTt +
(1  !) (!   ) bRt +
(   !) (1  !) bRt +
(   !) bY t   ! (1  ) bYt (L37)
where TB = (   1) aY .
Finally, we calculate the aggregate investment level for both countries:
bxt = xH
x
bxHt + xNx bxNt (L38)
bxt = xFx bxFt + xNx bxNt (L39)
We dene the GDP as the gross value added at intermediate goods production stage de-
ated by consumer price index: Vt =
PNt
Pt
yNt+
PHt
Pt
yHt =
PNt
Pt
cNt+
PHt
Pt
 
cHt + c

Ht
+ xHt + xNt

;
V t =
P Nt
P 
t
yNt +
P Ft
P 
t
yFt =
P Nt
P 
t
cNt +
P Ft
P 
t
 
cFt + cFt + x

Ft
+ xNt

. The linearized equations
are:
V
Y
bVt = (1  ! + !) bYt + (   !) bY t + xHyH yHY bxHt + (1  !) xNyN bxNt +
(1  !)

! (   1)  V
Y
+ 1
 bRt +  (   !) (1  !) bRt +
(1  )

!   V
Y
+ 1  !

+  (   !) (1  )
 bTt (L40)
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where V
Y
= (1  !) +  + xH
yH
yH
Y
+ (1  !) xN
yN
.
V

Y
 bV t = (1  !) bY t + !! (1  )   ! bYt + xFyF y

F
Y
 bxFt + (1  !) xNyN bxNt +
(1  !)
"
1  !   V

Y

# bRt +  (1  !) !! (1  )   ! bRt +

"
V

Y
   1 + !   ! (1  ) 
!! (1  )
   !
# bTt (L41)
where V

Y
 = 1  ! + !!(1 ) ! +
xF
yF
yF
Y
 + (1  !) xNyN .
Summary of the system
We have eight lagged variables therefore another eight equations enter the system. Now
we have 41 endonegous variables, 8 predetermined variables and 7 exogenous shocks.
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Appendix B
Measurement of Exogenous Shocks in Open
Economy Macroeconomic Model
B.1 Productivity Measurement
Sectoral productivity is calculated as total factor productivity (TFP) in traded (manufactur-
ing) or non-traded (services) sector. We use OECD STAN database 2005 Release (OECD,
2004) to construct sectoral TFP series for the UK and the US. Incomplete data on total
hours and gross capital stock are complemented by total employment and capital forma-
tion data. Based on these data, TFP is measured as:
TFPAt = log
 
Y At
(KAt )
1 
(NAt )

!
; (B.1)
where A = fT (traded), NT (non-traded)g, and  denotes the labor share in production
calibrated at 0:67.
B.2 Measuring the preference shock
We follow Holland and Scott (1998) for measuring preference deviations, bt. Specically,
we use the Euler equation describing the leisure-consumption trade-off to nd an expres-
sion for the preference variable t.59 In the above equilibrium the real wage must equals
UL
UC
, the marginal rate of substitution between leisure and consumption, to clear labor mar-
59 A positive preference deviation, such as t = 1%, is said to be biased to leisure time.
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ket. The time endowment and the utility non-separable to leisure are:
Lt = 1  lt (B.2)
U =
1
1  C
1 
t
L
t
t

(B.3)
Then, the leisure-consumption trade-off yields:
wt =
UL
UC
=
Ctt
(1  ) (1  lt) (B.4)
Calibration for the parameters are taken from Table 2.1. Then, the stochastic preference
shocks can be measured by using US and UK aggregate data on wt, Ct and lt.
Note we could also enforce the equilibrium condition for exible wage setting:
wt = Fl (Kt 1; lt) : (B.5)
In this case, we can replace wt by Ytlt to avoid the sticky wage setting which may under-
mine the basic assumption of the exible price model. This measure also captures very
well the idea of preference shocks in Hall (1997), since data shows an association of re-
cession years with increase in leisure-biased preference t.
Finally, our preference shocks are the detrended series of t in logarithm:
ln t = ln
Yt (1  ) (1  lt)
ltCt
(B.6)
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B.3 Expectational Errors in Exchange Rates
Furthermore, we allow a random shock in the UIP condition, making exchange rate volatil-
ity attributable to more factors. This treatment aims to reconcile the contrafactual interest
rate parity predicted by consumption Euler equation. The uncovered interest rate parity
calls for an even urgent need in recent years when carry trade increase sharply both in vol-
ume and its market impact. We have a simple model for the UIP shocks with participants
in foreign exchange market allowed to let exchange rate deviate from theoretical value
in the short run. The nominal exchange rate adjustment follows the covered interest rate
parity condition of foreign bond holding but is also subject to a shock xu;t:
Etst+1 = it   it + " bBt + xu;t (B.7)
This representation is an extremely simple way to model UIP shock, not like other re-
search who assume some theoretical background behind the disparity (for instance Dorn-
busch's overreaction model). Attemps to estimate the above relationship can be prob-
lemetic due to potential omitted variables. This partly contributes to the dominant role of
expectational errors in foreign exchange market, such as the UIP deviations in our set-up.
Instead of estimation, we refer to Selaive and Tuesta's (2003) nding on foreign bond
holding costs, and adopt their calibration of " = 0:007 (based on quarterly data). The UIP
deviations are therefore computed by substituting calibrated parameters and historical data
into equation (B.7), where we measure net foreign asset adjustment bBt (bond holding) by
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the detrended series of Net Foreign Asset to GDP ratio: StBt
Yt
.
We nd the resulting UIP deviation is highly volatile but not highly persistent. How-
ever, a persistent UIP shock is required for a foreign exchange market characterised by
carry trade and uncovered interest rate parity. By contrast to above estimation, Kollmann
(2003) uses a two-part UIP shock xu;t = at + !t and nds UIP shocks to be quite persis-
tent. We conduct sensitivity check by allowing persistent UIP deviations versus the base
case scenario.
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Appendix C
Evaluating Model Fit
Canova and Ortega (2000) discuss four possible approaches in evaluating DSGEmodel t.
The variety of approaches arise from the different treatments of model uncertainties and
data sampling uncertainties: (a) an informal approach, which ignores both sampling vari-
ability in the data and uncertainty regarding model parameters, (b) methods that consider
model uncertainty but not sampling variability in the data, and (c) methods that consider
sampling variability in the data but not uncertainty in model; and (d) approaches that ac-
count for both sampling variability in the data and model uncertainty.
Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen (2007) propose the modied Nagao test which belongs
to the class of methods (c):
... we consider an approach that uses sampling variability of actual data to pro-
vide a measure of the distance between model and the data, holding the model VCM
xed. This approach is explicitly based on the context of dynamic general equilib-
rium macroeconomic models, where given specic calibrated or estimated values
for the parameters, the model can be simulated for as many periods of time as de-
sired. Thus, for given parameter values, the asymptotic VCM of the state variables
obtained from such simulation has no sampling variability. On the other hand, the
data VCM is based on a data for a nite sample period. In most applications, this
period would be from 1960 or later to the most recent period for which data are avail-
able. Thus, there is substantial sampling variation in the data VCM, while the model
VCM can be considered xed for a given combination of parameter values. By com-
puting distances for distinct combinations of possible parameter values across all the
competing models, we can ignore the uncertainty regarding calibration or estimation
of parameters, while taking account of sampling variability in the actual data.
Using approach (c), we propose similar methods derived from the Box-Bartlett test
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(Bartlett, 1937; Box, 1949) and its variant based on the Ledoit-Wolf test (Ledoit and
Wolf, 2002). In addition we explore the possibility of using parallel approaches follow-
ing Canova and Ortega's (2000) guideline: eyeballing approach such as RMSE and MAE
are implementations of approach (a), while Kullback-Leibler is an implementation of ap-
proach (d).
Since most DSGE models are driven by only a limited number of shocks and prede-
termined state variables, the model VCM is usually rank-decient. Except for RMSE and
MAE, we use a projection of both data and model VCM to lower dimensional subspace
introduced by Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen (2007) to deal with the rank-decient prob-
lem.
The methods developed here will also take into account two other common features
of model selection in the stated context. First, as emphasized earlier, DSGE models are
intended to be abstractions of reality and are often driven by a lesser number of shocks
than the number of state variables. In other words, while actual data VCMs would be
full-rank, simulated data VCMs may often have a lower rank. Our methods will explicitly
take into account this possibility. Second, the metrics will be developed in such a way
that enables model selection when the candidate DSGE models may be non-nested. This
feature of our methodology is obviously important and enhances the applicability of the
methods.
Distance metrics
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We denote by [0]mm the full-rank data VCM estimated using n0 data points ((0) =
m); where  is the rank of VCM. [M1 ]mm ; [M2 ]mm ; [M3 ]mm ; : : : denote estimated
VCMs using simulated data from a countable collection of competing modelsM1;M2;M3; : : :
and based on n1; n2; n3; : : : simulated observations respectively. Some of these matrices
may be rank decient; that is, (Mj)  (0) = m.
We shall propose several alternate metrics, denoted d(0;Mj), that give scalar mea-
sures of how different any of the simulated VCMs are from 0, where d is a metric mea-
suring the distance between 0 and Mj . These measures can then be used to select an ap-
propriate model from all the competing ones. In the following, we focus on one competing
model VCM, say M and elaborate on different possible approaches and corresponding
metrics.
Naive, or Eyeballing, approach
This is not based on any distributional assumption. Root Mean Squared Errors (RMSE)
and Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) are dened as:
RMSE =
p
MSE;MSE =
1
m2
mX
i=1
mX
j=1
e2i;j (C.1)
MAE =
1
m2
mX
i=1
mX
j=1
jei;jj (C.2)
where e = ((eij))mm = M   0. In terms of the typology developed in Canova and
Ortega (2000), the above two metrics ignore sampling variability in both data and model
VCM.
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Testing approach
This approach is based on a multivariate normality assumption underlying both the
estimated VCMs, 0 and M . However, we consider the possibility that the model VCM
may not be full rank. The idea here is to pretend that we are conducting a test of the
hypothesis H0 : 0 = M against the omnibus alternative H1 : 0 6= M . We are not as
such interested in the outcome of the test, since we do not strongly believe that any of the
models will generate simulated VCMs that are statistically indistinguishable from the data
VCM. However, we can still use the p-values of the tests (or the values of the test statistic
itself, adjusted for degrees of freedom) to give us a metric to compare between competing
models. Note that the testing approach considers sampling variation in the data VCM,
but the comparison is made with a simulated VCM based on large data where sampling
variability may be negligible. We consider the following cases:
M is full-rank
Here we can use a whole battery of tests developed in the multivariate statistics litera-
ture. The most popular of these tests are the Box (1949) modication to the test proposed
by Bartlett (1937), and the test proposed by Nagao (1973).
Bartlett (1937) proposed the test statistic:
M =
X
(n0 + nM) ln jj   n0 ln j0j   nM ln jM j (C.3)
where the pooled estimate of the common covariance matrix under the null hypothesis is
 =
1
n0 + nM
[n00 + nMM ] :
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When multiplied by a scaler C 1 (Box, 1949):
C 1 = 1  2m
2 + 3m  1
6 (m+ 1)

1
n0
+
1
nM
  1
n0 + nM

;
the Box's M test statisticMC 1 has a Chi-square distribution (df = m (m+ 1) =2) under
the null hypothesis and multivariate normality assumption.
Nagao (1973) proposed a test for the null hypothesisH0 : M = I against the omnibus
alternative (where I is the identity matrix) given by the test statistic:
N =
nM
2
tr (M   I)2 ;
where tr(:) denotes trace of a square matrix. The test statistic has a Chi-square distribution
(df =m (m+ 1) =2) under the null hypothesis and multivariate normality assumption. This
test can be adopted to our situation by using the Cholesky decomposition of0, as follows:
0 = P
0P
M = P
0 1MP 1
I = P 0 10P 1
so that testing H0 : 0 = M is now equivalent to testing H0 : M = I against the
omnibus alternative. This is equivalent to premultiplying the actual and simulated data
vectors by P 0 1. Both the Box's M-test and Nagao's test are known to be very conservative
even in small samples (seldom accept the null hypothesis); this is, however, not of any
major consequence for our work since we are not interested in the exact results of the test.
M is rank decient ((M) < (0) = m)
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This is the usual case. The model here is clearly an abstraction driven by only a limited
number of shocks and predetermined variables. In fact, this abstraction can also represent
reality to a high degree, in the sense that often only a small number of shocks can explain
a substantial part of the variation in actual data on a larger number of state variables. In
most applications, only a limited number of leading eigenvalues (and their corresponding
eigenvectors) account for most of the variation in the data VCM, the remaining eigenvalues
are small in comparison.
While the Box-Bartlett and Nagao tests do not directly apply to this situation, we pro-
pose two simple modications. First, we adapt an extension of Nagao's test to the rank
decient case proposed by Ledoit and Wolf (2002). Ledoit and Wolf (2002) have recently
considered a situation where the number of variables is large and higher than the sample
size. They modify the Nagao (1973) test to this situation and derive asymptotic theory
when both the dimension of the VCM and sample size increase to1 at the same asymp-
totic rate. In particular, their test statistic is given by:
W =
1
m
tr (M   I)2  
m
(M)

1
m
tr (M)
2
+
m
(M)
:
Under the null hypothesis and multivariate normality, 1
2
(M):m:W has a Chi-squared
distribution with m(m + 1)=2 degrees of freedom. This extension is based on an asymp-
totic setup where, as sample size (time periods under study) increases, the set of state
variables under comparison is also augmented; this assumption is reasonable in many
practical situations.
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Second, following Bhattacharjee and Thoenissen (2007), we project the data VCM
onto a lower dimensional subspace spanned by the shocks and free predetermined vari-
ables driving the model. The usual Box-Bartlett and Nagao tests are then employed for
VCM comparisons over this lower dimensional subspace; see Bhattacharjee and Thoenis-
sen (2007) for further details.
Measures based on distance between distributions
One possible limitation of the above testing based approach is that it ignores sampling
variation in the model VCM, and therefore its applicability for moment comparison spe-
cic to known time periods may be tenuous. An alternative is the approach, indicated in
Watson (1993), based on computing the Kullback-Leibler Information Criteria (KLIC) be-
tween the distributions given by the data (mean zero, VCM 0) and the model (mean zero,
VCM M ) and choosing the best model based on this measure. The KLIC is given by:
I (0;M) = Ef(:;0;0) ln
f(Y ; 0;M)
f(Y ; 0;0)
=
Z 1
 1
ln
f(y; 0;M)
f(y; 0;0)
f(y; 0;0)dy; (C.4)
where f(:; 0; ) denotes the density of the multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean
vector zero and VCM , and the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution of
the data (mean zero and VCM 0).
While Watson (1993) suggests use of the KLIC in full-rank situations, we extend the
method to models with lower number of shocks by using density functions for singular
normal distributions. Specically, we consider the singular value decomposition (SVD)
of the simulated model VCM : M = 1e1e01 + 2e2e02 + :::+ pepe0p + 0ep+1e0p+1 + :::+
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meme
0
m, where p = (M) < m is the rank of the model VCM. The density function
of this rank-decient model (mean zero, VCM M , (M) = p < (0) = m) on the
subspace spanned by only the p leading eigenvectors is:
f

y
m1; 0;M

=
1
(2:1:2::::p)
m=2
: exp

 1
2
y0 My

;
where a generalized inverse (g-inverse) ofM is given by M = 1=1:e1:e01+1=2:e2:e02+
: : :+ 1=p:ep:e
0
p. The density of the data VCM (full-rank) is computed in the usual way.
The KLIC approach, however, has a few features that are of importance. First and
most importantly, KLIC does not give a strict distance metric, since it is not symmetric
in its arguments. One can use symmetric versions of KLIC reported in the literature and
besides this may not be a major issue in our case, since we are interested only in nd-
ing distances of different models from the data VCM, which is held constant throughout
the exercise, and to this extent our approach is consistent. Second, KLIC is of course
based on an assumed parametric distribution. We may assume multivariate normality or if
appropriate, some other parametric distribution. Third, the KLIC is often difcult to com-
pute particularly in a multi-dimensional case because this involves numerical integration
in high dimensions. We address this issue by taking a Monte Carlo or bootstrap approach
as follows.
We note that the KLIC is the expected value of difference of log-likelihoods under the
two alternative distributions (given by 0 and M ) for samples from the distribution given
by the data VCM. Empirically we can either generate a Monte Carlo sample (sample size
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NMC0 ) with data VCM, or take bootstrap resamples (bootstrap sample size NBS0 ) from
the actual data, and then calculate the sample mean of log likelihood ratios. By the weak
law of large numbers, both these approaches will give consistent estimates of the KLIC.
However, the Monte Carlo method will depend more specically on the validity of the
multivariate normality assumption, hence the bootstrap approach may be preferable in
practice:
bIMonte Carlo (0;M) = 1
NMC0
NMC0X
i=1
ln
f(yi; 0;M)
f(yi; 0;0)
;
bIBootstrap (0;M) = 1
NBS0
NBS0X
i=1
ln
f(yi; 0;M)
f(yi; 0;0)
:
MATLAB codes for the implementation of the metrics used in this thesis are available
from the authors on request.
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Appendix D
Walsh (2003) labour search DSGE model
We take a labour search and matching model ofWalsh (2003) and calibrate for UK context.
A full list of variables and parameters can be found in Table 4.1 and 4.2. Following key
equations construct a dynamic stochastic model that can be solved using standard MatLab
code.
 The cash-in-advance constraint requires the money growth equal change of nominal
demand, which combines real GDP growth and ination:
^t = y^t   y^t 1 + ^t; (D.1)
 The money growth in nominal term is taken exogenously as a policy rule:
^t = m^t 1 + ^t; (D.2)
 The consumption Euler fo the households simply describes the aggregate demand sched-
ule:
0 = Ety^t+1   y^t  

1


r^t +

1


Et^t+1; (D.3)
 Retail rms' pricing decisions give the typical new Keynesian Phillips curve. Note the
marginal cost is different from Calvo-Yun's paradigm.
0 = Et^t+1   ^t   ^t (D.4)
 In equilibrium, the endogenous job destruction margin rises to an increase in either real
rate or real marginal cost, but falls to an increase in productivity and rm's marginal
surplus, therefore links marginal cost to labour market dynamics:
a^t = r^t + ^t  

Rq
~a

q^t   z^t; (D.5)
 Solving an intertemporal optimisation of the rm, there is a present value condition (in
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terms of rm's surplus) for equilibrium matches:
q^t = AB
 
eH;aEta^t+1   Et^t+1   Etr^t+1 + Etzt+1

+

(1  kw)'(q   A)
q

Et'^t+1
 

q + h
q

(r^t   Et^t+1) 

kw
1  kw

q + h
q

k^wt + (1  kw)'Etq^t+1(D.6)
 The rm decides the optimal vacancies to post subject to a cost:
k^ft =  

kw
1  kw

k^wt  

q
q + h

q^t; (D.7)
 The probability a vacancy is lled per se is the ratio of matches to vacancies. Job
matches is a homogenous Cobb-Douglas-type function of searchers and vacancies.
k^ft = (   1) u^t   (1  )v^t; (D.8)
 Successful matches for both searchers and vacancies construct an identity:
v^t + k^
f
t = u^t + k^
w
t ; (D.9)
 Labour supply is a predetermined variable summing up the surviving employees and
new matches:
n^t+1 = ''^t + 'n^t +

vkf
N

v^t +

vkf
N

k^ft ; (D.10)
 The aggregate supply scheme is simply the total production minus the resources con-
summed in posting the vacancies.
y^t =

Q
Y

(eH;aa^t + n^t + zt) 

V
Y

v^t; (D.11)
 The survival rate is the proportion of employees survive from both exogenous and en-
dogenous job detruction, which is purely pin down by destruction margin:
'^t =  

n
1  n

eF;aa^t; (D.12)
 The identity of total labour supply gives a representation of unemployed workers, i.e.,
the searchers:
u^t =  

'N
u

n^t  

'N
u

'^t; (D.13)
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